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ABSTRACT
Christopher James Dahlie: In Concert With…: Concert Audio Engineers and Arena Sound
Systems, 1965-2018
(Under the direction of Michael Palm)
The Beatles’ Shea Stadium concert of 1965 placed a small band and the sound system of
a small club in the middle of a massive space. Therefore, there was no chance for the sound the
band produced to overcome the legendary screaming of enthusiastic fans. The following year,
Bill Hanley’s provision of a sound system to the Beatles’ next appearance at Shea is regarded as
the origin point for concert sound as we know today. Concerts have been examined as texts,
events, and experiences, but rarely as technological systems driven by expert technicians.
Concert audio engineers manage powerful sound systems that provide sonic intimacy with
performers to thousands of audience members at once. As cultural intermediaries, concert audio
engineers listen as both part of the audience and as technical experts shaping sound though an
evolving interface of control. Within the technological system of the arena concert in North
America from 1965 on, this dissertation documents the relationship between concert audio
engineers and the tools of their trade.
This dissertation offers a model of documenting, contextualizing, and analyzing technical
occupations within the cultural industries. Chapter one shows that, despite changing technologies
and occupational practices, a definite structure of the workday has crystalized for concert audio
engineers. Chapter two narrates how, over its sixty-year history, the arena concert sound system
has undergone a process of industrialization and standardization. Chapter three contextualizes the
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emergence, professionalization, and standardization of this occupation within broader histories of
technical listening and musical reproduction. The conclusion summarizes this dissertation’s
contributions to the fields of political economy of communication, cultural industries, and
production studies in assessing cultural labor and the technology used to perform it.
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INTRODUCTION

Artists perform concerts, but they do not build and run them. The concert is a ritual. The
concert is an event. The concert is a commodity. The concert is also a system comprised of
interlocking and overlapping technologies and tradespeople. Arena concert sound is assembled
and managed by concert audio engineers. On the one hand, concert audio engineers (CAE’s) are
part of the concert audience, listening to the same loudspeakers at the same time in the same
space. On the other hand, the mixing equipment barricading CAE’s off from the audience marks
their way of listening as different. They listen as craftspeople, as laborers, as technicians. While
the loudspeaker system is the primary aural interface between artists and the audience engineers
listen as part of, the mixing console and its accompanying technology is the engineer’s interface
of control, motivating a kind of being in sound that is their own. Audio engineers mixing a
concert shift their attention back and forth between these interfaces – the loudspeakers and the
console – without ever being completely unaware of either. Their labor is a constant cycle of
listening and adjustment. Most adjustments are smooth and subtle manipulation of the controls.
Yet the performance itself is only an hour or two of a full day of work for a concert crew. The
planning, load-in, setup, and careful load-out of these systems repeated day after day makes up
the vast bulk of CAE labor. This dissertation stakes a place among literature concerned with the
relationship between craftspeople and the world as mediated through tools. I specifically tell the
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story of how concert audio engineers began and continue to build the sound of the concert as we
now know it.
Beginning in the mid 1960's, artists and audiences at concerts heard a new technocultural
practice mediate their relationship, that of concert audio engineering. The mediation within a
mediation, that of sound from stage mediated through a system to the ears, eyes and hands of the
engineer simultaneously hearing with the audience and producing what that audience hears is the
concern of this work. The central guiding question of my work here is: What do concert audio
engineers do, and what are the historical conditions in which their work has developed?
Secondary questions include: What are the core steps of concert audio engineer labor, even in the
face of changing technologies? How did the concert sound industry develop the central
technologies of concert audio engineers? How did other established modes of listening come to
shape the arena concert? This dissertation, while not a study of audiences, points towards the
impact concert audio engineering has on audiences; experience of concerts. Concert audio
engineers, like any other occupational population, are people that have institutionalized
particular aesthetic values through learned and embodied perception, practice, and specifically
designed equipment. It is in no small part through these human technolocultural intermediaries,
and the values, protocols, and aesthetics they invisibly but audibly impose, that the experience of
the concert as we now know it comes to be.
Jonathan Sterne’s work in The Audible Past (2003) went beyond claiming that listening is
socially constructed. He takes the care to show how listening is technoculturally constructed
through the devices that a culture creates and articulates to various listening practices, including
occupational practices, in accordance with a culture’s collective wants and needs. Concert audio
engineering came about in the wake of two dominant technocultural practices and conditions
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enabling those practices. First, sound itself was discursively created as a phenomenon to be
occupationally, technically listened to and for. Second, Western culture has moved to ever more
uniformly distribute sonic experiences across space and time reaching ever larger total
audiences. Even if the specific content of musical performance varied instance to instance (e.g.
different songs and different arrangements) the forms through which this content were delivered
(standard orchestras, church organs, player pianos, recordings and broadcasts over loudspeakers)
had to adhere to standards of makeup and protocol in reproducing circulated content. Concert
audio engineering first and foremost focuses on sound, but also on its accurate and shapeable
translation into electricity/data and back again. Concert audio engineering then works to evenly
distribute sound to as large an audience as a space can contain.
From its recent inception, concert audio engineering underwent standardization and
industrialization. Today manufacturing firms build complete loudspeaker systems and mixing
consoles. Originally, concert audio engineers assembled systems through technological
bricolage, struggling to make small musical ensembles loud enough to sonically fill large
sporting event spaces. Gradually, engineers and firms began consolidating functional units into
consolidated packages of equipment: small mixers were summed together into a single mixing
console, and multiple speaker components covering different parts of the audio spectrum were
combined in enclosures that could be flown above the stage and quickly packed and unpacked.
Sound contracting companies once differentiated themselves on the sound of their custom
systems; now, they purchase off-the-shelf devices and then rent them to performance spaces and
touring performers. Mixing consoles are now effectively computer programs with custom
interfaces. No less than CAEs, contracting firms and the manufacturers of loudspeakers and
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consoles work to make concerts sonically consistent in terms of frequency and amplitude content
from night to night, place to place, and seat to seat.
In concert with the equipment, audio engineer practices also became standardized. The
live concert engineer community built itself into an industrial occupation through individual
experimentation, mentoring, trade publications, turnover, technical documents and similar
organizational factors. The devices and practices vary across the occupation and across history,
and each engineer varies slightly in how they setup and manage their equipment, but the
procedural core of the work is largely constant no matter the artist or space. In this dissertation I
document and analyze the interface between concert audio engineer and concert sound system,
focusing on the individual engineer, the technology used, and the overall industry that formed
around the occupation.
Concert audio engineers assemble systems, working to bring historically large audiences
as sonically close as possible to sounds desired by both a particular musical culture and
particular occupational culture while pushing away what is designated as unwanted noise or
distortion by those same cultures. Once this is done, engineers disassemble the system, transport
or order it at another location, and assemble it for the same end all over again. This labor is done
in a particular frame of mind, a particular way of being in the world that has now become an
occupational as much as individual consciousness of sound and the system that needs
deployment and adjustment to make that sound. This dissertation describes and analyzes the
workers, practices and artifacts that comprise concert audio system technology. My primary
sources are the engineers themselves and the discourses produced around their labor and the
technologies they use. Rarely is the arena concert considered as a system, and despite recent
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academic engagement,1 concert audio engineering remains sorely understudied, especially
compared to recorded music and radio. In this dissertation I help fill this gap. I draw from media
and cultural studies, musicology, and organizational sociology, and I contribute to three
overlapping literatures: cultural industries studies, production studies, and the political economy
of communication.2
I submit that the documentation of this cultural industrial occupation and system is
justification enough to merit the work in evidence here. If anything, as a brief occupational
history I have written this dissertation to be of interest to anyone researching arena concerts,
sound studies, or production cultures and labor. However, the stakes go beyond the direct site of
this work in several ways. First, this project explicitly shows that much cultural labor, regardless
of the rapid technological change that affects many occupations within that definition, still needs
bodies with brains attached. This is to say that the essential structure of the labor and the instantto-instant aesthetic judgments that inform cultural industry products mediated and produced by
technicians still require living, breathing technicians to run the system. While many tasks are
delegated to new technologies (Johnson, 1988), the overall management and integration of these
delegated tasks cannot as of yet be outsourced to an algorithm or other automatic device. Second,
and implicitly, almost the entire structure and performance of the labor I describe and the
industry that provides that labor with tools is dominated by straight white males who almost all
have some personal connection with rock music as a wide formative genre. While this should not
1

There are encouraging developments addressing the dearth of academic work on live concerts in the music industry.
The Live Music Exchange (http://livemusicexchange.org/) project is headed by several British researchers of live
music. The Arena Concert (Edgar et al., 2015) is an edited volume that explores various aspects of concertsincluding
history, architecture, personal experiences of attendees, and media ancillary to the concert such as video and
lighting. In a chapter that compiles five interviews of concert production musicians and staff, one audio engineer is
interviewed whose opinions coincide with my own experiences of engineering and those of my interview sample
(pp. 125-138). My work supplements this initial research into large concerts by adding a much more deeply
researched and widely sampled account of a technological system and labor that makes arena concerts possible.
2

Alternatively, Political Economy of Culture (Garnham, 2011)
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mark the occupation for any kind of political or aesthetic degradation, it does mean that the
values performed by its practitioners and built into its devices are representative of certain values
(efficiency, reliability, uniformity, adaptability, transparency, and others). Not only above-theline artistry but below-the-line technician jobs have often institutionalized particular aesthetic
norms and values based in certain intersections of race, class, and gender that cannot help but
influence the mediating occupation in question. I choose to trace the dominant paradigm here:
that of particular representatives of a particular white masculinity shaping not only what we hear
at arena concerts, but how we hear it.
This dissertation begins with a phenomenologically inspired description of concert audio
engineer labor. Then, I historicize and contextualize this labor. In chapter 1 I ask engineers
directly what they do and why, combining these accounts with reflections on my own practice of
this labor. Then in chapter 2 I historicize this combined account within the industrial
development of concert audio technology and material analysis of the tools themselves. Then in
chapter 3 the interface between arena audio system and concert audio engineer is analyzed as a
specific articulation of multiple cultural trajectories, namely occupational listening and
standardized musical reproduction. Combining various methods of inquiry - including
interviews, participant observation, material analysis of technological artifacts, history of cultural
industry firms, and the consideration of contextual cultural forces – I provide a potential model
for researching production labor within the cultural industries.

THE START OF THE SHOW: BILL HANLEY AND THE BEATLES AT SHEA STADIUM
As I sit for a L'Acoustics product demonstration at the 2017 Audio Engineering Society
conference in New York City's Javitz center, a company representative presents a new speaker
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system as the culmination of a historical narrative. He begins this narrative, as others often have,
with the Beatles concerts at Shea Stadium, New York City in 1965 and 1966. While these were
not the first rock and roll shows to be held in sports arenas and stadiums, (Edgar, FaircloughIsaacs, Halliga, & Spelman, 2015, pp. 15-44) in the trade literature and discourse of concert
audio engineering these concerts are largely considered an industrial genesis. The 1965 Beatles'
concert at Shea Stadium bears sonic notoriety for being a cacophony of screaming fans drowning
out the playing of the Fab Four. The audio technicians did not even attempt to utilize the
installed PA system, instead bringing in the kind of column speakers that were utilized in
smaller, traditional music venues (Popale, 2017). Given the low power accompanying this
system, there was no chance of overcoming the roar of the crowd. The Beatles could not be
heard for the most part at all, let alone in a way resembling the singles and albums that fans
knew. Spaces such as Shea Stadium were developed for visual sporting spectacles, not musical
performances. Power and directionality in loudspeaker systems for clubs were simply not
adequate to the task of filling these exponentially larger outdoor spaces.
Despite (or perhaps because of) the sonic disaster of the Beatles first concert at Shea,
Promoter Sid Bernstein planned a second one almost a year later (Kozinn, 2013). One difference
between the 1965 and 1966 shows was the presence of a new concert audio engineer, Bill Hanley
(Fleming, 2015). Hanley grew up in the Boston area, where early in his life his favorite skating
rink exhibited an acoustical phenomenon that largely informed his career in audio. According to
Hanley (B. Hanley, personal communication, February 21, 2018), while the permanent
Hammond organ sounded great, any music played over the public address system sounded
dreadful. Hanley started to imagine how loudspeaker sound could adequately fill this kind of
space. Hanley began attending all kinds of events at Boston Garden to hear how sound was (or
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wasn't) dealt with as a production concern in that arena. After working alongside many seasoned
electronic technicians with training ranging from the military to Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Hanley started his own company, Hanley Sound, by 1960.
In contrast to today’s multi-sector industry and sophisticated divisions of labor, Hanley
went it alone. As he related to me in interviews, there simply were not many promoters or spaces
that wanted better sound. It was not readily apparent for venue owners and promoters how higher
quality audio would translate into higher profits. In addition, there were logistical issues
regarding load-in, setup, and load-out. The collective union and nonunion stagehands were not
organizationally trained to handle complex audio systems, and often that lack of training
combined with strict work rules made any kind of experimental system difficult to integrate into
the production of a concert. Trying to expand his business, Hanley continued to fight an uphill
battle of convincing the unconvinced.
An important client in the early 1960's gave Hanley a laboratory to refine concert audio
technology. The Newport Jazz Festival came with a seating capacity of around 12,000 at the
time. Hanley had been cobbling together cinema loudspeaker drivers and horn enclosures. Many
movie theaters were closing in the wake of suburbanization and television's uptake, and failing
owners of movie theaters became motivated sellers of loudspeaker equipment. Starting with the
deployment of these reconfigured loudspeaker systems at Newport, Hanley steadily increased the
number of microphones and decreased the distance from microphone to source.3 Hanley
envisioned a system that was a complete electronic mediation between artist and audience. If the
system of microphones, processing, and amplification were properly set up, then the audio

3

This was a fight for Hanley, who in Newport had started feeding his systems from recording setups. The distance at
which jazz recordists preferred positioning microphones relative to source did not reject feedback or promote control
over balance nearly as well as the close critical distance Hanley eventually instantiated.
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engineer could create a system properly reconnecting the musicians to the audience where little
aesthetic judgment was necessary during the show. Hanley had very little musical training and
therefore felt uncomfortable making traditional musical aesthetic decisions, so designing a
transparent system was his goal.
Through his connection to Boston-based opening band Barry and the Remains, Hanley
was tapped to engineer the Beatles' first 1966 US show in Chicago. So impressed was Brian
Epstein, the Beatles’ manager, that he asked Hanley (and his equipment) to accompany the
Beatles for as much of the tour as possible. Back at Shea, a week and a half later, Hanley did the
best he could, but the roar of the crowd was still too much to overcome. Yet other fans at other
shows, such as Suffolk Downs in Boston less than a week earlier, at least could profess that
something was audible (Kane, 2016).
The hire of Hanley Sound by the Beatles marks the beginning of demand for sound
reinforcement of live concerts in large spaces. Before, in smaller venues and clubs, sound had
been a specific function of the concert promoter, who was traditionally liable for production
costs; now, artists began to actively hire specific sound providers. The development of the
concert audio engineering occupation and the businesses that support that occupation can be
traced to Hanley’s work with the Beatles. As Hanley was kind enough to impart to me, inventive
people had to imagine something that was not there before. High-power high-fidelity audio in
large spaces needed practices and artifacts inventively articulated together to create a new
assemblage capable of affecting thousands of people at once.4 Hanley Sound would go on to
4

Articulation and assemblage as discussed by Slack and Wise (2015; Slack 1996), two concepts central to cultural
studies, are a formative theory and methodology of this work. Briefly here, articulations are connections between
practices and bodies within technological culture. There is no necessary correspondence between elements, and
articulations are constantly deforming and reforming under the influence of conjuncturally specific abstract
machines. These articulations gather elements that form assemblages, entities that stake a territory that exhibits
"some tenacity and effectivity (Slack & Wise, 2005, p. 129)."
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oversee the audio at the Woodstock festival in 1969, which demonstrates a phenomenal
industrial growth in reputation and effectivity in just three years. From barely being able to hear
artists in a stadium, hundreds of thousands of listeners were able to adequately hear many artists,
one after the other, through a system that transformed a farm field into a concert space (Mitchell,
n.d.).
MIND THE GAP: THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN RECORDING, BROADCAST, AND LIVE
PERFORMANCE
The Beatles’ live sound had been hardened in the crucible of Liverpool and Hamburg
nightclubs (Norman, 2005), where they tightened their musical abilities and cohesiveness by
playing night after night. Most of their worldwide fans would never experience their music this
way. By the mid-1960's the vast majority of developed nations were experiencing the vast
majority of their music through recorded texts and broadcasts (Auslander, 2008; Frith, 1996).
Broadcast and recording technologies overcame spatiotemporal limitations in the distribution of
musical experience. No longer were listeners required to share time and space with musicians.
Instead, listening communities of sizes unimaginable prior to the phonograph and radio became
national and international fan bases. Audiences spanning distant spaces and times could receive
essentially the same musical input, if not subjective experience.
Concert sound systems and their attendant audio engineers do not carry live musical
performance to the extreme of consistency that broadcast and recording do. However, concert
sound engineers and supporting companies try to maintain and reproduce a sonically consistent
media system show after show after show. As concert audio engineers have refined their practice
and manufacturers have refined their products, the concert sound system works to obviate the
anomalies of acoustic response between spaces. Analogous if not identical to recording and
10

broadcast, concert sound system engineers attempt to unify sonic experience across audiences as
much as possible. Ironically, the concert audio system shares technology with the recordings
that, originally, were dedicated to mimicking the live performance of music, which for so many
millennia was the dominant mode of musical experience. The creation of a concert system based
on the recording and reproduction technologies of music is a large scale example of what Katz
(2010) terms a phonograph effect, whereby the technology of music recording works to shift the
practice of musical performance.
Technologies developed in both commercial and state/military applications combined
with primitive public address technologies became the raw material for the beginnings of the
arena concert business. Record, radio, cinema, and television production studios provided
amplifiers, speaker systems, connectors, equalizers, limiters, microphones, balanced cables, and
other technologies that would become elements of early concert sound systems. The audio
engineers for these established media forms also developed practices that made concert audio
engineering possible. Often a solution to a technological problem in one media system was
repurposed, practically and/or aesthetically, to address a new problem in the concert audio
system. For example, unidirectional dynamic microphones designed for the recording studio,
proved extremely useful to the concert sound industry due to their rejection of unwanted sources.
Similarly cinema speakers were repurposed as the first best solution in the beginning of the
modern concert sound business, and the interaction between concert audio engineering and other
forms of audio engineering continues. Today award show performances use the same
microphone signals to feed two different mixing consoles, one for over-the-air broadcast, the
other for the audience present at the event. CD's and now digital audio files are often used to help
tune concert systems. Digital audio workstations such as Avid’s Pro Tools can now be integrated
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in the function of digital live consoles, providing a way to make live recordings, a way to
soundcheck without the artists being on stage, and a way to play back supplemental tracks from
an album cueing the musicians to play along.
Essentially, concert audio technology still performs a similar function to other modern
audio technologies: sonic space is bent in relation to the listener. Certain elements are
foregrounded, others are backgrounded, ambiance subtracted through close microphoning and
added again through echo and reverberation devices. On either an individual source or across an
entire mix spatial manipulation can entail altering individual frequency and amplitude
components of the sound waves coming in and going out of the system. This alteration is what
devices such as equalizers (frequency) or compressors (amplitude) perform. The concert sound
system is essentially not very different in sonic function from a radio broadcast or musical
recording. Microphone acts as distant ear and loudspeaker acts as proximate mouth. The
telephone started the modern electrification of sound; the phonograph, the modern mechanical
inscription of sound. How many speakers and microphones there are and what system mediates
between them is, in a sense, a matter of history and application. The concert audio system is
simply another version of this basic schema.5 It is also the least studied system within the
cultural industry sectors that rely on this schema of sound reproduction. I aim to help fill that gap
with this dissertation.

5

All industrialized sound technologies still operate based on sympathetic vibration between no less than two
membranes. Think of all industrial audio systems as ways of putting a delivery system between this minimum of two
membranes, for example a string between two tin-can telephones. Seaver (2010), taking inspiration from Sterne
(2003) calls all technologies based on this principle tympanic reproduction. Wurtzler (2007) calls technologies
based on this principle and using electrically based media platforms between the two membranes electric acoustics.
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ADORNO’S REVENGE: STANDARDIZATION, PSEUDO-INDIVIDUALIZATION, AND TECHNIQUE
While many including myself strongly disagree with Adorno’s ideological critique of
popular music, the value of his concepts in theorizing the concert industry cannot be disputed.
The story of the concert audio system and concert audio engineers cannot be told without the
concept of standardization (Adorno, 2009b). When Adorno speaks of a rigid framework into
which popular music is conformed, one cannot help but see the material reality of the concert
system as just such a framework. Just as central as the stained glass, vaults, organ and cross of
the Christian church service, stadium, stage and loudspeakers are, in Adorno's words, pre-given
and pre-accepted as the conditions by which concerts should be performed. Simultaneously,
Adorno could just as easily be describing the details of mixing consoles, signal processors, and
microphones that sum to standardized structure in the concert. The concert audio engineer is the
expert behind whose veneer secret prescriptions are given, as effects,6 to the delivery of concert
experience. The listeners, of which the concert audio engineer is a particular one, do tend to
focus on the simultaneously visible and audible parts more than the overarching whole
technological system that make emphasis of parts possible.
Popular music not only has standardized aesthetic forms, but increasingly standardized
technical ones. Instruments that were once custom crafts are now marketed in the thousands - my
first electric guitar was the ubiquitous Fender Stratocaster. Industrially produced loudspeakers,
able to reproduce recordings and broadcast of the same performance across time and space are
mounted in ever more locations. Even at the beginning of my historical period, when inventive
pioneers were assembling systems from whatever they could find to create arena concert sound,

6

In some cases, processing such as echo and reverb is quite literally called "effects."
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much of this material had been produced industrially for other sectors of the cultural industries.
More and more devices have been subsumed in single retail packages of concert audio product.
The institutionalization of the occupation may have been more informal than many, but as
knowledge became exteriorized to manuals and trade press, as mentors trained mentees, as tips
and tricks passed from one concert audio engineer to the next, standard practices of the job were
solidified. My research shows the start and maturation of an occupation and the businesses
around that occupation.
While the technical framework of the concert audio system has become industrially
standardized, engineers do still make choices based on finely tuned listening and equipment
skills. While Adorno posits these choices as pseudo-individualization, having no overall effect
on appreciation of the whole, I disagree based on experience and having witnessed the
experiences of other CAE’s. While the total available framework in popular music is a story of
technical standardization, individualization through technical manipulation of parameters is real
and has real affective effects. The wrong vocal microphone in service of the lead vocalist, when
wrong enough, is a nightmare for recording or live performance. The right one can be like a
dream coming true. Adorno is right that one element swapped for another may not have
noticeable impact on the whole of a popular music framework or instantiation within that
framework. However, the framework of popular music, as I show in regards to the concert, is
made of small parts articulated together. As the parts change, the whole must change.
While his concept of standardization as applied to culture industries does help to clarify
the historical trajectory of the occupation and system I focus on, Adorno is too dismissive of the
craft that both engineers and audiences enjoy. This is mainly because Adorno miscalculates
where enjoyment comes from in popular music: participation, as much or more than
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contemplation. Enjoyable aspects of the concert audio engineer’s labor are found in managing
the system and its mediation of musical decisions. A final conceptual definition from Adorno
helps acknowledge CAE craft while remaining critical: “the technique of the culture industry is,
from the beginning, one of distribution and mechanical reproduction, and therefore always
remains external to its object (1991, p. 101).” Again, Adorno has it half right. True, engineers are
not making music in the traditional sense. CAE’s effectively listen far off from the musicians on
stage and work to shape that listening through an interface. The controlled concert audio system
is purposed, first and foremost, to extend the reach of the primary objects of melody, harmony,
and dissonance through mechanically reproductive means. The influence the system exerts on
the construction and reception of music is a secondary effect. Yet, that effect remains in place
and is now integral to our present experience of popular music. The idea that one must isolate
music as a text in itself that the concert sound system lies external to is a conceptual mistake. As
Small puts it (1998), everyone involved in both generating and hearing music in a mediated
event, from singer to ticket-taker, is musicking.
Small does not mean to completely collapse distinctions between occupational roles at a
musical event (1998, p. 10), such as above- and below-the-line labor, but he does mean to open a
space where everyone involved is recognized in musicking as a social process. The concert
sound system and its attendant engineers factor in hugely when popular music concerts are
conceived in this way. Almost universally, the engineers I interviewed do not think of
themselves, in concert, as record producers or creative personnel first. Yet every adjustment of
treble, bass, level, and reverb, in effect if not intention, is a musical decision, usually made in
identification with a recorded performance or live and performed genre of popular music that the
engineer has listening and perhaps engineering knowledge of as well.
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PLAN OF THE WORK
(W)hy we follow this descriptive or ‘phenomenological’ method can easily be answered.
We are dwelling on the phenomenon [‘of music pouring out of the loudspeaker’] because
it is actually the phenomenon which determines the reaction of the listeners, and it is our
ultimate aim to study the listeners (Adorno, 2006, p. 107).
This is not a study of the concert audience. It is a study of the labor, technology, and system that
constitute that audience — “music pouring out the loudspeaker (Adorno, 2006, p. 107)” as
guided by the concert audio engineer. This specific technician serves as a designated listener of
the concert, the audience member that conforms what is heard to particular standards of sonic
perception. Music pouring out of the loudspeaker determines the reaction of concert audio
engineers as listeners also, but the reactions are also prescribed largely by the interfaces they find
themselves behind. These interfaces prescribe sound to be perceived and controlled as frequency
and amplitude, as individual close-miked parts, as individual volume positions seen relative to
each other. Put another way, concert audio engineers despite their title do not experience sound
strictly as sound. They are constantly reconciling sound as heard with sound as translated and
represented as visual and haptic information on an interface. As concert audio engineering
technology has evolved through readable console surfaces and now integrated and articulated
video screens and touch screens, the logocentric gravity pulling all embodied experience
constantly towards linguistic representation (Hansen, 2000) alters the sensory ratios in which
concert audio engineers do their job. It is then this more and more visual linguistic system used
by this listener that shape the experience of the entire audience.
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Phenomenology as qualitative method (Creswell, 2007, 2013) twins the structure of
Adorno's two concepts of standardization and pseudo-individualization nicely, but without the
need to take up Adorno's political and ideological commitments in a complete fashion. In
performing a phenomenologically inspired qualitative method to describe and then contextualize
this system, I am attempting to continue a strand of work that Adorno engaged in.7 Adorno
himself was deeply informed by phenomenology, and claimed to engage in phenomenology as
method when inquiring as to the effects of radio on listening (Adorno, 2009a; Babich, 2014). For
Adorno, the content of particular musical works was less important to consider than music’s
method of distributed hearing, its manner of resonance in space. The media system of radio, and
its effects on consciousness, were the essential phenomenon to be described by Adorno’s
descriptive phenomenology. For Adorno, the work of the audio engineers facilitating broadcast is
replicated in private listening, as one is always chasing their ideal sound as a variation through
the relative constant of the radio system: listeners tune knobs, change programs, raise and lower
master volume and so forth. This manner of technologically active audience listening made its
way back to the concert spaces, as the concert audio engineer. In a concert, a professional
listener tunes the system for thousands of people.
In cataloging variant synchronic and diachronic accounts of how concert audio
engineering is done, wading through variation, one gets to the core structure of the labor. This
cultural technician’s labor has undergone a standardization of its essential form, even if
individual engineers, companies, and manufacturers vary the execution of that labor in some
7

Phenomenology is still a highly contested term, and what I perform in terms of method could validly be argued as
not phenomenology but as a phenomenologically inspired kind of description trying to get at the essence of an
occupational labor, posing that essence as constant in the face of occupational technological advancement. Yet
phenomenology is largely a movement with many variant strains (Van Manen, 2014), not a strict school, oriented
around things themselves and around the revelation of essences, the meaning and structure of human prereflective
experiences. I can justifiably point to one of my methods as of a piece with what are recognized as other
phenomenological qualitative works (Creswell, 2007, 2013), even if adherence to very specific principles of
phenomenology as held by some, such as Van Manen, are not entirely followed by my own work.
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service to their own individual tastes and constraints. This research tells a story of these concert
audio engineers and the technocultural context in which they work.
Chapter one presents the essential structure of concert audio engineer labor. Through a
phenomenologically inspired method I alternate between two modes of description, textural and
structural. My textural description will deliver a narrative account of a typical show day for
concert audio engineers composited from their and my experience of the job. My structural
description draws on summaries of interviews and various trade accounts to document
technological variations over the time period of my study, in order to explain the technological
context of the occupation.8 These sections provide a history of the equipment and practices of
engineers regarding such components as interconnections, microphones, processers and the like.
By alternating between textural and structural descriptions of the key components of CAE labor,
I describe the essence of how they do what they do, and how this came to be.
The choices I made in methods and archives for this chapter (explained more thoroughly
in the chapter’s introduction) presumes that engineers working at and beyond a certain level of
venue size, including but not limited to myself, provide the most coherent possible account of
what the ideal form and practice of the occupation is. This choice, however, limits the
perspectives represented in this work to those engineers that have already become
institutionalized in the occupation and the concert industry, and necessarily left out younger and
less successful concert engineers for smaller artists, local nightclubs, and less prominent genres,9
however most of my sample had to progress through those early phases of the typical concert
audio engineer career path. While there were exceptions in the trade press interviews I surveyed,

8

These dual terms of description in qualitative phenomenological research are summed up and forwarded by
Creswell (2007, 2013).
9

In addition, the youngest engineer interviewed was thirty-eight (I am, at time of this draft, forty).
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the interview sample engineers, including myself, are exclusively white males that grew up as
first audience members and then cultural intermediaries immersed in particular genres of popular
music that carry their own particular aesthetic templates. Genres that reach my chosen level of
potential attendance for engineer recruitment and inclusion (rock, classic rock, country, and pop
to name the vast majority) are limited to a certain few,10 and therefore the aesthetic values and
technologies developed theirin are oriented around the cultural practices of a particular, and
particularly empowered, cultural demographic. In addition, my own sharing of race, class, and
gender in addition to occupation and occupational knowledge with my sample means that my
ability to narrate the technological history is augmented when writing for and representative of
that population. However, native status in the argot of engineers means the level of interpretation
may often drift towards the technical as opposed to the simple and explanatory. My ability to be
self-aware of the occupational knowledge I take for granted, while trying to consider it
constantly, may occasionally give rise to blind spots. In summary, I believe the overall
implications of my positioning and methodological/analytical choices for the matter of
knowledge production here give a valuable lived-in account of what this profession does and
what its history is, but my research choices exclude an outsider or beginner/learner perspective
from this account. More succinctly, I can offer here a valuable account of what we concert audio
engineers do, but not such a vivid account of what it is like to newly learn or be learning what we
do. That account, if researched, could form a valuable complimentary study to this one.
Chapter two provides a historical account of the two main technological components of
the concert audio system: loudspeakers and mixing consoles. I chart significant design shifts in

10

Hip-hop is the glaring omission here, due to its relative newness, its fast artist turnover, and its challenged status as
a revered live genre. This has obvious implications for the sample of both artists generating CAE work and the
CAE’s themselves, but a full accounting for the cultural economy around each genre’s racialized (and gendered)
positioning is beyond the scope of this work.
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both mixing consoles and loudspeakers to show how the labor and technology of concert audio
engineers became standardized across the occupation. While the occupation began through
enthusiastic entrepreneurs’ creative assembly of materials into systems of mediation, ultimately
concert audio engineers now depend on industrial manufactures designed explicitly for concert
sound. In the case of loudspeakers, technological development ultimately results in much more
consistent sound distribution across concert seating and venues. In the case of mixing consoles,
technological development sees the rise and fall of a standardized analog design. Newer digital
consoles now allow more individualized tailoring of control surfaces, processing, and even
archiving of one’s on work into recallable scenes. This ability to individualize the console,
however, most often comes at the price of being tethered to a particular console brand.
Personal experience of, and interviews and trade press regarding these technological
artifacts formed the bulk of the data archive for this chapter as well. The history traced, with one
or two notable exceptions, largely centers around dominant long-term players in the concert
sound industry: JBL, Clair, Yamaha. While these players are large industrial forces, they have
loomed large in my personal occupational radar as well, perhaps (although this was considered)
biasing my attention inordinately their way. The implications for the present work consist of this
being mainly a story of dominant successes that set the agenda and market hierarchy for most of
the industry to follow, whether in the forms of smaller sound companies and lower-budget or
higher-end products and manufacturers. My excursion regarding the Grateful Dead Wall of
Sound purposefully shows an alternative path and practice in concert sound as opposed to what
became the dominant paradigm. Yet the history here, as in so many first drafts of it, is overall a
history of the winners. Failed sound companies and equipment manufacturers are for the most
part not acknowledged here, nor are the lost innovations and alternative ways of intending sound
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these parties may or may not have created. My work contributes a history of the dominant
technological and industrial movement of the concert sound industry. Alternative histories of
those paths not taken, companies not chosen, and products developed but not bought could
provide a useful supplement to the work I have done.
If chapter two describes the formation of an industry, namely the manufacture of
loudspeakers and consoles, chapter three describes the modern practices and technologies of
technical listening and sonic reproduction that converge in concert audio engineering. Active
technical listening to and through loudspeakers forms the ultimate work of audio engineering
across the cultural industries. This chapter contextualizes CAE technical listening within the
technical listening of such occupations as orchestra conductors, physicians, and telegraph
operators. I contextualize the current standardization of reproduction in concert loudspeaker
systems within prior systems of musical reproduction such as early amphitheaters, sheet notation,
and player pianos before exploring the growing pervasiveness of loudspeakers as a ubiquitous
distribution system. Loudspeakers and buildings articulated to the technical listening of concert
audio engineers allow commodification and spatialization of that listening, heard by thousands at
once and even more thousands over the course of a tour or venue residence.
Here I chose to trace articulations of prior musical practices, discourses, and materials
that I believe terminated in the assemblage of the arena concert sound system. Yet I do not
pretend this is either a complete or scientific picture. The use of articulation when properly done
is careful and always on the lookout for determinant forces and points of linkage between
elements. The elements I saw fit to link through articulation into an assemblage - both the
concert sound system and its technocultural context - could easily be added to or subtracted from
by another researcher depending on their perspective. However, I feel that I offer justifications
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for my personal choices in this chapter, and that the context I trace offers some explanatory
power as to how the concert sound system developed. My perspective however, necessarily,
limits the elements I see to those elements I could clearly see as part of the larger picture. This
statement is not no much a foreclosure but an invitation for other researchers to examine this
contextual picture and see what is missing or what should not be there in an ongoing discussion
of what conjuncture the concert sound system finds itself in.
My conclusion specifies what this account of cultural labor, in the form of a technical
intermediary, can contribute to the fields of political economy of communication, cultural
industries research, and production studies given some gaps that manifest in these literatures.
Finally I offer some conclusions on what the shifts I trace in the relationship between technician
and technology here may mean for this occupation and others. Pull up a chair and listen.
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CHAPTER 1: DO YOU HEAR WHAT I HEAR? THE TEXTURE AND STRUCTURE
OF CONCERT AUDIO ENGINEERING

INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY
This chapter will present a phenomenologically inspired account, if not a strict
phenomenology per se, of concert audio engineering that aims to do two things: give a rich
accounting of a CAE’s work, and document the technological context for this work as it has
historically evolved from the mid 1960’s to the present. The arena concert as we understand it
requires interface between concert audio engineers and their technology. The interaction between
practice and equipment in concert audio engineering takes multiple forms throughout the day. At
each stage engineers are differently conscious of their technology. Historically, the development
of new technology has modified each mode of interaction between engineers and equipment, but
without fundamentally changing the essential structure of the work. In this chapter I document
the essential features of CAE’s work by providing its lived texture and the changing
technological structure over its fifty-year history. This chapter provides an entry point from
which I will move out in concentric circles. In the following chapters I will expand the context
industrially and culturally.
Phenomenology as a qualitative method often bases itself on two questions (sufficiently
tailored to the subjects and the phenomenon): “What have you experienced in terms of the
phenomenon? What contexts or situations have typically influenced or affected your experiences
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of the phenomenon? (Creswell, 2013, p. 82)”. The first question provides the basis for a textural
description, providing a richly felt and considered account of lived experience of the
phenomenon. The second question provides a structural description, a description of the settings
and material contexts for these experiences. The ultimate goal is to provide a rich account of
experience, and also attempt to find an essential structure of the experience in question. In this
chapter I provide a textural description of concert audio engineers’ experience on a typical show
day. By placing the reader behind the console, as it were, I give the reader a sense of what it feels
like to alter sound through a textural description of CAEs’ labor and interface. Along the way,
for each essential stage of a day’s work, I also present an account of the shifting technological
context, a structural description, framing how CAEs’ labor occurs and has occurred. The
structural description in this chapter can be conceived as an industry-wide imaginative
variation.11 Through this dual-method of description I present not only the specifics of this case,
but also a model for representing cultural labor and the technological history in which that labor
occurs, even if the method and results may not meet stricter criteria defining more conservative
definitions of phenomenology.
The essential stages I have identified in the labor of concert audio engineers are:
•

Entry

•

Loudspeaker system assembly/tuning

•

Microphone system assembly/tuning

•

Downtime

11

I pose technological historical variation as a methodological innovation on the more traditional free imaginative
variation. Free imaginative variation in certain strands of phenomenology attempts to get to the essence of a thing by
allowing the person considering the thing to vary its characteristics as a thought experiment. For example, a chair
can have three or four or five legs; it can be any color; it can be any material that supports weight. The essence of
the chair, effectively, is that a chair seats, no matter what other features it may have. Technological refinements and
innovation occur in concert audio engineering in the past fifty years.
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•

Performance

•

Loadout
As the most complex stages, system assembly/tuning will be broken into subcategories in

the following way:
•

Loudspeaker system: Planning>Power>Front of House

•

Microphone system: Microphones>Stage Wiring>Soundcheck
The overriding trajectories discernible from examining the technological evolution in

concert audio technology are: consolidation, of functions from multiple artifacts and labor
practices into fewer and fewer artifacts and practices; standardization, of device parameters and
features; and siloing, of engineers as loyal to particular vendors, brands, and models of device.
Data Collected
Long-form interviews with eight engineers.
My sample of engineers embodies occupational history ranging from the very start of the
historical period in question to the present. Two were effectively retired from the concert audio
business having worked in it from its modern beginnings into the mid 1970’s; One is currently an
audio company owner having actively mixed shows from the early 1980’s to the late 1990’s;
One is senior director of engineering at Clair Global, the world’s largest touring sound company,
and has been professionally engineering since the late 1960’s, still touring with particular Clair
artists when called upon; Three are currently practicing concert audio engineers with high level
and high attendance artists, and have been professionally practicing since roughly 1980. One has
been professionally practicing since the late 1990’s. These engineers were all white males
between the ages of 38-81. Nationalities included six Americans, one native Australian now
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residing in the USA, one native of the United Kingdom now residing in the USA. This sample
included those who responded to a call for participation. The yield rate in gathering participants
was approximately 10%. Participants were contacted based on regularly working with artists or
venues in excess of 5000 seats, although the engineers did not work venues of this size
exclusively.
It is reasonable to pause on the sample’s lack of diversity here. If my sample seems
homogenous, this is not for lack of trying to reach out to the concert audio engineers of all
popular music genres. The primary criteria for initial contact with interviewees was the recent
attendance numbers of the artists they work for in Pollstar magazine and its accompanying
database, or historically important engineers in the case of the oldest two. There were no further
recruitment considerations of genre, race, class, or gender. After initial contact, engineers were
free to contact me of their own will. In surveys of the trade literature interviewing concert audio
engineers and my own working experience in the industry, there is no avoiding the fact that,
while demographics in the occupation have been slowly shifting, concert audio engineering is
still an occupation dominated by white heterosexual males. All members of my survey were
white males, typically sharing initial musical backgrounds with a preference for what can be
typically described as rock music.12 This common background features heavily in concert audio
engineering. As the entry and training in this occupation has traditionally been largely informal
with regards to education, mentoring, and hiring practices, one can assume that common shared
identity factors do facilitate one’s way into the field and provide cultural barriers of entry for
those who do not share this background. Further research into the organizational features and

12

The oldest two engineers in the sample, while working in rock music as it came about, grew up in a context of pop
music prior to the rise of rock as a popular genre. Their musical upbringing would have seen big bands, jazz, and
general pop as the dominant popular genres.
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evolution of those features that recruit and retain engineers in the occupation could possibly
reveal more detailed insight into the lack of diversity in the occupation at its highest levels, but
that is beyond the aims of this chapter. Nonetheless, it is largely white males often schooled in
heavier instrumental music gravitating towards what is traditionally termed rock who have
dominated the development of the profession, and thusly how all of us hear.
Survey of trade literature and press.
I surveyed interviews, tour profiles, and equipment discussions and reviews written for
the audio engineering community in multiple online and archived magazine publications, and
also published books. Particularly useful were Bob Heil’s Practical Guide for Concert Sound
(1978) and Clive Young’s Crank It Up: Live Sound Secrets of the Top Tour Engineers (2004).
Both of these summarized the state of concert audio at key points of technological transition in
the industry. Pro Sound News also has been doing an invaluable service in consolidating both
valuable pieces of past trade literature and authoring its own histories of the industry’s personnel,
practices, and tools.

Participant observation / autoethnography
I drew on my own experience of almost twenty years in the live sound industry in various
venues. Given the length of this project, I was able to perform this labor whilst reflecting on this
research project in addition to recalling previous work. This characterizes my research position
in a somewhat liminal space between being a complete participant (Creswell, 2013, p. 166;
Lindlof & Taylor, 2002, pp. 144-147) and an autoethnographer (Chang, 2016) I began graduate
school in 2009 and obtained IRB approval for various iterations of this project from March of
2012. As a complete participant while working as a concert audio engineer, my graduate student
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research was by default not known at concert work sites, although many of my regular
colleagues were aware of my status as a graduate student as well. As an autoethnographer, I draw
upon personal memory from my work as a concert audio engineer both before and after I began
researching the occupation (Chang, 2016, p. 71).
In using phenomenologically inspired qualitative methods, there are varying degrees of
concern among more traditional phenomenological practitioners regarding the epoche, also
known as phenomenological reduction or the bracketing of the natural attitude (Creswell, 2013
pp. 80, 193; Moustakas, 1994). While I cannot pretend to have completely bracketed my own
experience as an audio engineer when interviewing other engineers, the larger research
imperative involved an attempt to set aside my own presuppositions in order to be truly open and
reflective regarding the experience of others. I initially wrote my own account of a typical show
day. I used this as an impetus to interrogate myself and others about the essential invariant
structure of concert engineering. The resultant reflection guided the interviews I performed with
other engineers and my surveys of trade literature. All this made for a more reflexive perspective
on the question: What is it that CAE’s actually do, and how do we do it?
This descriptive chapter serves as the starting point in this dissertation’s inquiry into the
relationship is between concert audio engineers and their equipment, between these technicians
and their tools. The following two chapters then supply broader historical analysis of CAE labor.
Chapter two presents a history of the industrialization of the trade, focusing on the tools of the
trade and the companies providing them. Chapter three analyzes concert audio engineering as an
(overlooked) example of occupational listening in the age of mechanical (sound) reproduction.
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ENTRY
Entry: Textural Description
You wake up. You get dressed. The uniform is loosely defined, but is dictated by comfort
and ease of movement. Second to that, self-expression is somewhat easy to perform through
fashion in this occupation. T-shirts with messages or demonstration of place are popular. Pants or
shorts, often of the cargo variety, are more often than not dark, comfortable, and functional.
Often tools are carried in a utility pouch or pouches attached to a belt, like Batman. Shoes are
functional sneakers or boots, maybe even steel-toed workboots. When you get off of the bus,
food is often the first thing you look for. You often eat with your crew, but not with the talent.
Catering is a big deal…good catering versus bad catering can ruin your day, which is why
contract riders are often quite specific about food and drink. Depending on the venue and the
location, it can be near impossible to leave the venue to eat. It is also difficult to cook for
yourself in any meaningful way, so a large factor going into how you feel regards how food is
provided.
If your crew carries two-way radios to keep in contact with each other, then after your
first meal you probably pick those up from the space designated “production.” Radios save your
voice from yelling all day and save thousands of steps to and from points in the building and the
time it takes to make them. No two venues are the same. Each one presents differences in
loading paths, location of specific production areas, and working distances between crewmates
and teams. The specificity of venues and acts keep the workday from ever being exactly the
same thing twice. Therefore, routines cannot be strictly internalized. The collective labor of the
crew requires a level of continual communication to make sure the end goal of the day occurs
apace. This goal is reached through subtle adjustment of routines and creatively working around
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unforeseen problems. Radios, tethered to individual crew members and not fixed locations, allow
idiosyncrasies to be adjusted for with quick bursts of chatter, hearable by the entire crew or
teams of the crew, depending on how the production manager allocates available channels.
Radios form a network of communication by which the crew, loading and loaded in and out, stay
a functioning organism.
You walk in to the main space. Now begins the time in which critical early decisions13
are made as to how the day will go. Because of your training, even with the noise coming from
the lighting crew you hear what you are going to be dealing with today. Even with a simple clap
or yell, you hear the acoustic of the room, that summation of multiple echoes off the surfaces of
the space. You will contend with this today, but even here you are approximating a guess. The
acoustic will change with what are occasionally referred to as "human absorption units" or
"blood bags": audience members, in other words, that serve as another kind of surface with
acoustical properties. The current hearing of the space on load-in must be imagined both into the
future show and against past experience of people changing the acoustic. With this in mind, your
labor largely will be about tailoring your artist to this space, and taming this space for your artist.
Entry: Structural Description
Overall, the first entrance into a space is an assessment of how the show will integrate
with the venue. Corridors of transport, spaces of self-care, places that can bear weight, and
connections that supply power and accept audio representations take differing forms, but their
initial assessment by the engineer remains a key feature of the job and one that will inform many
subsequent production choices. The first immutable step in the labor of the audio engineer, much

13

This is the specific term of Howard Page (personal communication, March 1, 2018), Senior Director of
Engineering at Clair Global.
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as musicians before them, comes in walking into the space in question. One walks this space,
inscribing a mental map with each embodied tracing of paths from here to there. Some
conventions were not always in place. Catering, for example, was not a regular feature of the
early arena concert. Pizza or take out was often sent for or brought in to a venue during a
workday. Even in an example as banal as catering, the history of concert audio engineering
shows a standardization of technical expectations in a space. Spaces of self-care, worker traffic,
and even loudspeaker systems themselves have become normalized features of venues not
present at the start of concert audio engineering. As normalized, standardized parts of the current
occupational workshop increased, features such as catering largely withdraw from conscious
consideration.
The production team, which includes the CAE, must collectively decide and understand
where the performers will be and where the audience will be. This staff determines where
engineers place and aim speakers to cover the crowd. If the speakers are to be stacked on the
ground, then it must be determined whether they will be stacked on audience or stage level. Then
that space must be claimed, usually by "chalking" an outline of the speaker system footprint. As
systems were increasingly flown through rigging systems above stage, engineers needed to walk
into the venue and become conscious of rigging points permanently in the building or in the
temporary constructed stage grid. Increasingly, arena and theater size venues have purchased
permanent speaker installations to save time and also preserve some system consistency show to
show. In any event, once speakers are where they are going to be the next step is getting audio
signal to them.
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FIGURE 1: RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL WITHOUT VISIBLE SPEAKER INSTALL. FOR MOST OF RADIO
CITY MUSIC HALL’S HISTORY, SPEAKERS WERE PLACED BEHIND SEMI-TRANSPARENT
GRILLES IN THE PROSCENIUM (THOMPSON, 2002). IMAGE DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTPS://WWW.NYCGO.COM/ATTRACTIONS/RADIO-CITY-MUSIC-HALL

.
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FIGURE 2: RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL WITH FIRST PERMANENT LINE ARRAY INSTALL, 2007, JBL
VERTEC INSTALLED BY CLAIR BROTHERS. NEW MEYER SOUND LYON INSTALL
(2016) IS DESIGNED TO SIT BEHIND THE PROSCENIUM RENDERING IT INVISIBLE TO
CASUAL OBSERVATION FOR ROCKETTES PERFORMANCES. THIS IS A HISTORICAL
RECURRNANCE: SPEAKERS WERE HIDDEN IN THE PROSCINEUM AT THE EARLIEST DAYS
OF RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL. IMAGE DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTP://WWW.JBLPRO.COM/PRESS/OCTOBER07/RADIOCITY.HTML

.
Recall the story of Bill Hanley from the introduction. Supplemental sound systems early
in his career were seen as not an industry necessity, but rather as an extra expense subtracting
from the profitability of a total event or owned space. When the concert sound industry began
gaining traction, recordings were still largely considered documents of live performances
(Auslander, 2008; Frith, 1996; Katz, 2010; Schmidt-Horning, 2013). Musicians were expected to
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sonically fill a space on their own. Then, standardization of the electrification of live
performance slowly crept in. The Beatles among others started to produce popular music, such as
Revolver (1966), that could not be realized without electronic studio production techniques. In
short order, the overall mediation of artists through a complete electronic system in concert,
analogous to recording and broadcast media, became a theoretical goal.
Meanwhile, imagining what a particular space could sound like became the goal of
CAEs. Bob Heil (personal communication, February 22, 2018) was another early pioneer,
alongside Hanley, who imagined how to fill a gap between what he heard and what he imagined
he could hear. Providing organ rentals to late 60's rock shows in St. Louis' Keil auditorium, Heil
was unimpressed with the basic PA systems brought in with national touring acts such as Janis
Joplin and Jimi Hendrix. Upon the assembly of his own PA system from old movie house
speaker systems and high-power high-fidelity power amplifiers, Heil first rented his own PA
system to the monthly Showcase of Stars country music concert at Keil. Heil, like Hanley and
other early practitioners became an owner-operator of a movable high-quality public address
system that could be set up when and where it was needed. Often, these early providers would
establish a regional sonic presence across multiple venues in a local concert market. The early
sound companies and their systems gave common platform that linked multiple venues in the
region and artists travelling through that region.
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM ASSEMBLY
Textural Description: Planning, Power, Front of House
There is both crew local to the venue and crew travelling with the artists. They share an
internalized, largely unspoken protocol. The crew performs load-in through a defined, refined
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logistic order. First in, the frame of the entire set, if a set is to be constructed. This forms the core
platform to be built on. Then, lighting loads in. Lighting gear sets up on the ground but then
"flies" above the stage, at a high vertical trim distance. Sound equipment will load in after frame
and lighting. Crew fly loudspeakers if a local "house" system is not in place. After sound
equipment, the crew loads in the stage elements such as risers and sets, band gear, and
instruments collectively referred as "backline." The crew follows this order in reverse upon loadout of the space, again following a silent protocol.
You are directed by house staff and your production manager to a space in the audience
seating specifically reserved for you, as long as it meets the requirements of your contract rider.14
The exact spot where you will be positioned is a struggle between contract standards and venue
specificity. You require some crew hands to help you set the console up. Even with the digital
revolution and consequent lessened console weight, the console is still too heavy for one person
to lift. Then, the link between you and the stage needs to be laid down with a team as well. This
link, commonly known as the “snake," takes microphone signals15 from stage to your position
and output signals from your position to amplifiers. Once the snake is setup, your work becomes
largely private. Typically the stage is still being setup, populated with risers, instruments and
microphones. On tour much of your off time (eating, sleep, travel) is, like it or not, social, but
from this point on, you are largely distanced from your crew.
The setup of the system occurs as an internalized rehearsed performance of physical
labor, a set of regulated confident movements through space making connections with care and
yet automatically. Your cognitive function is not distinguished so much by lack of thought as by
14

This most often specified as around 100' from stage. The distance, whatever it is, is meant to give the Front of
House engineer enough distance to hear the loudspeakers propagate without being overwhelmed by the stage
volume.
15

The microphone signal comes in one form or another, as analog voltage or digital data.
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lack of hesitation in thought. The materials, steps, and outcome of those steps run as a well-worn
routine, comforting in its constancy. You perform this labor through visual and haptic cues,
without really any need for audio yet. You make the connections, power up the console and
effects gear.
Structural Description: Planning, Power, Front of House
The assembly of the concert sound system tends to sequentially occur from global
(loudspeakers) to individual (microphones) pieces. The larger the show and the tour, the less
variables tend to be present. No matter how much of the equipment is traveling or supplied by
the venues, the goal is to assemble a consistent system of mediation show to show. Engineers
and equipment touring with an act are the most desirable situation for the artists. The next best
thing is engineers touring with the artist and equipment being specifically requested venue to
venue from different local providing companies. The next step down in desirability is
contractually requesting parameters of equipment acceptability venue to venue. In any case, a
system must be assembled from what is available. Concert audio engineers assemble systems
that render a recognizably consistent sonic experience across time and space. Standardized
assembly serves as the basis of that experience.
Planning
Concert audio engineering, much like the more general definition of engineering, is
largely comprised of planning. As a longtime colleague imparted in an interview with me, when
one does one's homework beforehand, the day of the show is easier (personal communication,
February 11, 2018). The CAE’s homework is both material and communicative. In the start of
concert audio engineering, the know-how of assembling a system largely resided in the minds of
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operator/owners, who directed labor crews unfamiliar with any set of occupational protocols.
Managing the makeshift crews was itself a huge part of a live audio engineer’s labor. Since then,
much managerial labor has been delegated to material items of communication meant to save
time and compress space (H. A. Innis, 1951; H. A. Innis & Innis, 1972). Input lists, stage plots
and technical contract riders all serve to delegate tasks and put the engineers as taskmasters in
several places at once.
Contract technical riders are documents attached to the specifics of a promoter contract.
They demand a baseline of consistency from event to event. This practice started in the early
1970’s as a way to standardize conditions of production across regional production companies
(M. Gander, personal communication, January 26, 2018). For sound companies, a rider contains
a range of acceptable equipment as well as the stage plot and input list. The stage plot gives the
spatial set up microphones are positioned around. The input list also provides the map of which
microphone ultimately makes its way to which input channel in the mixing console.
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FIGURE 3: ROCK BAND O.A.R’S INPUT LIST (YOUNG, 2004 P. 164)
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FIGURE 4: NEIL FINN STAGE PLOT (ABOVE CAPTION FROM SOURCE TEXT) (YOUNG, 2004 P. 90).
.
Other planning involves the configuration of the loudspeakers themselves. The
positioning of loudspeakers from the mid 1960's through the rest of the 20th century consisted of
approximation. This was often not perfect in terms of coverage or consistency. Speaker boxes
and amplification were added, stacks and rigging experimented with over time, in an ever
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narrowing quest to deliver what the engineer built and heard at their own listening position to
each and every seat in the house. Beginning in the early 21st century with companies
L'Acoustics (“L'Acoustics Innovation,” n.d.) and JBL (Frink, 2000), software that could
prefigure venue coverage and the rigging angles between cabinets became common. In the early
days of design and assembly being a simultaneous activity, the outcome with the venue and
equipment was less predictable.
The day-to-day plan still mostly rests in the embodied person: Movements of boxes,
rigging of chain motors, interconnection, unlidding of boxes and the direction of crew it takes to
do this safely are all embodied routinized practice. Engineers gain this embodied knowledge by
doing, by orienting their movements to the same standard intended goal venue after venue, show
after show. The routine becomes almost automatic. There are times where the mind can be
elsewhere of the body, maybe two steps ahead in the plan while a case is being unlidded. This
however is dangerous. Things can go wrong. The weight of items being moved off of trucks and
into venues, stacked on stage or hauled up in the air by chain motor is considerable. Ankles can
be broken. Case lids if not paid attention to can take fingers off. Thinking ahead must be
balanced with thinking to the template of past routine and thinking in the bodily present so your
crew and yourself are not injured.
Power
Practically speaking, one must be aware of the location(s) of electrical service in the
venue, and what form of connection can be made to that service. Power connection has
progressed from tying in bare ends of copper wire, now to standardized cam locks. If adequate
electrical service is not present in the building, fuel-powered generators can be called in. A key
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piece of gear developed over the course of the industry is the power distribution unit. This unit
effectively forms a large rolling fuse box. It is often the first item off the truck.
Until relatively recently, power distros were designed with whatever was available and
put together by hand. All pieces, connectors, panels, and cables were hand drilled, spliced,
stripped, and connected. Robert Mailman of Sound Image spent much of his first few years
refining both the power distribution units and the items they powered with standardized
connectors across the company inventory (personal communication, February 18, 2018). The
power distro unit distributes power to both industrial high current connectors and standard
"edison" North American or European consumer connectors. Connections are then cabled to
racks of gear supplying power amplifiers, stage power, mixing consoles, wireless microphone
and monitoring racks, and effects modules. Power is the essential component of CAEs work. A
poorly designed or malfunctioning distro can cripple a show faster than any other piece of the
system. In many ways, the power distro is the oscillating heart that the entire audio system is
built around.
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FIGURE 5: POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT (“DISTRO”). IMAGE DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTPS://TWITTER.COM/RS_POWERHIRE

Front of House
Front-of-House is located around 100’ from stage. Concert audio engineers locate their control
interface in this location to hear an average sample of the loudspeaker rig and to see the full stage
easily. It is from this spot that the engineer’s controlled active listening occurs. The front-ofhouse interface as it evolved exhibited a tension between individual customization and industrial
standardization. Assembly at front-of-house sees a historical cycle of engineers interconnecting
elements, then having manufacturers create consolidated versions of these systems that are more
easily transported, sold, and rented as single units. CAEs then extend their individual control
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over sound by adding devices again,16 which again consolidate into singular interfaces. Small
individual mixers were consolidated into modular consoles. Outboard processing and consoles
were combined into singular digital mixing platforms. Several digital mixing platforms now
feature tablet functionality over Wi-Fi as well. The custom assemblies of individual engineers
are not taken away from them so much as repackaged and resold for profit on one side, marketed
for convenience and expanded possibilities on the other. While some engineers wish to reach out
to their old analog knobs once in a while, among my interview subjects and in my knowledge of
the profession no one wishes to go back to the old days of large-format analog consoles and
outboard processing racks. The convenience, repeatability and reliability of the digital mixing
platforms is now simply too attractive and ubiquitous to deny.
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM TUNING
Textural Description: Delay and Equalization
In your private work, once the snake is laid down and the console is powered up you turn
your attention to the loudspeakers and engage in a relatively autonomous process of equalization
and delay setting. Equalization, in layman’s terms, is the rebalancing of bass to middle to treble
frequencies across a source, a group of sources, or an entire mix. Delay is simply a signal slowed
down between input and output. It can be used to create audible echoes, shimmering chorus
effects, and time-aligned loudspeaker systems. If the space is large enough, delays and delay
clusters of loudspeakers are called for. If audio waves coming to a listener from multiple speaker
locations do not line up it causes an unpleasant "smearing" or slap delay. As a solution,
16

When tour budgets grew significantly in the middle to late 1980's, artists and front-of-house engineers began to
demand that touring sound companies provide recording studio-level outboard processing. Soon three to five 15-19
space racks of processing equipment became possible on popular music tours, including multiple reverb units and
channel after channel of dynamic compression/gate processing.
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supplemental speaker arrays in the audience space are electronically delayed relative to the main
speaker array. At the most extreme, all speaker arrays are delayed to the drum kit, being the most
naturally audible source on stage. Sound travels through air at approximately one foot per
millisecond. Therefore, if the main speaker array is horizontally fifty feet forward in space from
the snare drum, that speaker set is given a digitally delayed signal, Fifty milliseconds delayed to
be exact. Then, the supplemental cluster three hundred feet out from the snare drum in the
audience seating is delayed three hundred milliseconds to the snare drum, two hundred fifty
milliseconds from the main speaker array, and so on and so forth. You thusly create an illusion
of coherent sound coming from stage, when in fact delay tuning coordinates multiple component
sources.17 If the delay is done properly, then listeners will often perceive the supplemental
speakers as not on or even broken given their perception that all sound is coming from the stage
system.
Your cutting or boosting of frequency bands, also known as equalization, further tunes
the sound system to an idealized state. You use equalizers as "frequency-specific volume knobs
(Hodgson, 2010, p. 75)," placed across almost every source and every output, in order to
maintain a balance between bass, treble, and mid-spectrum frequencies. To see how sound will
excite the space, you may use a combination of musical tracks you know inside and out and/or
often your own voice through a standard vocal microphone at the console. These sound waves,
so intimately familiar, become strange through the new combination of speakers and space.
Equalization helps naturalize these sounds for you. Equalizers are an array of multiple filters
17

In this practice of tuning and building a system, one can see the Hass, or precedence effect, utilized. This
psychoacoustic principle states that humans will perceive sound as coming from a primary localized point source
even when virtually identical sound comes from other supplementary sources. As long as the sound waves from
supplementary point sources are delayed to arrive slightly (5-10 milliseconds) after the primary point source
wavefronts and remain, at point of listening, below 10-15 dB louder than the primary point source, the listener will
perceive all the sound coming from the primary loudspeaker point source.
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smoothing out the path from this space and time back to an idealized, timeless space of listening.
You do this in a practical way, drawing certain content closer while pushing other content further
away: more bite around 2 KHz to push guitar on your track, less mud on your own voice around
400 Hz. Equalization provides a somewhat standardized sonic base to build your show on.
No automatic formula exists to tell you how to do this. However, certain computer
applications and hardware configurations exist that can, in a strictly mathematical way, analyze
and neutralize combined acoustical anomalies stemming from both structure and loudspeaker.
You utilize these technologies as guides, but the final finessing depends on your own taste and
consciousness. The computer never gets it quite right…without a bit of imperfection, or aesthetic
shaping of the acoustic response on your part, it all seems a bit dead and dry. Some of your
fellow engineers spend very little time EQ'ing, preferring to do it on the fly once audience fills
the seats. There is a fringe of engineers that pursue analysis and correction of the arena's
anomalies much like a holy quest, with multiple microphones and the moving of those
microphones around the space in an attempt to account for all its acoustic quirks. This problem
for engineers looms the same as the problem of a scholar: at some point you must stop collecting
data, and start executing judgment on how your work is going to sound.
Structural Description: Delay and Equalization
Once front-of-house is set up, concert audio engineers typically tune the audio system in
two distinct stages: speaker side and stage side, with the console and engineer bridging the two.
The loudspeakers, speaker processing, amplifiers and master output of the console are typically
tuned first, while the microphone compliment is still being wired on stage. What is on stage is
then tuned later. Engineers all have their own practice of tuning. While there are common
principles of working, engineers are judged and judge themselves on ultimate outcome, not the
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structure of practice and self-theorization behind their practice. Concert audio engineering is
largely a practice of pragmatism.
On a tour, tuning compensates for the variables of the space. Through tuning concert
audio engineers tailor a variable output to a known input. Engineers use a variety of inputs to
drive the system and a variety of measurements to evaluate the output, both of which have
historically varied over time. Some of the oldest methods are still employed, and some of the
new methods are simply refinements and enhancements of the old. None of the methods
described in this account of historical and technological variation are universal. Some of the
most valued methods by certain engineers in my sample are fully rejected by others. Introducing
several tuning practices gives a picture of the kinds of aesthetic priorities, tactics and
occupational theories used in audio system optimization.
In most popular music, the human voice acts as the central point of identification for the
audience. In engineer practice, this can be embodied in the good old "check, 1, 2" stated into a
microphone that is plugged directly into the console and routed to the speaker system. No less an
authority than Howard Page, (personal communication, March 2, 2018) senior director of
engineering at Clair Global and a leading live concert engineer for over 40 years, told me that
everything you need to learn about a space and audio system interacting can be learned by saying
"check 1, 2" into the industry standard Shure SM-58 vocal microphone. The voice is known. The
microphone is known. The system is known. The space is the variable. Even if one is touring
with a new system or system component, the original source is a known constant prior to any of
these factors. One knows one's own voice.
Recording technologies have evolved along with the concert business. As musical
playback media became more robust and transportable, various engineers used cassettes and
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compact discs to help tune the loudspeaker system. Engineers may select the recording they used
to match the genre of the artist they are working for that day or tour. Engineers also typically
select recordings that identifiably “voice” the system, exercising loudspeaker setups that are
typically divided three or four ways into frequency bands roughly characterized as sub-bass,
bass, middle, and treble. Concert audio engineers integrate the output of each type of
loudspeaker component so they sound in balance with each other. If recordings are utilized, they
are typically those that the engineer has heard across multiple types of audio systems
(headphones, car, home hi-fi) and that have instrumentation fully across the audible spectrum
where parts are easily identifiable. The familiarity here is not simply with the content of the
recording. One is also familiar with how these recordings are listened to: car speakers,
headphones, clock radios, waiting rooms. While the concert loudspeaker system is designed to be
impressively felt by the audience, it must also identify with its loudspeaker system siblings
across the world in a recognizable way.
An occupational debate exists over exactly how much one should tune the system to a
recording. Robert Scovill, Tom Petty's longtime front of house engineer and a senior consultant
for Avid's live sound digital console line, discourages tuning to recordings mainly because
tuning a system to make an individual record sound "good" overbiases the system towards
compensation for a non-live source (personal communication, February 27, 2018). Other
engineers very much depend on recorded media to do their tuning, even if they understand that
records are not the ultimate product mediated by the system. The point of any tuning method is
not only to make the system, and therefore hopefully the artists, sound "good." The point is also
to neutralize the acoustical effects of the space one is in so that the tour maintains sonic
consistency. Similarly, most engineers intuitively know that making one's own voice sound good
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only goes so far because it is, after all, not the engineer’s voice but the artist’s that will be the
focal point of the audience. Tuning with recordings or one's own voice, if properly done, is more
about de-emphasizing negative anomalies in the system's interaction with the space than about
making any one input sound ideal in that space.
All the engineers in my sample more or less trusted their own ears and subjective
judgment most in tuning a system, but several technologies have developed to give a visual
representation of system output. The first of these were real-time spectrum analyzers, which
would visually display sonic energy levels in bands most often corresponding with the bands on
graphic equalizers. Concert audio engineers read the initial response of real-time analyzers as a
negative of what the global system (house) graphic equalization curve should look like. For
example, if you would see a random bump of +6 dB at 500 Hz in an otherwise smoothly sloping
response curve, you would use your graphic EQ to cut 6 dB in the response to compensate
electronically for the acoustic anomaly of the space. The machine rarely, however, supersedes
what one’s own ears are telling them. If a bump at 500 Hz sounds "good" to the engineer, they
may listen a bit more, making sure that this anomaly does not seem to degrade the overall the
experience the engineer and the audience will have.
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FIGURE 6: AUDIO CONTROL INDUSTRIAL SA-3050A REAL-TIME ANALYZER. IMAGE DOWNLOADED
FROM HTTP://WWW.CANUCKAUDIOMART.COM/DETAILS/649193548-AUDIOCONTROLSA3050A-REAL-TIME-SPECTRUM-ANALYZER-RTA/IMAGES/957867/

FIGURE 7: KLARK-TEKNIK DN6000 REAL-TIME ANALYZER. FREQUENCY RESPONSE FROM LOW TO
HIGH IS READ LEFT TO RIGHT ACROSS THE DISPLAY, PARALLELING THE CONTROL
SURFACE OF GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS. IMAGE DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTPS://EN.AUDIOFANZINE.COM/MEASURING-INSTRUMENT/KLARK-TEKNIK/DN-

6000/MEDIAS/PICTURES/A.PLAY,M.1560818.HTML
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Spectrum analysis provides a shared standardized objective representation of sound, even
if what engineers did with that information varied somewhat from engineer to engineer. Realtime analyzers, which simply display in frequency response what a machine is hearing, have
evolved into Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis software programs, the most common of
which currently is Smaart. These programs allow multiple kinds of measurements, such as phase
response, beyond what real-time spectrum analyzers can do. FFT programs now allow real-time
spectrum comparison of two audio signals: the pure signal used to drive the system such as a
recorded track or pink noise, and that same signal put through the loudspeakers and heard by a
reference microphone. The graphic result is known as transfer function. Transfer functions are
given as a visual representation of how the loudspeaker system alters frequency response.

FIGURE 8: BLOCK DIAGRAM OF AN FFT AUDIO MEASUREMENT SYSTEM SUCH AS SMAART.
(SMAART USER MANUAL, P. 80).
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FIGURE 9: EXAMPLE OF TRANSFER FUNCTION AS MEASURED BY AN FFT ANALYSIS PROGRAM SUCH
AS SMAART. (SMAART USER MANUAL, P. 86).

The engineers I talked to, if they used the software regularly, tended to use it after tuning
with their ears. The engineers’ own subjective assessment of what they heard the room needing,
in terms of global signal processing, can be given scientific verification through the FFT results.
Engineers use the programs to confirm or tweak tuning by ear. FFT programs do not dictate
system changes to engineers without engineers’ conscious reflection. While no engineer who
wants to keep their job would appeal to their Smaart readouts if bad sound was perceived by an
audience, Smaart largely provides a technical legitimacy to the subjective experience that concert
audio engineers judge systems with day in and day out. Subjective adjustment of sound systems
still lies in the singular purview of the concert audio engineer, however the representations of
how input signals are altered by concert audio systems become standardized in the specific
hermeneutics of devices such as real-time analyzers and FFT software.
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MICROPHONE SYSTEM ASSEMBLY
Textural Description: Microphones and Stage Wiring
While you are finishing up the tuning of the loudspeakers, the rest of the crew including
the monitor engineer and backline technicians may already be wiring the stage for lighting,
power, video, and sound. You join them on stage to make sure that microphones are placed just
so, cables are plugged in where they are supposed to go, noise in amplifiers and from other
appliances remains minimal. You ensure your supply chain here. Each of these microphones and
direct boxes (for keyboards, samplers, bass guitar, or other electronic sources) are your raw
materials, coming together at your console position to become a sensible whole. For the most
part, tried and true methods learned from watching veterans, and knowing what is available and
hearing the results, tend to be how you decide on microphone and direct box models and their
placement. If a certain signal is bothering you, or you have a particularly boring afternoon ahead
of you, you may experiment with one or two things, such as the pickup configuration of drum
overhead mics or whether an expensive condenser mic sounds better on a guitar amp than the
tried and true SM57. Microphones, particularly older dynamic models like the SM57, are deeply
trusted (Kiran & Verbeek, 2010) to never be a problem. Almost always when one cannot hear
dynamic microphones at the console, the problem is after the microphone in cabling or input, not
at the microphone itself. One or two variables may be all you want to throw in because other
variables may rear themselves during the show, and those must be prioritized in the moment. The
greatest variables as a live sound engineer tend to be venue and/or artist. These variables,
through your tried and true relationship with technology, must be accounted for first.
Once the stage is wired, you engage in line check. Line check is the ordered verification
of all input that will be channeled through the sound system, every last microphone and
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electronic source. Both you, at front of house, and the monitor engineer18 take your place at your
respective consoles, and a crew member on stage will go down the input list, from kick drum to
vocals, scratching or tapping microphones to verify signal coming down the line through a snake
head split into both consoles. Every input path is a potential carrier of noise, and noise is
everywhere. All electromagnetic activity generates it: building wiring, HVAC, lighting, radio,
TV, Wi-Fi. Input sources and wires are all basic antennae, listening for any disturbance in the
electromagnetic field to be amplified. As you verify lines you not only listen for signal but for
rejection of unwanted signal that equipment in proper shape provides.19 The absence of a
functioning conductor in the line is heard as the presence of unwanted hum or noise, and if a line
carries that, it must be rejected for another cleaner path. This is your setup of a specifically
directed listening system, focusing on what is wanted and technically rejecting much of the
world present, both in sound on stage and magnetic energy.
Structural Description: Microphones and Stage Wiring.
Many whispers make a big yell. Microphones are a primary and crucial element of the
live concert audio system. They serve as the ears of everyone, chosen by engineers based on
reliability, affordability, availability, and often lastly tonal quality and frequency response.
Microphone fidelity in new designs has significantly improved and all microphone designs have
dropped in relative price over the fifty years of current concert audio, but often the models and
18

While both front-of-house and monitor engineers can be considered Concert Audio Engineers, this project is
focusing on front-of-house engineers. Monitor engineers work to create stage mixes for the musicians so they can
hear each other adequately on stage.
19

Professional audio gear carries balanced connections. Simply put, balanced connections carry three conductors
instead of the minimum two between components. One connector is the shield ground, the other two carry signal
from the source but wired in opposite phase. At the input stage of the connection, the two conductors carrying signal
in opposite phase are differentially amplified, cancelling out any electromagnetic noise picked up by the antenna
characteristic of interconnection. If one of the two “hot” connectors are in disrepair, noise will be present at the
input.
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designs that first dominated the business still dominate it. Unlike mixing consoles where whole
modular systems must be wholly updated, microphone selection both industry-wide and at the
individual engineer level reflects a co-mingling of the past and present for various reasons, not
the least of which are familiarity and dependability that silo engineers into particular brand and
model loyalties.
Of all the technology concert audio engineers use, microphones have perhaps remained
the most stable. Two designs date almost exactly to the start of the period I describe. The Shure
SM57 (1965) and SM58 (1966) (“Shure History,” n.d.) are perhaps still the most widely bought
and owned microphones in the world. While both utilize the same basic components, the SM57
is typically used as an instrument microphone while the SM58, with an added integrated
windscreen, is primarily utilized for vocals. Either can be used on whatever the engineer
chooses.
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FIGURE 10: SHURE SM-57, PERHAPS THE MOST POPULAR AND WIDELY-OWNED PROFESSIONAL
INSTRUMENT MICROPHONE WORLDWIDE. NOTICE THE FRONT DIAPHRAGM OF THE
MICROPHONE, SECOND VERTICAL ELEMENT FROM THE LEFT ON THE CROSS-SECTION.

THIS IS ATTACHED TO A WIRE COIL ITSELF ATTACHED TO A COIL FORM. WHEN THE
DIAPHRAGM VIBRATES, THE ATTACHED WIRE COIL MOVES BETWEEN TWO POLES OF A
MAGNET, CREATING AN ANALOGOUS VOLTAGE. THIS WORKS LIKE A LOUDSPEAKER IN
REVERSE. DOWNLOADED FROM HTTPS://WWW.KOSMIC.COM.AU/SHURE-SM57DYNAMIC-CARDIOD-INSTRUMENT-MICROPHONE
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FIGURE 11: SHURE SM-58, PROBABLY THE MOST WIDELY-OWNED PROFESSIONAL VOCAL
MICROPHONE WORLDWIDE. THE DESIGN IS NEARLY IDENTICAL TO THE SM57.

DOWNLOADED FROM HTTPS://WWW.BHPHOTOVIDEO.COM/C/PRODUCT/68463REG/SHURE_SM58_LC_SM58_LC_CARDIOID_DYNAMIC.HTML

It is almost guaranteed that if you are a popular music listener you have heard these
microphones. They are mainstays in studios as well as live concert venues small to large. Bill
Hanley convinced the powers that be to utilize his modified SM57's for the 1965 inauguration of
Lyndon Johnson. SM57's have been the podium mic for the President of the United States ever
since (“Shure History,” n.d.).
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FIGURE 12: PRESIDENTIAL SM57 MICROPHONE SETUP. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTP://WWW.AUDIOTECHNOLOGY.COM.AU/WP/INDEX.PHP/TAG/SHURE-SM57/

These microphones carry their own sonic signature that some engineers love and some
engineers hate, but almost all are familiar with them as a kind of occupational baseline. More
importantly, SM57’s and 58’s laid down a set of operational parameters which live concert
microphones still aspire to in large degree. First, these microphones exhibit what is known as a
cardioid or directional pickup pattern. Microphones with this pickup pattern can be "aimed" at
the desired source. Sound from the rear of the pattern is largely rejected, therefore reducing
potential ambient feedback and also sound from neighboring sources on stage or in studio.
Isolation is not a cure for feedback or leakage, but an abatement of them. Cardioid designs also
exhibit proximity effect, where bass response increases in inverse proportion to distance from
source. This can be witnessed when a singer for example moves an SM58 as close as possible to
the mouth, as opposed to keeping a working distance of 6-8 inches. A notable increase in lowend growl and fullness centered around 200 Hz will be heard.
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Cardioid designs isolate sources. They therefore separate the whole musical performance
into parts to be gathered, processed, and summed. The cardioid pickup pattern (and its
variations) forms the vast majority of patterns that live sound microphones utilize. It did not need
to be this way: Bob Heil states as much in his Practical Guide to Concert Sound (1978, p. 68)
when he discusses that the more linear frequency response of omnidirectional microphones may
be more appropriate as close miking becomes the norm in popular music. Directional
microphones were largely a response to demand in film location sound and speech public address
systems, where any ability to isolate sources and minimize feedback was prioritized over fidelity
and increased low end. Elevated low end was not going to be reproduced given the response
limits of earlier reproduction systems anyway. Cardioid designs shape engineer experience
through reinforcing the ability to create a set of relatively discreet component parts for the
engineers to reconstruct as a whole.
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FIGURE 13: RECOMMENDED LOUDSPEAKER LOCATION AND MICROPHONE AIMING FOR CARDIOID
MICROPHONES. SHURE SM 57 USER GUIDE (P. 5).
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FIGURE 14: SHURE SM 57 FREQUENCY RESPONSE AND POLAR PATTERN PICKUP CHART. THE
FREQUENCY RESPONSE CHART SHOWS HIGHER OR LOWER GAIN PRODUCED GOING
FROM LOW FREQUENCIES TO HIGH FREQUENCIES WHEN FED A TEST SIGNAL. THE
POLAR PICKUP PATTERN CHART SHOWS HOW THIS MICROPHONE REJECTS SOUND AT
VARIOUS FREQUENCIES THE FURTHER OFF-AXIS THE SOURCE IS. (SHURE SM 57 USER
GUIDE, P. 5).

Pickup pattern does not explain fully the standardization of these Shure microphones.
Another major factor contributing to the ubiquity of the SM57 and SM58 regards durability, or
what is often termed roadworthiness. At some point most engineers will eventually be told by
another engineer how you can hammer nails with the heavy metal casing of the SM57 and still
use it on a show. Durability and its importance to the live sound industry cannot be overstated.
Microphones and direct injection (DI) boxes create the electric platform for all that comes after.
Microphones breaking during a tour or when a company is away from its shop can be a disaster.
The more durable a microphone proves to be, the more likely you are to see it in live sound
applications. Reasonable cost, of course, helps too.
Shure SM57s and SM58s employ dynamic microphone capsule technology. These
microphones are like a loudspeaker in reverse: a diaphragm attached to a form which wire is
wrapped around. This is the most physically resilient of microphone transduction technologies. I
myself have dropped, kicked, hammered with these microphones and they have remained
operational. In my venue microphone locker I still have mics of this model dating from the late
1970's. In a Brooklyn club I worked in as technical director, SM58s and SM57s were the only
microphones I had to work with. While they were not the best microphones I have ever heard or
worked with, they never failed. I knew how they would sound every night, and I could inherently
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trust them (Kiran & Verbeek, 2010). They firmly put me in the sonic norms of the vast majority
of live venues. They also connected me with a history in the industry. Robert Scovill, in the
industry since the late 70's, (personal communication, February 27, 2018) said that microphones
and pro audio recording gear form a strange technological market where vintage technology,
while supplemented by new devices tends not to be displaced by new devices. Microphones form
a readable aggregate of history and commonality between engineers, firms, and venues.
Microphones are delegated ears. In that sense, microphones allow engineers to hear not only
what others in the industry currently hear but also what they have heard. They provide a sonic
linkage to the past, a relative constant in changing technology over time.
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FIGURE 15: 1980 MUSIC EMPORIUM CATALOG: OF THE MICROPHONES ON DISPLAY HERE,
MICROPHONES STILL REGULARLY ON RIDERS PRESENTLY, 38 YEARS LATER, INCLUDE
THE SENNHEISER 421 AND 441; THE ELECTRO-VOICE RE20, THE AKG C451E, THE

SHURE SM57 AND SM58.
New microphones have managed, albeit slowly, to enter the palette. Condenser
microphones, particularly from the early 1980's on, have slowly become more regular features on
stage. Condenser microphones provide faster and more accurate transient response that
consequently provides extended and more accurate high frequency response. Manufacturers can
also deploy this technology in a much wider variety of form factors, from barely visible lavalier
mics to large diaphragm studio microphones. For live sound, condenser microphones have come
to be commonly used on sources with extensive high frequency information and predictable
dynamic range such as hi hat cymbals, drum overheads, and pianos for example. Condensers,
while more fragile than dynamics, have become much more durable over time, particularly as the
element capsules and overall microphone size decreased. Condenser microphones in addition to
having extended high frequency response tend to simply be a more transparent, less colored
representation of the original source. Engineers can now trust condenser mics to be somewhat
durable and also trust them to hear more accurately than dynamic microphones can. They also
serve not only as a delegated ear but also an equalizer. Rather than having to push high
frequencies at the mixing console, these microphones provide extended high frequency content
directly to and through the input.20

20

Ribbon microphones are the third major microphone technology. While companies such as Royer have tried to
push ribbon mics into the live market for the most part they are still too fragile and expensive to gain much traction
among concert engineers.
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FIGURE 16: CONDENSER MICROPHONE SCHEMATIC. THE ELEMENT THAT THE SOUND WAVES
DIRECTLY VIBRATE HAS EXTREMELY LOW MASS WHEN COMPARED TO DYNAMIC
MICROPHONES SUCH AS THE SM57. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTPS://WWW.MAKEUSEOF.COM/TAG/CONDENSER-VS-DYNAMIC-MIC-ACTUALLYNEED/
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FIGURE 17: AKG C 451B SMALL DIAPHRAGM CONDENSER MICROPHONE FREQUENCY RESPONSE
AND POLAR PATTERN CHART. NOTICE THE MORE LINEAR AND EXTENDED FREQUENCY
RESPONSE AS OPPOSED TO THE SM57 FREQUENCY RESPONSE SHOWN IN EARLIER
FIGURE. DIRECTIONALITY BASED ON FREQUENCY IS ALSO DISPLAYED HERE. 451’S
WERE OFTEN USED ON HI-HATS, DRUM OVERHEADS, AND ACOUSTIC GUITAR.

DOWNLOADED FROM HTTPS://WWW.ZZOUNDS.COM/ITEM--AKGC451B
Engineers tend to change microphone preferences due to the following factors: budget,
prestige of tour or artist, rider "friendliness" or likelihood that a sound company will be able to
provide them, professional literature reviews and peer recommendation. Very rarely can mics be
adequately compared with each other on the same source in a live show setting. Microphones
and DI boxes must be experimented with in pre-tour rehearsal, shop time, or in privately booked
studio time. Occasionally engineers will put two microphones or a DI box and a microphone on
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the same source if there are adequate inputs available. This allows two different timbral
treatments of the source to be mixed together. With the typical quota of input channels available
in the analog days, this could usually only be done to one or two of the total sources on stage.
With digital consoles and modular digital snake head/converters, dual-miking sources can be
more easily accommodated, but the more microphones requested the more that have to be rented,
carried, and wired. Engineers also select microphones for occupationally performative as well as
practical reasons. Like other equipment, the very inclusion of certain microphones on a rider or
tour specification signals a certain attention to fidelity, even if this attention is a performance of
taste and professionalism with little noticeable sonic import. To request dynamic microphones
for drum overheads today, for example, would signal a significant deviation from occupational
norms even if there are reliability issues favoring dynamics versus condensers.
At the top touring and engineer level, often microphone manufacturers will endorse
engineers, artists, or tours. This entails giving engineers models to try out. Hopefully the
endorsed engineers will recommend models to other engineers or request provision from
providing sound companies. One company whose brand was not respected decades ago,
according to an engineer I spoke to, hired a marketing specialist with many industry connections,
who simply started giving some of the company's mics away to live engineers. The gambit
worked. This company's microphones, while not dominant, certainly started penetrating the
market to a larger extent. Another marketing avenue for manufacturers interested in trying to get
concert engineers to embrace certain models is to secure some kind of guaranteed placement on
awards shows, where models are made visible through broadcast cameras.
It is appropriate that any discussion of live sound mics begins and ends with Shure. Joe
Light, engineer and owner of RSA Audio in Edgewood, NY, spoke to me about the Beta line of
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Shure microphones. These mics were marketed as refined and higher-end versions of original
Shure models, keeping engineer mic choices potentially siloed within Shure while expanding
choice in that silo. While they are different mic designs manufactured by the same company,
Shure’s marketing move offering the Beta line as a refinement of dependable Shure classics
proved a success. Betas are often found on technical riders for touring artists, with the original
versions sometimes listed as acceptable substitutes. Shure also offered these capsules on their
handheld wireless transmitters. In some cases, engineers would buy or request standard wired
versions of Beta vocal microphones based on their experience with them as wireless vocal
microphones. Engineers largely trust themselves to microphone technologies they select in a
form of occupational confidence (Kiran & Verbeek, 2010). Even if manifested in the choice of
newer microphone models, confident trust of oneself to technology builds on standard artifacts
that newer ones are measured against. SM57s and SM58s can be confidently trusted for a certain
price point. Microphones beyond SM57s and SM58s in terms of price and sonic transparency
still need to justify lesser potential reliability and higher price with a sonic character that is more
appealing and that provides more aesthetic confidence in the sound being heard.
The most simple, taken for granted aspect of assembly in sound systems may be this one:
Plugging a microphone into some kind of amplifier and having it work. For quite a long time,
even in professional audio, this could not be taken for granted. Bill Hanley recounted physically
replacing microphone cable connections or subbing in adapters early in his career. The humble
XLR connection, the connection standard even now between microphones and mixing console,
took time to become standardized across the professional audio world. It was not until 1990 that
the Audio Engineering Society declared the standard for balanced audio cable, thus ending years
of interconnectivity problems between manufacturers, operators, and nations (Rayburn, 2017).
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FIGURE 18: STANDARD 3-PIN XLR CONNECTORS FOR CABLES AND INPUT/OUTPUT PANELS
(RAYBURN, 2017).
The wiring of the stage can be thought of as the deployment of a nervous system. Each
microphone and direct box functions as an auditory nerve transducing sound waves into
electrical impulse, combined into more densely bundled paths leading to the brain. Multiple mics
on the drum kit, for example, are connected by cables to a box nearby the kit with multiple XLR
microphone input connectors. This box is called a subsnake, and has only one cable carrying
multiple sources towards the console. Subsnake placements are planned by engineers during the
rehearsal phase (for a tour) or even the day of show (for a one-off event). The placements are
meant to minimize the length of individual mic cable runs. Subsnake practice both keeps the
stage surface clear of trip hazards and minimizes setup and teardown time. The cable leading out
of the subsnake then carries individual mic signals bundled by a single cable jacket to the snake
head, usually on the side of the stage
The snake head then identically splits and distributes bundled individual signals to
different destinations such as front of house, monitor world, and maybe even broadcast or live
multitrack recording trucks. The ends of the systems are termed "fanouts" that in the analog days
split the bundled signal again into individual XLR connectors to connect to individual
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microphone input connectors on consoles. Before snakehead systems, individual microphone
cable and/or subsnake runs needed to be made to mixing positions at the side of stage, as running
multiple hundred-foot cable runs from stage to an audience mixing position was impractical for
cost and setup reasons.
The multicore snake connections often were custom adaptations of military-grade
multiconductor connections, such as the Cannon Mass connector developed for the oil industry
(now used by Whirlwind for audio snake systems) or the C5015 Mil Spec developed as a
standard of multiple multiconductor connector sizes (Janis, 2015). Snakehead systems were for a
long time custom built by the companies that employed them. In their design a tradeoff was
made between audio quality, electrical noise integrity, and cost. In newer systems this tradeoff
largely disappears with digital technology. Analog voltage signals are now often encoded into
binary data signals prior to the longer umbilical runs to front of house and other locations.
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.
FIGURE 19: SNAKE HEAD INPUT/OUTPUT DIAGRAM, COMPLETE WITH OUTPUT FANOUTS AND INPUT
SUBSNAKES. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTPS://WWW.PROSOUNDWEB.COM/TOPICS/ANALOG/CLEAR_PATH_ANALOG_SNAKE_
SYSTEMS/#

Digital audio technology now has provided a cheaper and more versatile way to distribute
signal where it needs to go. Microphones, cables and subsnakes are still utilized on the front end
of the system, but snakeheads are often now physically combined with analog-to-digital
converters that turn microphone output voltage into digital bitwords. Multichannel audio can
now be networked over standard information technology hardware such as routers and switches.
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The cost savings in signal transport due to a massive reduction in copper, wire jacketing, and
individual termination of connectors is considerable. In addition, once signal is binary data
analog electrical issues regarding noise and proper grounding concern engineers much less. Data
can be sent to as many receiving inputs as needed on the network without fear of signal
degradation.

FIGURE 20: DIGITAL AUDIO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM DIAGRAM (ORIGINAL CAPTION INCLUDED).
DOWNLOADED FROM WWW.YAMAHA.COM.
In the development of stage audio wiring up to this point, standardization of
interconnection through common connectors and wiring such as balanced XLR can be clearly
identified. Consolidation of microphone signal can be seen in subsnake units, snake heads and
their umbilicals. The minimization of these physical packages of discreet analog signal paths into
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multiplexed audio signal data travelling down a standard network transport cable such as fiber
optic, Cat 6 internet cable, or coaxial video cable was yet another consolidation of materials into
tighter cheaper packages. Siloing however, and being locked into particular brand family digital
protocols, has arisen with the introduction of such competing digital transport standards as
Dante, RockNet, CobraNet, EtherSound, and others.
Textural Description: Soundcheck (Input tuning)
You finish line check, hopefully with a minimum of unsuitably noisy lines, and you are
ready for soundcheck. The form of soundcheck depends on agreed collaboration between
musicians and crew. Some artists use it as a rehearsal bordering on mini-concert. Others do not
soundcheck at all. Now, there may even be phantom musicians played through the system,
recorded echoes of last night’s performance in order to tune. The entire ensemble of cultural
labor here works to, again, establish a baseline of comfort and familiarity with the environment
they find themselves in today.
As a front-of-house engineer, you depend on the monitor engineer to shepherd the
performers into a comfortable space and time, to get them into their well-worn groove that can
then be radiated outward from the stage. You are part of that too, as the sound from the main
loudspeakers cannot be perfectly directed and contained. Some sound from the main loudspeaker
array, lower frequency in nature, will hit the performers, and this dull wash is part of the need for
monitor systems in the first place. The musicians depend on the low frequency wash from the
main rig as part of the comfortable sonic envelope they are used to. There are moments where
you are told by your artists to calm it down, that the house is too loud. Musicians over the course
of a soundcheck will keep asking for more of this, more of that, then more of this again from the
monitor engineer. Whether the performers are fed with floor wedges or earbuds, this constant
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urge to add to their mix muddies up what ultimately needs to be heard. Therefore an experienced
monitor engineer, an important partner on concert days, deftly takes things away from a mix
when needed to unmask what really needs to be heard by the performer. Everything affects
everything else: The louder musicians’ floor wedges, the harder a time you have getting your
own mix to sound adequate. This clarifies an interesting contradiction. You have to keep both the
artists and the audience within their comfort zone. Sonic spaces that ideally would be separate
impinge on each other, and tradeoffs must be made. The performer's mix is not the audience mix,
is not your mix. Yet you are responsible to both performer and audience as central arbiter.
Soundcheck, speaking of contradictions, is a tenuous rehearsal of an unpredictable
reality. There are no humans in the space yet. The acoustic loss people will bring, the frequencies
they will diminish, the watts of acoustic power they absorb, must be imagined. You use what you
have at hand to imagine an ideal that you have experienced in other shows, on albums, on radio.
Live mixing differs from a typical textual production where you leave your work as a fixed form
to be consumed and absorbed in circumstances that you cannot ultimately control. At
soundcheck, you rehearse how you will be shaping performance upon the moment of
consumption and reception. You will control, to a certain extent, the experienced commodity in
real time.
Even as you imagine the way the room will sound from how you and the artists make it
sound now, you need to translate sonic ideation into physical movements, a series of
microadjustments involving faders, knobs, switches, buttons, and data entry on QWERTY
keyboards. You alternate your listening between singling out individual parts for alteration and
the coherence and adherence of the aural whole. In zeroing in on individual sources, you place
that source in relation to other sources and prior wholes. You listen to hear if the snare drum
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THWOKS in a certain way, usually related to a low-end component frequency of the source
snare drum sound wave around 250 Hz. To get that THWOK just so, you go to the snare drum
channel and find the EQ section of that input channel. One knob is rotated to find frequency,
another affected bandwidth (Q) and the last knob frequency boost or cut. You then pause and
listen to your whole mix. Is the THWOK there yet, and there enough among other sounds? If the
snare seems too transient, too ephemeral, you can throw a compressor on it, raising the volume
of the snare's decay relative to its attack. You go from THWOK to THWOOOKKK. You do this
by adjusting threshold of compression, ratio of compression, attack time and release time of
compression, another set of knobs and numeric representation of parameters to manipulate. Your
movement adjusting faders and knobs is one of dialing it in, slowing and shrinking your track of
movement as you get closer and closer to your desired sonic result.
You go back to listening in a holistic fashion. To give the snare more depth, presence and
authority (at least on some songs) you turn a knob to feed the snare drum signal to a dense plate
reverb with a short decay time. The reverb is located is not literally the large metal plate of old
studio days: it is an algorithm in a box, sitting among over one hundred or more other simulation
algorithms. With reverb devices, you decide that the reverberation of the space you are in does
not meet your purpose in some or most cases. You are forced for your own and the artists'
aesthetic preference to bring the psychoacoustic signs of another space into the present space
through digital reverb units and the preset programs within them. While these reverb presets can
be altered, their core character is somewhat fixed. The compressed snare drum THWOOOKKK
now extends as a THWOOOKKK(OOKK), a reverberating drum that will be doubly
reverberated by your space for today. You hear this component against the whole and imagine a
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greater whole. After a tweak to the EQ here, a tightening of the compression there, the snare
drum sits satisfactorily within the mix. And then it is on to the next input signal.
Structural Description: Soundcheck (Stage Tuning)
In the beginning of the historical period I have chosen, soundcheck was difficult to even
justify as a portion of the concert setup. From arguably the mid 1970's through the mid 2000's
soundcheck loomed as a major portion of the day. Now, given the ability of virtual soundcheck
through prerecorded playback tracks, soundcheck may no longer be required. Soundcheck was a
practice like so much else that became standardized as concert audio became industrialized. It is
a standardized tuning with the actual performers on hand, whether they exist on stage or in a hard
drive to be recalled.
The multiple high-level engineers of my sample overall made it a point to say that usually
nothing was to be seriously altered or tested with artists present on the stage. For live concert
engineers not touring with the performers, tuning the system with unfamiliar artists on stage may
be required. The artists are the variable. For touring concert engineers, conversely, the system
and the artists are the constant. If the space as variable is to be obviated, this can be done
systematically prior to the arrival of the artists. The goal of the concert audio engineer is for the
artists to walk into a space that has been neutralized through tuning and surpassed by monitor
systems, thereby delivering the artists their own desired representation of what is being played
on stage.
Bill Hanley described to me early circumstances of soundcheck in concert sound
(personal communication, February 21 2018). Musicians, used to their traditional rehearsal
routine, did not welcome rehearsal for the purpose of a technological system. Union rules for the
building laborers and musician labor also often discouraged or stopped the performance of
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soundcheck. The addition of concert audio systems did not automatically dictate alteration of
musical practice. Musicians and their production management ultimately needed to be
convinced, and needed to convince themselves, as to the necessity of rehearsing to ensure the
proper operation of a sound system.
The best concert audio engineers, by the mid-1980’s, prepared the system to the extent
that the artists on stage did not even conceive that playing helped to tune it. The keys to
minimally troublesome soundchecks are:
•

Proper loudspeaker system tuning.

•

Consistent microphone directional aim, working distance, and cabling.

•

Consistent mixing console channel settings and outboard signal processing.
When these practices are systematized and materially secured consistency is achievable.

If engineers (including now the monitor engineer setting on-stage mixes for musicians) diligently
work toward the consistent assembly of the system, soundcheck will adhere to the occupational
goal: making the artists feel they are at home, rehearsing in a known environment, as opposed to
in a new venue. Soundcheck serves as confirmation that a functional electronic system is ready
to register sound. Some engineers try to do a bit of channel tuning during the line check if
instruments are actually played, others wait for the featured musicians to actually lay into a full
song. But almost all look to not interrupt what is happening on stage. The sources only make
sense mixed and tuned against their entire context according to many of the self-theorizations my
sample shared.
Robert Scovill took me through the process of developing virtual soundcheck (personal
communication, March 7, 2018). Scovill started recording Tom Petty's concerts in late 1994 on
digital multitrack machines. He would record every night and play back these recordings
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everyday to tune the system, soundchecking without the band needing to be present. In effect,
individual tracks from each onstage source were recorded straight to tape and played back as
almost exact simulations of the source that would be onstage, provided careful attention was
given to consistent microphone placement and maintenance of input channel gains at a constant
level. When Scovill was tapped to consult on the Avid Venue digital console system, Avid
looked to integrate the Venue with the dominant digital audio workstation (DAW) platform in
the recording sector, Pro Tools.21 The Venue provided a singular package that consolidated the
older outboard tape machines and DAW’s into a much smaller computer/hard drive footprint that
could be directly controlled from the console surface. The Venue was also an attempt to silo
artists recording and mixing with Pro Tools into another complimentary Avid product when the
artists went on the road. Scovill claimed that by going from stage sources to multitrack
recordings and using that as the tuning playback, all the issues coming from trying to tune
systems with popular studio recordings having different microphone, equalization, and dynamic
processing concerns, are largely avoided. Additionally, relieving the necessity for artists to
soundcheck day-in and day-out saves road wear and tedium on the artists themselves, allowing
them to be fresher for the actual shows.
The technological evolution and variation of soundcheck over time keeps it squarely
within the tuning phase essential to the modern live concert. Yet the musicians, once reluctant to
take the stage and help tune the system at all, are now in many cases happy to no longer be
needed for tuning on stage. All this not long after the practice of soundcheck became a
normalized requirement of the industry. There will still be artists willing and able to utilize the
soundcheck period for additional rehearsal time or simply for the enjoyment of playing. The

21

Both ProTools and the Venue live console system are owned and developed by Avid.
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advent of virtual soundcheck however serves as just one of many digital console features that
further cinch the lacings between the recording and live concert worlds. As Tony Blanc (T.
Blanc, personal communication February 19, 2018) told me, live concert engineers are now quite
often recording and playback engineers as well. Soundcheck was and is, in actual or virtual form,
simply a validation of the system meant for the main event.
One aspect of tuning, not always constant, often lasted long after soundcheck. The last
and most frustrating step of system tuning was the elimination of excessive noise from the
system whether due to ground loops or other electromagnetic field interference prior to refined
analog snake heads and digital snake heads. Several engineers described how chasing down
noise problems in the system could often overtake any dinner break, leading right up to show.
Touring packages, the more complete they were, could be assembled paying attention to this in
rehearsal. The less complete the system, the more it changed show to show, in short the more
variables were introduced in terms of system interface, lighting, stage power arrangements and
the like, the more likely ground hum or interference noise could arise. The removal of ground
loops and noise can be scientifically guided, but noisechasing was also a maddeningly dark art of
guesswork, trial and error and learned experiential tricks. The hunting down and troubleshooting
of electromagnetic noise is not an aesthetic shaping so much as a subtractive killing, as displayed
in the titles of such aiding products as "hum eliminators" and the like. With digital audio
bypassing the antenna nature of long analog cables, dinner is much less often forgone chasing the
old gremlins now.
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DOWNTIME
Textural Description: Downtime
Once the artists are satisfied with how they are interacting with each other and the space,
once the entire arrangement is show ready, rehearsal ends and you are on break. You cherish this
time of day because it is one of the few intervals that you have to yourself. This can be spent any
number of ways, trying to cope with a life of travel: Answering emails, checking in with family,
riding a bike around the vicinity of the venue, getting in a nap, or playing a video game. Riding a
bike or walking around responds to the sheer anonymity of the spaces you travel to. For all your
travel around the world looks impressive on paper, you see very little of where you are traveling
to. Any attendee of any professional conference can appreciate this: the sameness of convention
halls, breakout rooms, hotel bars, hotel rooms, central business districts. A bike or even a walk
contextualizes the site, even if just a little bit. While venturing outside the venue is not a
universal practice for all, it highlights a contradiction with the job. Obviation of the space in the
venue through system design, presets, equalization, and the like forms a paramount
responsibility. Yet if you venture out it is to very possibly see that you are located in a specific
time and place.
Many practices during off-time function as routine and ritual. Reading, favorite movies
watched with crew on the tour bus, video games, sleep. Before the show, catering is visited
again. Often catering is fairly structured by the performance contract rider,22 but you are still
largely at the mercy of the caterer with regards to overall quality. As you have discovered, there
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Riders and how specific they get regarding artist and crew preferences have been famously mocked for comedy
both on the riders themselves and in popular culture. For example, Van Halen requested a color of M&M that didn't
exist to test whether riders were being thoroughly read by promoters, or a fictional story involving Ozzy Osbourne
and a roadie using lethal force on a store owner to obtain a specific candy in Wayne's World 2.
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are only so many novel dishes that can be kept warm and good by steam trays. The meal again
gathers the crew in closer proximity than at any point of the day, except perhaps the tour bus.
Jokes are told, problems brainstormed, news brought, plans for the next date laid out. This is akin
to a family dinner, with all the complication that comes with that. Major and minor factions
within the grand alliance of the crew display themselves implicitly and explicitly here. This
happens through jokes, asides, who one choses to sit next to, even good old fashioned yelling
once in a while. Not everyone responds the same way to catering. But as a general rule if you
overstuff yourself, you may risk entering a food coma right in the middle of the show. This is a
bad state to be in if it causes you to miss a cue. But eating is often comfort on these long days.
Each crew member's decisions regarding how much they intake of food, alcohol, coffee or
anything else manifest as directly visible to their fellow crew members. Often, the food on offer
is high carb or high sugar: soda, candy, and desserts are often on offer, although fresher healthier
options have been gaining purchase. You largely must self-monitor on this score, and many do
not. Days and days of too much coffee, too much nicotine, too many refined carbohydrates of
various kinds makes one feel like a permanently drowsy husk. Yet you may find it difficult to
resist one of the few dependable comforts this job affords, especially as your job is to supply
dependable comfort to performers.
Between dinner and show time, there is maybe an hour or two. Everyone and every crew
partake in their own preshow rituals: checking mic placement, reinstalling wireless microphone
batteries, a phone call to a loved one, a certain number of cups of coffee and cigarettes, check-in
with other crew over radio, listening to recordings from last night, making sure artists are okay.
Inevitably, you must make your way from backstage to front of house. This walk shows you the
people for whom you will be the bottleneck and custodian of experience. The faces, fashions, the
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sheer variety of people, even if adherent to a certain performance aesthetic of subculture, never
ceases to amaze you. This gives you a chance to really see the audience you are part of, assess
who it is that is paying to see this artist and what they might want aesthetically: Older patrons
may want it quieter than younger patrons for example. Right this minute they are obstacles to be
moved through, a sea of flesh to be swam against on your way to your position. As you swim,
you also hear the walk-in music mixed with the low roar of the audience conversation. This gives
you your first whisper of how bodies alter the acoustic environment you are prepared to excite.
Structural Description: Downtime
Downtime, the time between the end of tuning and the beginning of show, contains
different rituals for different engineers. Some kind of respite from listening, some kind of quiet
period, seemed to be a common thread between many. Food is consumed if available, whether
through catering or possibly a buyout or per diem compensation to find your own meal outside of
the venue. While some engineers read, I rarely heard of much time spent in the modern era
keeping up with work or loved ones through emails or cell phone calls. One engineer in fact told
me that on show days his family knows not to call him and not to expect a call. The priority in
downtime seems to be renewal of the self and one's listening faculties. While tuning is necessary,
music one has heard many times without the excitement and participation of the crowd is a rather
monotonous affair. No matter how much you like your artist it is a relief for rehearsal to be over.
Rehearsals and any troubleshooting come with a hard ending. Downtime is actually just a slow
buildup to the moment the performance starts. Many engineers will touch base with the artists to
make sure they are happy on stage. Others will listen to stereo console mixes of last night's show.
Almost all have a mental countdown of sorts to showtime in addition to the actual countdown. At
30 minutes to show, one may use the bathroom, at 15 minutes to show one may have a last
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coffee, and so on. Playlist and walk-in music are now for some engineers management
technologies. As the same songs play in the same order before the show every night, the
production staff realize how much time there is to go before showtime based on the song they
can hear over the PA and backstage announce system. This also may be done by simple stage
management calls over the house or tour intercom system. Technological change here does not
affect such personal desires as rest, silence, or food. Technological change does impact the use of
certain media and communication technologies to keep the entire concert production staff a
tightly functioning organization.
PERFORMANCE
Textural Description: Performance
When you get to the console, you check in with the stage manager over intercom, radio or
both. Then a somewhat superstitious ritual set of practices conscripts you as an acolyte. Input
channels, particularly the vocals, are listened to over headphones for ambient noise to make sure
they still are passing signal. Mute buttons are checked and double-checked. Scenes and presets
are checked and double-checked. Your set of procedures is superstitious because nineteen out of
twenty times nothing fails between soundcheck and now, but you are paid to catch the one time
that something is awry. The checklist of gear and lines, the ritual of verifying what you know is
there, functions largely like a preparation by pilots for takeoff, albeit this preparation is ironically
silent. The call to standby is made by your stage manager, house-to-half is called to lights, house
music out is called, you pull down house music faders and the launch code is given.
So unless this is the very first night of your work with these artists, how you work around
the set list should be somewhat routinized. The first song is usually more aggressive, very
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possibly a known hit or a new album opener. The band tends to lay into this, playing at
maximum volume, so you can tell the absolute loudest stage volume you are going to be dealing
with tonight. This in many ways forms a central struggle, depending on the size and structure of
the venue. In many ways you are working against the band as much as with it, shaping the
product to the speakers both as supplement to and competitor with the artists on stage. Without
the PA system, what you hear is just drums and maybe guitar amps. The challenge is constantly
getting vocals and other salient parts over and above the stage volume generated by instruments
and floor wedges, in addition to the crowd noise. Vocal clarity looms as a core priority of the
job. Vocals supply the most human element of the performance that the audience can relate to.
Often this is why soundcheck by many engineers is started simply repeating vocal utterances (1,
2) into a microphone prior to anything else. You have largely tuned the entire PA rig to mediate
vocal presence, enveloping the entire space. The system minimizes the distance perceived
sonically between the audience and the vocalist. This is not the only source you are concerned
with. Pop music is based on rhythmic elements. Therefore, the musical bass is highlighted too,
with subwoofers in the system giving bass guitar, keyboards, and kick drum a thump felt as
much as heard. The majority of electric current the PA system sucks up goes to produce this
thump. Indeed, this remains one of the irreducible elements of the live show that cannot be
replicated in the privacy of your own home.
The order of attention within five minutes of the first song follows a chain of priority in
adjusting for the rest of the night: are the vocals clear? Check. The rhythm section tight? Check?
The lead parts cutting through but sitting just behind the vocals? Check? This set of concerns
forms a checklist on repeat loop in your head, ears, and hands the entire night. It cannot be
quantified, nor visually secured. It must be experientially felt and compared to what you know to
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be how the song "should" sound, no matter the space or time. You are delivering a unique
performance that is nonetheless bounded by internalized aesthetic expectations of the audience,
yourself, the artists, and other professionals.
Provided there are no major problems right away, you should more or less be in your
groove by the second song. Now it is simply a matter of slight course corrections and balancing,
much like riding a bicycle once it gets its motion underway. There may be changes per song on
the set list. Reverb programs may be changed or echo times manually matched to musical tempo.
Leads and solos will be highlighted by moving channel faders up and down. Equalization may
need to be tweaked on an individual source, for example on a constantly changing guitar sound.
You are moving your hands across your control surfaces in a manner not unlike sailing a oneman craft, performing a series of constant microadjustments to keep the ship on course. You also
use your eyes, with attention alternating between the stage and your console. Yet you listen as
the vast majority of your work. Your ears attune to certain technical noise and distortion, and if
those occur, it is a system problem that may not be able to be fixed that night. It may wait till the
next show. You then listen aesthetically, using your hearing and the internalized standards of
popular music articulated together to guide your movement and interface with the equipment.
You then may even listen pleasurably.
If all is going well the actual show is one of the most relaxing parts of the day. There is
almost no interaction with audience or artists. You listen and operate on your own, much like any
other craftsperson in their workshop shaping an artifact. You and the audience consume this
experience together as you shape it. The feeling of fun and satisfaction when the audience
responds positively remains difficult to describe to someone who hasn't been here. There is
pride, there is a sense of mastery over the crowd, and there is a sense of participation with the
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crowd but also isolation. Both your equipment and the listening structured by years with this
equipment do not allow you to hear and enjoy the concert in quite the same way a common
listener can. For you, the concert soundtrack is as often as not a set of competing performers,
frequency components, gain peaks, and other segments. Obviously the artists are the main
attraction driving this experience, but you do feel pride as an integral component of the
enterprise. You are usually seated close to the lighting board operator. For both of you, to be part
of producing the show at this distance from the stage, as a part of the audience and enjoying it
with them, intersects several roles.
You largely conform what comes from the stage to certain aesthetic standards: your own,
your peers', the audience's, the artists'. While this show has never happened before and will never
happen again in the exact same way, you are a large part in rendering it recognizable as a pop
music commodity. Balance between elements can be varied, but to remain meaningful in a genre,
the balance must stay within parameters. You translate what is on stage to the technical aesthetic
language of popular music across multiple spaces: Spaces of this size, small clubs, on radio, on
record. Much like your recording counterpart engineers, you are an intermediary. You make this
performance make sense through speakers. You help make a rock band sound like a rock band, a
country singer sound like a country singer, a rapper sound like a rapper.
You also translate between what artists can do and what machines can accommodate.
Through your hands, you talk to the PA system. It talks to you through a combination of
speakers, meters, graphic displays, and physical positions of knobs and faders. The soundcheck
prior to this exists as a reality test, a negotiation. Once you know the language, you listen for the
system to tell you "this is what I am capable of in this space." During the show, this negotiation
is more subtle and more humble. You request small things with your fingers: a bit more guitar
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here, a bit less 2 kilohertz bite on the cymbals there. The PA's dependable response through the
speakers depends on the space you are both located in.
Structural Description: Performance
Performance actually comprises few hours of the workday as a quantitative share.
Accordingly, discussion of performance made up comparatively little of the interview data I
gathered from engineers. Most of the work engineers perform is preparation for the performance,
preparation of the system. The obsessively checked integrity of that system is all in service of
these few hours.
Labor practice in the seconds, minutes, hours and collective days and nights of concert
engineering performance has in fact largely remained the same. Listening, adjusting, listening,
adjusting. It is the alternation between extension of control and centralization of control through
various interfaces, as explained earlier in this chapter, which occurs over history at the front-ofhouse engineer position. The collective direction of technological impact on experience is one of
an overall consolidation of available control to the engineer through expansion of alterable
parameters at the console itself. With digital, this consolidation of control functions and ability to
execute many of them at once grows as long as the show has been rehearsed and planned. No
engineer I spoke with wishes for a past moment of audio technology overall, although there are
some aesthetic features of older loudspeaker rigs and the practical immediacy of touching
parameters on older consoles that are at sometimes missed. Engineers now enjoy a greater
predictability and consistency through the standardization of their technological practice.
Engineers are much more confident that what they are hearing in terms of consistent loudspeaker
coverage is what the audience is hearing. Engineers are now much more able to enact all the
parameter adjustments they feel the performance merits, section to section and song to song. This
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occurs through parameter recall and precise digital definition of those recalled parameters, as
opposed to analog approximations due to silkscreen printing on a console chassis. Digital
console scene recall, as Robert Scovill (personal communication, March 7, 2018) mentioned, is
best thought of as additional hands performing lots of adjustments at once.
In the earliest days of analog systems such as those Bill Hanley and Bob Heil designed,
overseeing the system during the performance was much more hectic and serial. One may run
back and forth from stage mixing position to an audience position where control could not be
exercised. There may have been no EQ on any individual channel, rather EQ applied globally
across the signal ultimately output to the loudspeaker system. Once companies such as Hanley's
and Heil's developed multicore snakes able to centrally locate a listening position in the
audience, more and more control became centralized to that position. Voicing control and
equalization for the loudspeaker system, EQ on every modular input channel in later analog
consoles, dynamic processing on every channel with digital consoles are all expanded control
over the sound of each and every source that has come to pass over time. Through all the
engineers running all the concerts as they technologically evolved, a more industrially
standardized set of controls emerged, the designs eventually less controlled by companies of live
sound engineers and more controlled by industrial design teams based on engineer consultation.
The engineers I talked to, for the most part, including myself, still largely enjoy the
performance. The amount of minute-to-minute involvement varies. Some engineers adjust very
little, some are constantly adjusting, but almost all enact a discipline of not adjusting things for a
portion of their time, just listening. Howard Page (personal communication, March 1, 2018)
looks down from the show and his meters, disconnecting his visual sense every once in a while.
Robert Scovill (personal communication, February 27, 2018) makes himself sit back from the
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console, disconnecting his haptic ability to adjust knobs and faders every once in a while. I
myself will get up from my position and walk the venue for a bit, taking a remote tablet
computer to maintain control of the console if I can. Engineers here shift what is perceived and
intended as they work. They force themselves to step away from their controlling interface point,
committing themselves to an audience perspective occasionally by simply listening off and on.
Most engineers occupationally take the performance quite seriously even while enjoying it. All
concert audio engineers realize that while the performance is a job for us, this is a somewhat
sacred moment for many of the audience members. The sonic part of that ritual and its
enjoyment by the crowd and the artist is what concert audio engineers aim for regardless of the
other labor moments my interviews covered.
A thorny issue regards the relationship between popular recorded versions of artists'
songs and live performance of those songs. The engineers themselves do not discount the issue,
nor do they see any total resolution of this relationship on the horizon technologically. For the
most part we all recognize that while exact sonic reproduction of records is impossible and in
most cases not even desirable, there must be some kind of conscious identification with the
recordings. Robert Mailman (personal communication, February 18, 2018), Santana's engineer,
and Tony Blanc (personal communication, February 19, 2018) who has worked with many pop
genre artists both mentioned that the stage arrangements are often quite different from what is on
the record. The engineer is there to manage a system capable of accurately mediating that
arrangement, while also allowing the lead recognizable elements of the artists' sound and songs
to carry through in a way that, as Howard Page (personal communication, March 1, 2018) states,
does not deny audience expectations of the artists' performance. In most genres it is obviously
the voice that is the biggest human connection no matter how the song is arranged. Making the
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voice intelligible, intense and recognizable has driven a few vocal microphone innovations, for
example high-quality condenser vocal mics such as the Shure KSM 9. Overall engineers’ single
biggest job during the show is keeping the lead vocal or vocals front and center, clear and
identifiable to fans as that artist's commonly known voice and vocal sound. Few engineers I have
talked to want to also be record producers, making obvious aesthetic moves and judgments. Most
are well aware of, and happy with, their ultimate role as system managers, not musical producers
or arrangers.

FIGURE 21: SHURE KSM-9 CONDENSER VOCAL MICROPHONE. THIS MICROPHONE IS SPECIFICALLY
DESIGNED FOR LIVE APPLICATIONS, BUT CAN OF COURSE BE USED BY ANY AUDIO
ENGINEER FOR ANY PURPOSE. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTPS://WWW.INTERSTATEMUSIC.COM/30866-SHURE-KSM9-MICROPHONE-

CHAMPAGNE-KSM9SL.ASPX
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LOADOUT
Textural Description
The show ends, lights come up, you raise house music after muting all your sources. You
potentially store or notate changes you made between this show and the immediately preceding
show. Sometimes audience members will tell you that you did a good job, other times they will
tell you that you did not. You can engage with audience a bit, but this part of the day ironically is
the most hectic and driven. The faster you wrap up the show, the faster you pack the truck, the
sooner you get a shower, maybe a beer, and sleep. Alone, separated from the rest of the crew for
a bit, you pack front of house listening to your chosen walk-out music. You put laptop and
headphones away, cover the console, disconnect wiring between devices and from front of house
to stage. You call local crew over to you to help put the console in its road case, case up any
racked effects gear and power supplies, and have the crew wheel all of this to the truck loading
area. At this point you rejoin the general crew on stage, packing microphones and band gear,
coiling cables, ordering road cases so that they pack into the truck in such a way the first things
needed in the venue tomorrow are the last things packed on the truck. The coiling of cable is one
of the first skills you learned, and it can be done in a disinterested fashion while you both josh
with and direct crew.
On the stage, local crew need to be directed as to what you need to get out of the venue.
With this extra help, the speed at which the spectacle is taken apart dazzles the unaccustomed
eye. Once microphones are packed safe, mic stands collapsed, cables cleared, instruments and set
pieces and floor lights put away, the main and supplement PA rigs can be taken down and
disassembled. Chain motors and hoists slowly crawl the dark boxes out of the air. Like ants,
crew scurry to these speaker arrays to take them apart and haul them to the trucks, small piece by
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small piece. Much faster than your concert went up, it comes down, and the venue is left a blank
slate again, looking like the concert did not even happen.
You find the showers in the venue if there is time. With a hot rinse after working all day
you feel like a new person. You make your way to the bus. Hopefully someone has taken care of
beer for the night. Upon arrival, you grab a cold one from the cooler, maybe stay outside for a
minute on a nice night and enjoy a cigarette, too. After the physicality of load out, there needs to
be a bit of cool down time before sleep will come. Maybe another beer, some good-natured
joking with the rest of the crew on your bus. When you finally do go down, the motion of the bus
on the road lulls you to slumber. And yet, for all the hours on the bus, there never seems to be
enough sleep.
Structural Description
Everyone on the show is working towards the out. This is not sonics anymore, this is
logistics. Engineers, designers and manufacturers of concert sound technology have refined the
materiel of the business to come down faster and faster with fewer and fewer people to pack the
gear into trucks in a more and more efficient manner. This involves strategic placement of wheel
casters and wheel boards. It involves precisely inventoried and internally structured road cases. It
involves subsnake cable looms that can be packed without total disassembly. It involves
synchronized chain motor systems. The refinement of the teardown and loadout prioritizes not
only speed but also safety within that speed. The concert day is a long day. Fatigue and
impatience can get the better of any crew member. The systems have continually been designed
and refined to maximize speed and minimize danger.
The systems are still designed to come down in reverse order from load-in and be packed
on the truck in anticipation of an efficient load-in. Once the truck is packed and you see
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taillights, the technology to cool down from the show is largely the same as it has always been.
Showers, chatting with fellow crew members, sometimes alcohol, sometimes drugs are part of
this time although the wild days of aftershow parties have been diminishing for quite some time
now. Practitioners at this level must take as good a care of themselves as possible. The final
technology of the self for the day, a comfy bed, still looms as a welcoming artifact to anyone
after a show day.
CONCLUSION
Recall Heidegger's famous hammer (1996). Heidegger posits that when tools are readyto-hand, they tend to fall away from direct attention. The withdrawal of the tool from perception
allows for focused work. Relationships establishing what the tools are for remain an
unconsciously functioning ensemble. For engineers, moments occur where the console feels so
well known, the speakers tuned and functioning so well, that Heidegger's characterization seems
appropriate. Concert audio engineers provide an auditory experience to themselves and the
audience simultaneously. The concert space, the workshop in which they do this, always contains
the potential to shift. Given limited budgets, changing technology, and evolving normative
practices of the occupation, engineers must ultimately choose how to be in the world of the
concert. Choosing equipment, operating it, and listening to what this interface produces as a
technological aesthetic experience for themselves and the audience requires intentionally shifting
back and forth between the conscious roles of technician and lay audience member as much as
possible throughout the day. The concert requires engineers to consider it as both technical
components to assemble and adjust through their various controls, and as a sonic whole to be
appreciated in its fullness through the loudspeakers.
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The essential experience of working a modern large concert consists of entry,
loudspeaker assembly/tuning, stage assembly/tuning, downtime, performance, and loadout. I
have shown through historical technological variation how this experience has and has not
changed. The experience has gravitated overall towards greater and greater control of smaller
and smaller components comprising the sound we all hear. What concert audio engineers can do
has been expanded, but what engineers typically, actually do day-to-day has not radically
changed in its essential structure. Positioning and assembly of speakers and microphones, taking
time to really listen, using tools to enhance an aesthetic experience, appreciation of the impact of
one's work on collective enjoyment in community still remain core parts of the labor experience.
At the end of the day you have helped create a unique experiential moment for everyone
involved, no matter how much the work in creating that moment has been systematized. The
work of expertly assembling a functional system can be partially compared to successfully
building a model or executing a recipe. Routinized embodied building of something results in the
successful mediation of something else. When one is a part of that process in such a central and
obvious way, as a singular operator, it is easy to feel empowered and rewarded.
The refinement of concert technology by ever more specialized manufacturers has not
necessarily removed enjoyment from the occupation, but rather probably enhances it in certain
ways. Specialization without a doubt, however, mystified the devices for the personnel who use
them. No longer do engineers, in most cases, spend much time experimenting with combinations
of loudspeakers and enclosures of their own. No longer can consoles be cobbled together from
common electronic parts. Systems must be assembled from items that come ready to use off the
shelf. The experience of working through gear that one had a hand in designing is slowly
disappearing for all but the highest-level engineers. Instead, we are largely at the mercy of those
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who design our tools for us and sell those tools to us. In the next chapter, I will continue to
explore overarching trends in the development of concert audio engineering: consolidation of
more and more technological ways to control sound into smaller and more integrated
technological artifacts, standardization of function and interface across manufacturers such as
console and loudspeaker manufacturers, and siloing of engineers through brand loyalty to
particular manufacturers and platforms.
The business surrounding concert audio engineering keeps technology in the foreground.
Engineers, manufacturers, and service contracting firms develop this technology to achieve
deeper standardized functionality for the engineers, and therefore greater consistency for the
audience, all hopefully at a profit. From idiosyncratic systems developed by pioneering tinkerers
to systems produced and maintained on a global scale by large firms, concert audio engineering
is a competitive business both in terms of the provision of service and the manufacture of
equipment. While there have been periods of relative stability in concert audio technology,
engineers, tours and firms are all under pressure to constantly consider the interface
characteristics, capabilities, function and cost efficiency of equipment.
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CHAPTER 2: BUILDING THE PERFECT BEAST – THE INDUSTRIALIZATION
OF LOUDSPEAKERS AND MIXING CONSOLES

INTRODUCTION
This chapter describes the industrialization of the two primary technologies used by
concert audio engineers: loudspeakers and mixing consoles. Audio engineers do not, as a general
rule, design the components of their own equipment. Instead, concert audio engineers are
targeted as consumers by a select few companies. It was not always this way. The primary
historical trajectory for arena concert technology begins with individual hobbyists and
entrepreneurs cobbling together their own sound systems. These plucky origins gave way to
industrially manufactured products marketed to concert audio engineers. Over the course of
several decades, craftsmanship in the construction and maintenance of concert sound equipment
was transferred from individual engineers to manufacturing companies. Engineers now expect
their gear to work straight off of the delivery truck. Yet concert audio engineering remains a craft
profession. The market for its primary technology now resembles those for professional
production technologies such as motion picture cameras or recording studio equipment. This
chapter narrates how concert loudspeakers and consoles were transformed from components of
individually assembled systems into standardized products.
I begin with another empirical journey through the world’s largest touring sound
company, Clair Global. With this tour as prelude, in the first half of the chapter I narrate the
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history of the modern arena concert loudspeaker by focusing on several (but not all) main
companies involved in their development and manufacture: Altec Lansing, JBL, Clair Brothers,23
and L'Acoustics. Concert audio engineers employ loudspeakers to address the audience. Whereas
loudspeakers condition audiences’ experiences of concert sound, mixing consoles are used
exclusively by engineers in order to condition the sounds that audiences hear. The control
interface of mixing consoles underwent major change over the course of fifty years. The second
half of this chapter is organized according to consoles’ overarching design periods: early
summing mixers, integrated channel strip analog mixers rising in the mid-1970’s, and the digital
mixers that came to dominate the 21st century.
I was given the privilege of touring the headquarters of Clair Global, the world’s largest
touring sound company, with Senior Director of Engineering Howard Page. I describe the
facility and practices I witnessed within a company that has over five decades largely
standardized concert sound production across the globe. Clair Brothers (now Clair Global) made
significant innovations along with other companies such as McCune and Showco in both
loudspeaker design and front of house console technology. Clair now continues to manufacture
loudspeakers, but no longer manufactures its own consoles. Even an industry leader like Clair
Global has had to decide which technology it wishes to specialize in, and which technology
makes more sense to outsource to another industrial manufacturer. My description of Clair
Global means to give a sense of the organizational scale of what the concert sound industry has
become since starting, as Clair did, from humble entrepreneurial beginnings repurposing sound
gear built for a different cultural industry.

23

Now, after a split in operations and ownership, there exist both Clair Brothers (audio installations) and Clair
Global (tour sound) (MacKay, 2013).
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The history of the concert loudspeaker system started as an adaptation of technology for
sound film exhibition. I deploy the concept of isomorphism to describe the diffusion of
technological artifacts and practices throughout both the cinema exhibition business and the
concert audio business. Beginning with the appropriation and adaptation of cinema loudspeaker
systems, audio engineers such as Roy and Gene Clair, Bill Hanley, and Bob Heil among others,
ultimately formed sound companies that worked to transfer a high-fidelity audio experience
typical from movie theaters to much larger sport-oriented spaces. Sound companies, as I use the
term, are those companies that provide more or less complete sound systems and service of those
systems to both concert tours and local concerts. Further experimentation resulted in some
paradigm diversions, such as the Grateful Dead’s Wall of Sound that is discussed later in the
chapter. Overall however, as I show in this chapter, all-in-one loudspeaker system enclosures
such as the Clair Brothers S4 became the norm. Competing configurations and the sound
resulting from them became the identities of individual sound companies. Now however, for the
most part line array loudspeaker systems are manufactured by industrial firms and sold to the
sound companies that service artists. The same standard models of loudspeaker systems are
available for purchase to any sound company that wants them.
If the loudspeakers provide the endpoint of a concert audio engineer’s labor, then the
labor of manipulating sound via mixing consoles is largely what defines audio engineers as audio
engineers. The mixing console provides centralized embodied control over sound and provides
visual and haptic feedback alongside the auditory feedback from loudspeakers. Mixing consoles,
conceptually at least, started as small primitive mixers Frankensteined together by pioneers such
as Bill Hanley. As the 1970’s progressed and sound companies competed with each other
through proprietary speaker systems, some companies built their own consoles while others
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started purchasing consoles made by manufacturers trying to straddle the line between multiple
markets, such as small recording studios and concert sound. By the 1980’s the interface with
analog consoles, no matter the brand, had become largely standardized. Any engineer could
quickly be at home on any console. While building on familiar analog console parameter control
the new interfaces in digital consoles began, in ways subtle and unsubtle, to alter the practice of
engineers, if not altering the essential steps of live concert engineering modeled in the previous
chapter. Digital mixing consoles disrupted what was once a relatively universal interface
protocol and siloed engineers into one brand of console due to software and resultant hardware
idiosyncrasies. Much like the current market divisions between Mac and PC operating systems,
or iPhone and Android protocols, standardization within the product families of manufacturers
silos users into quite sticky brand loyalties. The advantages and disadvantages of this state of
affairs as it has evolved, as experienced myself and related to me by interviewed engineers, will
be represented here.
In the first chapter I documented what concert audio engineers do, in both a textural and
structural description. Now, I elaborate the technological context for the concert audio engineer
and system. I begin this chapter with a textural description of a leading audio company, Clair
Global. Then, I expand my structural description of concert engineer labor by narrating histories
of their two primary technologies, loudspeakers and mixing consoles. Concert audio engineers
require predictability and known practices of control mediated through familiar interfaces. This
chapter tells the story of how sound companies and manufacturers of loudspeakers and mixing
consoles came to provide engineers with both. Demand for consistent and recognizable
interfaces sonic, visual, haptic and cognitive ultimately turned an exploratory venture for some
enthusiastic pioneers into an industry offering a range of standardized products.
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THE LITTLE PENNSYLVANIA TOWN THAT ROARED: CLAIR GLOBAL, THE VATICAN OF
CONCERT SOUND
The main offices for Clair Global do not announce themselves in any conspicuous way.
They sit well back from PA route 501 and have no sign. The only thing from the street that is
striking about the location is a rather severe large black box structure rising well above the rest
of the low-slung buildings in this industrial zone that sits within open fields and bordering
farmland. It is the kind of nondescript office address that makes me double-check my GPS to
make sure I have the correct turnoff. I pull up to the main offices and enter.
On entry, there is no doubt now I am in the right place. Photos of famous Clair artists
such as Elton John and the Rolling Stones line the far wall that you see on entrance, and the
furniture and decor is clean, modern, and understated. I check in with one of two office reception
staff. As I turn awaiting my contact, there is a promotional video playing, ironically without
sound, adjacent to the reception seating. Indeed, this room is eerily quiet given the nature of
Clair's business. I circle around taking in my surroundings. Tucked in a corner of the balcony
above the entrance and flanked by plants sits an Easter egg to those who know the material
history of the concert. A Clair Brothers S4, the one speaker box to rule them all in the mid1970's, looms over the company that it helped grow like a proud and now eternally silent
sentinel. Down the hall I will find a physical history lesson in mixing consoles: various major
models used over the course of concert history sit, idly quiet, in soft glowing hall lights.
Howard Page does not come off as a man who has shaped the history and experience of
popular music for as long as he has. Buttoned-shirted and jeaned, with close-cropped dark hair,
the only item of flair one can notice is an understated pair of cowboy boots. The quietly friendly
Australian introduces me to the space with a quick tour before lunch. First, the main hanger
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behind the reception area. This is a huge chamber of various boxes being readied to travel
nationwide. The first thing Howard points out is a crew of new trainees, learning how to
assemble and fly a Clair speaker rig on a chain motor within this hanger. According to Howard,
these trainees need to know how to assemble these speaker hangs front to back, inside and out. It
is then pointed out that each outgoing package is destined to travel together for a tour, labeled
and organized on the shop floor accordingly, waiting to be loaded onto a tractor trailer through
one of many loading docks at the far end of the space. I get the sense that waste of space is a
crime here. The floor of the mezzanine is marked off with tape, indicating distances from a fixed
starting point. I realize this is for cutting cables and other lengths at 50, 100, 200, 400 feet, and
so on.
I am taken through multiple compartments of this shop building, each responsible for a
different aspect of assembly. The cable wiring shop I recognize, in spirit if not in scale, having
spent may an hour myself laboring over a desk-mounted clamp with cable, connector, solder, and
soldering iron. Upwards of twenty people are stripping wire and soldering cable to connector, in
configurations both custom to Clair Global (for example, for stage subsnake microphone input
boxes and speaker connections) and standard to the industry (such as with XLR connectors for
microphone cabling). Compared to the solitude I associate with making cable, I am struck by the
unified purpose of the team I watch here.
To the wood shop. I am told in a friendly but firm manner that what I am about to see, in
terms of specific manufacturing dimensions and technique, should not be revealed. What I see is
astounding in terms of scale. Hundreds of custom-shopped faces meant to be assembled into
rectangular loudspeaker enclosures. The smell of freshly worked wood, the haze of fine sawdust,
is everywhere. Two woodworking machines are proudly pointed out by Page, as is the collective
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and diligent labor of the wood shop. Each of these precisely milled pieces will become part of a
collective machine. The enclosures assembled in this shop will work to acoustically direct
electromagnetic drivers within them. What musicians on stage play and microphones turn into
electricity, the enclosure and drivers complement each other in transducing back to sound waves.
In the metal shop I encounter larger versions of machines familiar in an advanced high
school shop class feature prominently. Here metal is drilled and refined into panels hospitable to
connectors and circuitry. Again, raw material is tangibly machined into technical materiel for
concerts worldwide. From the metal shop we go back through the main hanger and then to the
microphone room. Two employees quietly pull from organized barcoded microphone stock while
managing an inventory database, with thousands of dollars in microphone and direct injection
(DI) box inventory being divided and packed to hear sources all over stages worldwide. Similar
in principle but several times larger, Page leads me into the rack room. Here, various pieces of
rackmount processing gear line a large wall on the left. Equalizers, reverberation units,
compressors, gates, wireless microphone receivers, in-ear monitoring (IEM) system transmitters.
Old gear, new gear, live stalwarts and luxurious studio units sit next to each other. An old Sabine
Power Q, a unit that I have used for years, sits idle in the inventory wall. This device
automatically searches for and knocks out frequencies tending to feedback in particular spaces.
Howard and I share a laugh about that device being criminally underrated. Teams of workers
mount various combinations of units into rackmount road cases. Each piece of equipment is
wired for input and output, and these individual connections are bundled together into a custom
Clair harnesses, each complimenting another harness connector bundling connections from
mixing consoles or stage microphone cables. The complimentary harnesses minimize the number
of connections touring crews have to make on the road. Howard points out that the racks are
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constantly being redesigned in order to lessen total cargo on each tour and lessen connections
and length of connections. Here as much as anywhere else in the shop, one gets the feeling of
how much care goes into packaging these tours for the engineers that will eventually utilize this
equipment.
I am shown a room but not allowed entry. Howard explains that this room is where
individual drivers are tested in a pass/fail fashion when they arrive from their suppliers and also
come back from the road worse for wear. While I understand what is happening here, I am not
allowed in: the particular drivers Clair Global uses for its new loudspeakers are kept secret.
Close by is the cable shop, where Clair crew pass/fail-tests cables, custom multicables and
connectors coming in and going out. Several custom-built cable and harness testers are against
the wall, and the floor is taped to create a map in which piles of cables are complied then hefted
into travel crates. As Howard introduces me to the four or five Clair employees in this section of
the space, soldering comes up. One of the more apparently seasoned employees imparts to me as
I am led out of the space that there is a wrong and a right way, more specifically a Clair Way, to
solder these cables and connectors. "I didn't know why these things were important at first, but I
do now." The earnest gravity in the eyes of this worker as I look at him imparts the seriousness
with which he takes this job. I appreciate what he means. Each hand-soldered connection, each
machined and shopped speaker cabinet, each verified component, each welded rigging point,
each screw in the rack: All of these small bits are the building blocks of the concert as spectacle,
as a coherent sonic domination over larger and larger spaces.
Two last items before Howard and I go to his office for our interview. The first is a
structure under construction right now, that when finished will serve as an onsite high-end small
hotel. This facility, able to be offered as yet another aspect of Clair Global service, will augment
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that black monolith looming in the background upon my approach to Clair Global. Howard
reluctantly informs me that I cannot enter the monolith due to their extremely protective and
secretive policy regarding artists on site and in rehearsal. He however explains the black building
as, effectively, a soundstage on steroids. Markings on the floor coordinate with grid positions in
the air, and here stage sets,24 lighting packages, and of course Clair Global audio systems come
together to create the spectacles so familiar and taken for granted today. Tours are prototyped
and rehearsed in this black box, only to be revealed when they have been technically refined into
clockwork operations.
I have little doubt Bruno Latour would find this physical colossus a wry deployment of
the blackboxing concept. Marx, I would hope, could also find humor in this quite dark abode of
production from which emerges spectacle as commodity. The tour of Clair Global I am given
illustrates the organizational labor, relations between people and things, that creates whole
systems moved, assembled, performed, and disassembled over and over again. Clair started from
two brothers repurposing equipment they could cobble together, attempting to convince artists
and venues to hire the gear and themselves. With other peer entrepreneurs and customers, they
largely imagined then created the technological systems my occupational peers and myself take
for granted when we mix shows.
Clair Global is still a privately held family business, even while it is the world's largest
touring sound company. The comment from the worker in the cable testing room mirrors
comments heard from and about Clair employees over my years in the industry: there is a
definite Clair Way of doing things. That Clair Way is now a global supply network, with
locations over five continents. A tour can literally cross oceans and have an almost identical
24

Tait Towers, a world leading company in stage construction and stage automation systems, was founded in 1978,
also in Lititz, PA (“About,” n.d.).
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touring sound system waiting for the tour’s arrival. Although Clair Global must ultimately bow
to the laws of mechanical, electrical and acoustic physics just as everyone must, Howard Page
took pains to emphasize the amount of training new hires undergo. This ensures not only a
consistency of equipment but a consistency in those employees servicing this equipment. Clair
personnel are as much a part of Clair sound systems as the cables, amplifiers, or speakers are. It
is easy to understand how individual and collective pride in custom-designed system
configurations, depending on client needs, takes hold in the somewhat artisanal conditions of
production here. As a family firm, the aura of the site and the workers interacting with each other
definitely carries the weight and familiarity of a large extended family, one with over five
hundred members currently.
Clair manufactures loudspeaker enclosures and custom cabling, but Clair Global has
become as much a systems integrator as manufacturer. For example, Clair in the late 1970's and
early 1980's developed a flagship mixing console (the CBA 32) to tour. They chose, given the
competition from other adequate designs on offer by the mid 1980's, to pull back from this
endeavor and purchase outside manufacturer consoles.25 Clair also must purchase microphones,
processing units, loudspeaker drivers, amplifiers, and so on and so forth. When looked at
abstractly, this large concern still does what founders Roy and Gene Clair did fifty years ago as
not only entrepreneurs but simultaneously concert audio engineers. Clair Global's functional
essence remains the same as its beginning cottage iteration: to provide a system that mediates
artists to thousands of people simultaneously. It does this largely at the demand of the artists and
concert engineers who hire these systems. Clair Global, ultimately, just as Clair Brothers always
did, supplies a technological interface for an appointed audience member, the concert audio
25

This parallels the forays into console manufacture ventured and ultimately abandoned by Clair’s main competitor,
Showco, whom Clair acquired in 2000. Showco manufactured both analog consoles and also attempted a joint
venture with Harrison on the digitally controlled analog Showconsole.
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engineer, to control. This service is effectively what all sound companies compete to provide.
Clair Global being the largest touring sound company is one of the last holdouts in building its
main loudspeaker enclosures in-house, although even Clair Global occasionally must grant artist
requests for another manufacturer’s loudspeakers. The sound company names at this level now,
including Eighth Day and Rat Sound among others, and even smaller local sound companies are
almost completely system integrators. Joe Light, founder and long-time head of New York /
Long Island sound company RSA Audio Service, informed me (personal communication,
February 17, 2018) that companies such as Clair Brothers and Showco have been the models of
service provision and organization for everyone else in the business. I began this chapter with a
tour of Clair Global to show the highest end provider of interfaces for concert audio engineers,
and the scale that the arena concert and its attendant industry has achieved. I move now into a
history of the technological lynchpins that Clair Global and their peers provide to concert audio
engineers: loudspeakers and mixing consoles.
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FIGURE 22: CLAIR BROTHERS S4 SPEAKER SYSTEM AS SEEN IN CLAIR GLOBAL MAIN LOBBY. SELFTAKEN.
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FIGURE 23: MAIN HANGER SPACE OF CLAIR GLOBAL. SELF-TAKEN.
LOUDSPEAKERS
From One Voice to Many: Speakers and Splitting
The demand for synchronized sound in the film industry inaugurated by The Jazz Singer
(Crosland, 1927) consequently demanded the manufacture and purchase of loudspeakers for
every cinema that wished to adopt synchronized sound. In the late 1920's the only company
capable of meeting this demand was Western Electric, the manufacturing arm of AT&T.26 The
26

Starting from here, the vast majority of historical data regarding JBL, unless otherwise indicated, is gathered from
John Eargle's The JBL Story (Eargle, 2006).
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importance of AT&T for audio technology cannot be overstated. This importance extends from
research and design in the legendary Bell Labs to the distributed infrastructure of audio through
telephones overseen by AT&T to the manufacture of communication equipment through
Western Electric. In the case of cinema loudspeakers, Western Electric established a company to
specifically service the film industry in both production and exhibition: Electrical Research
Products Incorporated (ERPI).
In an attempt to improve fidelity, ERPI started building what are called multi-way
systems. Acoustical horns mounted on loudspeakers had always been the single end to which
audio signal was directed (Beranek, 1954). The inherent limitation of the loudspeaker is that a
single speaker element can only handle a portion of the audible frequency spectrum efficiently.
For example, early Western Electric theater speaker designs, even when a speaker was mounted
on a horn, could only reproduce about 100 Hz to 5000 Hz. That leaves roughly two octaves on
the low end and two octaves on the high end that humans are capable of hearing but which the
early WE systems were not capable of reproducing. ERPI’s novel idea was to split the total audio
signal into separate frequency bands. Each band then could be fed to a speaker component
optimized for efficiency in a particular frequency band. This process can be either active or
passive. Active multi-way systems split signals into frequency bands before power amplification.
An active crossover feeds split frequency bands to separate amplifier/speaker component
pairings. Active systems, from a fidelity standpoint, are preferable since each amplifier only
works on a smaller frequency band, maximizing efficiency and power transfer to the speaker
components. In passive systems, a passive crossover usually inside the loudspeaker enclosure
receives signal from a power amplifier that is working on the whole audible human spectrum.
The passive crossover then splits amplifier signal among differently optimized and matched
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speaker components. This system, while less efficient and more distorting of the original signal,
is also more cost-effective due to a lessened requirement for separate amplification components.

FIGURE 24: ACTIVE AND PASSIVE SPEAKER SYSTEM DIAGRAMS. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTP://SOUND.WHSITES.NET/BIAMP-VS-PASSIVE.HTM

This very practice, the breaking up of audio signal into component signals that are heard
and integrated by the ear and the brain, mirrors practices examined throughout this dissertation.
For instance, orchestral sheet music parts segment holistic musical polyphony into graphical
rather than auditory components. These are separately played, but heard by the ear as a unity of
voices. Similarly, the mixing console assembles the signal of multiple microphones positioned
closely to their sources, rather than listening simply to one microphone that musicians position
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themselves around.27 The sonic interface provided by loudspeakers obscures the intrafaces that
create it. I adapt this concept from Galloway: an intraface is a connection between internal
components beneath the surface of the interface, an “interface internal to the interface.” More
abstractly, an intraface is a “dialogue between the workable and the unworkable (Galloway,
2012).” Amplifiers, speaker components, and the mounting of these components into enclosure
boxes – all of these together create an interface that, in a certain way, is unworkable.28 The
original sound can never be fully reconstructed, only separately and simultaneously represented
by components responsible for different parts of the spectrum. The goal became to accurately
reproduce audio at further extreme ends of the frequency spectrum for larger and larger
assembled crowds, to deliver more acoustical power to more space and people in that space.
Efficiently driving multiple components together became the mission of the cinema loudspeaker
manufacturing industry.29 EPRI’s innovation in splitting the signal was refined by such
innovators as James B. Lansing, responsible for much of the development of two highly
important loudspeaker companies of the 20th century, Lansing Manufacturing Company and JBL.
These companies developed standardized loudspeaker components and enclosure systems that
would provide the standardized raw material for the development of the modern arena concert
industry.

27

Although the practice of multiple musical sources on stage gathering around a single microphone is gaining in
popularity, particularly in traditional genres such as folk and bluegrass.
28

This, Galloway (2012) claims, is characteristic of all interfaces.

29

Not only the cinema sound industry, but home hi-fi systems and studio monitors also started incorporating multiway designs to expand frequency response.
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JBL: Beginnings
James Bullough Lansing, after various technician jobs including auto mechanic and
telegrapher, established Lansing Manufacturing Company (LMC) along with Kenneth G. Decker
in south Los Angeles by 1927. Douglass Shearer, head of the MGM sound department, was
unhappy with the Western Electric loudspeaker models that had a dominant hold on the film
exhibition business (Wurtzler, 2007), and so Shearer started working with LMC to manufacture
an alternative. Over two years, from 1933 to 1935, the Shearer-Lansing system was refined and
became successfully installed in some movie theaters, although Western Electric hardware held
an almost monopolistic lock on the film business during the early days of “talkies.” However,
LMC’s success in the movie theater business opened the door into some early live sound
reinforcement applications as well (Eargle, 2006, p. 8).
The federal government in 1938 forced Western Electric to divest itself of the
loudspeaker and amplifier business. Ultimately the company spun off from WE, Altec, merged
with Lansing Manufacturing Company in 1941 to form the Altec Lansing Corporation. Between
WE’s legacy and LMC’s innovations, this new company enjoyed ownership of almost all the
best designs in sound equipment at the time (Eargle, 2006, p. 12). ALC's “Voice of the Theater”
(VOTT in most trade literature) design series was the dominant system in movie theaters for
almost 40 years. However, James Lansing left to form another venture that started in 1946 before
committing suicide in 1949. What would eventually become JBL started as Lansing Sound,
Incorporated. By 1955, due to agreements with ALC regarding dropping the Lansing name, the
JBL brand and original logo still known today30 were instantiated. JBL provided components and
full loudspeaker systems not only for cinema but also instrument amplifiers, recording studios
30

There was a redesign of this logo in 1965.
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and various classes of private home consumer. As loudspeakers became pervasive across
everyday encounters with sound over the later 20th century (discussed further in chapter 3), JBL
increasingly found a way to insert its loudspeaker components and systems into more and more
everyday spaces, as well as into exceptional or spectacular spaces such as concert halls and
arenas.

FIGURE 25: JBL LOGO. DOWNLOADED FROM HTTPS://WWW.JBL.COM/
By 1969, JBL had assembled a professional division, and by the mid 1970's product
engineering had separated into consumer and professional divisions (Eargle, 2006; M. Gander
personal communication, January 26, 2018) This development coincides with the onset of
demand for more powerful loudspeaker systems in the wake of the Beatles tours and those of
successive arena-level artists, such as the Rolling Stones and Led Zeppelin (“Led Zep’s record
breaking concert attendance,” n.d.). Another development within the company relevant to live
sound reinforcement involved the continuing refinement of motion picture theater loudspeaker
systems. In 1981, a system designed and presented in a paper given by JBL engineer John Eargle
and future JBL engineer Mark Engebretson (Eargle, 2006, p. 34) promised to meet the new THX
standards for "coverage uniformity and distortion" in motion picture theaters. This system and
the concern for parallel and uniform experience of sound throughout an audience overlapped
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with those concerns in the concert sound business, although technical implementation of a
comparable sonic uniformity in concerts would not be achieved for more than a decade after it
was achieved for movie theaters.31 Shortly after this presentation, JBL separated its consumer
and professional divisions into fully separate companies held under a parent holding company.
By this time, the market for professionally implemented audio components had grown enough
and its material needs diverged enough from the consumer market that Harman, JBL’s parent
company, spun JBL Pro into its own corporate division run separately from the JBL consumer
division.

Isomorphism
JBL Pro built momentum around itself by catering to audio engineers across all audio
sectors, allowing and encouraging innovation with their components particularly in the live
concert industry. When one audio enthusiast recommended JBL products to another or one
engineer noticed JBL drivers being used by a respected engineer or company, it played into
isomorphic tendencies among occupational groups and firms in the same sector. According to the
influential sociological concept of isomorphism, organizations will adopt professional and
organizational practices from each other in an attempt to obtain and maintain legitimacy in
performing certain roles. While I describe DiMaggio and Powell's (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983)
trinity of isomorphisms here in sequence, this is not to suggest theoretically that each form here
operates independently from the other two. To the contrary, these spheres of isomorphism inform
and indeed overdetermine each other in ways analogous to Althusser’s grander characterization
of any social totality.
31

This comes with line array speaker systems, covered later in this chapter. Not until this technology do concerts
approach comparable consistency with cinema throughout audience space.
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•

Coercive isomorphism: usually manifests in the form of legal and political constraints on
organizations seeking legitimacy. Contracts, regulations, and charters would fall under
this category.

•

Mimetic isomorphism: takes the form of organizations adopting practices and
technologies of rival or peer organizations to minimize uncertainty.

•

Normative isomorphism: associated with professionalism that transcends multiple
organizations, such as doctors across multiple hospitals or audio engineers across several
artists, studios, or record companies (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983, p. 150).
At any one time, only a limited number of material avenues exist through which an

occupation can be performed. Given the early focus of the loudspeaker companies on cinema
sound, I utilize the concept of isomorphism to examine how concert loudspeaker technology
emerged from the cinema. Cinema provided both a cultural and technological template for
concert sound in terms of the physical structures it occupies, the attendance practices it
facilitates, and the electronic systems of reproduction and representation that it employs. While
isomorphism in its coercive, mimetic, and normative forms can be demonstrated to operate
across any number of organizations,32 this parallel between the motion picture exhibition
business and the arena concert business is particularly illustrative given the overlapping history,
materials, and practices of these two media forms.
The main distinction between concerts and cinema worth elucidating here regards the
lack of an active and artistically viable craft technician who facilitates audience experience in
theaters. This is not to claim that technicians are not part of cinema projection. Indeed,
installation / service technicians and projectionists were also responsible for the day-to-day
32

There are an extremely high number of citations of DiMaggio and Powell's article, as even a quick check through
Google scholar will show.
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playback of sound. Like audio engineers at concerts, projectionists are also an invisible part of
cinema as a cultural- and commodity-form. Projectionists in cinemas, however, do not actively
form the audiences’ sonic experience in a way that is isomorphic to concert audio engineers.
Cinema technicians do not break the film sound into component parts for reassembly, as concert
audio engineers do to ensembles of musicians. However, the technologies of cinema distribution
and exhibition set the template for arena concerts as a mode of ritualized spectacle reproducible
for even larger spaces.
Altman (Altman, 1992) characterizes cinema not as text interpreted and critiqued by the
lone critic but as event witnessed in the presence of others. In giving particular attention to the
materiality and technicity of sound, Altman points out (in a way reminiscent of Adorno’s
examination of radio (Babich, 2014)) that the experience of cinema, particularly its audio
component, cannot be theorized without accounting for the specificity of its technical delivery
system and context of listening. In virtually all cinemas, the mode of delivery is similar. The
lights darken. The screen illuminates. Some kind of icon shines, and that icon is often
accompanied (but not always) by a signature sound commanding attention: The roar of the MGM
lion, the fanfare of 20th Century Fox, the bone-shaking roar of the THX system test. And if that
is not enough to command attention, particularly in classic cinema more often than not some
kind of forte overture would reinforce this command. This commanding of spectators is not
without precedent, nor is it without antecedent in the modern pop concert. The difference in
concert is that a live icon approaches the main vocal microphone and the roar of a guitar or the
slam of a kick drum establishes, through sonic dominance, who should be listened to at that
particular moment by an entire crowd.
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Pressure towards uniform distribution (Buhler, Neumeyer, & Deemer, 2010) was exerted
in the coercive, mimetic, and normative modes of the isomorphism that DiMaggio and Powell
describe. While DiMaggio and Powell describe institutions, their writing is almost tailor-made to
describe practices of the cultural industries. A film sounds largely the same whether you see it in
Amarillo, TX or Los Angeles, CA. EPRI, then Altec Lansing Corporation and later JBL's
dominance of motion picture theater loudspeakers reveal mimetic isomorphic pressures
(DiMaggio & Powell, 1983, pp. 150-152) amongst motion picture distributors, trying to
minimize uncertainty through the adoption of standardized practices and materials. Furthermore,
cinema sound isomorphism can be considered coercive in that it depends on trademark law.
Licensing agreements legally obligated exhibitors to the early EPRI systems of sound playback
from optical print to loudspeaker. The hold of these licensing agreements over theaters came and
went, evolving to service contracts with such companies as Dolby Labs. Now, THX is a
theatrical standard for sound. THX sets technical measurement specifications that do not lock
theaters into contracts, but do limit theatrical choices on sound systems to those manufacturers
that can meet the specifications. This arrangement can still be considered coercive in that it
depends on trademark law. If a theater wishes to advertise itself as a THX standard theater, it
must fulfill technical obligations of delivery. For THX as a trademark, this requirement ensures
relatively uniform listening experience in terms of raw sensory data.
Normative

isomorphism

involves

formal

licensing

and

training,

and

also

professional/occupational networks where practitioners will often work across multiple
organizational settings. In this way, workers enact occupational norms that help legitimate
organizations regardless of their individual management or ownership. Projectionists,
particularly those organized under the International Association of Stage and Theatrical
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Engineers (IASTE), did not necessarily consider themselves either independent or collaborative
artists on par with the filmmakers located in production studios. Projectionists and theater
designers instead identified as technicians translating33 the message on film for assembled
audiences. Stage and projection technicians, IATSE members or otherwise, were there to help
present a prepackaged and distributed spectacle. Much as with mimetic isomorphism regarding
equipment, the employment of normatively trained and networked technicians tends to minimize
variation of execution between theaters as well.
Beyond the cinema, manufacturers such as JBL and Altec Lansing offered a wide variety
of loudspeakers for radio, televisions and home stereos for domestic listening. Here, decisions
regarding personal taste in sound and quality versus affordable cost supercede issues of
isomorphism.34 Conversely, theater owners subjected all variables in the practices of exhibition
to relatively strict mimetic control. If mechanical reproduction democratized who could bear
witness to a work of art (Benjamin, 2008), then it also industrialized the distribution of
entertainment. Experimentation with projection technology or sound playback technology
became riskier while promising little if any reward. Theater owners, especially independent ones,
could not risk idiosyncratic systems that might subvert audience expectations or legally
jeopardize the ability to show films produced and distributed by the dominant players in the film
industry. This pattern of isomorphism is consistent throughout the history of film exhibition in
North America. While competing systems of both analog (eg. CinemaScope and Dolby Stereo)
and digital (eg. DTS and Dolby Digital) playback in cinemas arose, competing playback systems
33

Steven Barley's work (1996) on technicians models them as translators between machines and supervisors or
professionals. His works on CT scanners in radiology units (Barley 1986, 1990) are deeper looks into the contingent
power assigned to technicians in organizations depending on the specific organization.
34

One complication in design for the home market involved aesthetically masking sound systems as domestic
furniture (Wurtzler, 2007). As cinema sound systems were most often located behind the screen, these visual
aesthetic concerns could be disregarded when designing for the cinema market.
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still were purposed towards sonic consistency theater to theater. The overall sound system in any
theater is now usually assembled to adhere to THX performance specifications. Cinema theaters
as consistent technological distribution systems gave the first model and the first materiel for
concert sound as we know it today. Yet simply moving technological artifacts from cinema to
concerts would not be adequate to sonically dominate large sports arenas without a new kind of
cultural labor. The new medium of concert audio systems required concert audio engineers to
unite disparate audiences across space and time with an increasingly uniform sonic experience.35
Isomorphism Across Concert Sound
In the concert business, coercive isomorphism operates in the form of technical riders to
specific performance contracts. These riders attach a set of technical conditions the purchaser or
promoter of the event, wherever staged, must meet. Technical riders often become quite specific,
involving stage and system power requirements, truss instrument and gel color plots for stage
lighting, stage plots where positions for risers and instrumentation are mapped out, and of course
specifications regarding the sound system.36 Riders provide specifics for the sound system such
as required microphones, required mixing consoles, maximum and minimum distance of the mix
positions from stage, and required loudspeaker and amplification systems, often specifying the
number of ways a speaker system contains.37 Technical riders also demand preferred

35

The correspondence between cinema and concert is increasingly noteworthy, given that cinematic video displays
have become a large and larger part of the arena concert experience.
36

In the early days of the modern concert, these could actually be specified to a specific sound company, such as
Hanley Sound for the Beach Boys.
37

Typically today three-way enclosures supplemented by subwoofers are the large venue norm, with a subwoofer
system covering the first two audible octaves (20-80 Hertz) low midrange cone drivers covering the next 3-4 octaves
(~80 Hertz to ~300 Hz), smaller midrange cone drivers providing the next two octaves (~300-~1200 Hz) and guided
compression drivers providing the last approximately 4 octaves ( ~1 KHz to ~18 KHz). Two-way systems
supplemented by subwoofers are however making headway in the midsize venue installation market.
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manufacturers and models. Currently, these include Yamaha, DiGiCo, and Avid for consoles,
L’acoustics, JBL, and d&b audiotechnik for loudspeakers. Past brands visible on riders from the
late nineties included Soundcraft and Midas in addition to Yamaha consoles, Turbosound,
Meyer, and EAW loudspeaker systems. Brands typically derided as prosumer or budget are
sometimes specifically named as prohibited by the contract rider. These will include such brands
as Mackie, Beringher and Peavey. Between artist, engineer, and venue management, the
technical rider communicates what the artist and their technical staff require for the technical
baseline of production. This juridical understanding ensures a consistent experience in
comparable venues across space and time. Legally, if technical conditions communicated when
the rider is advanced at contract signing are not met, then the overall contract language allows
the artist and their staff to keep what advance security deposit the promoter gives. Thus the
promoter and any local sound company hired are obligated to fulfill the rider to avoid financial
penalty. For acts touring with their own sound system or parts of that sound system, often the
contract specifies rental of the artists’ carried sound system as part of the total purchase cost of
the show. In this way, a sound system or parts of it are legally attached to the touring artist.
Mimetic isomorphism stems from two identifiable forces. The first, as per cinema
exhibition, can be explained as the desire to mitigate the risky variables of artistic content with
the dependable control factor of stable technical systems. Venues, sound companies/contractors,
and artists themselves do this, selecting among the same brands and individual models that their
peers select. The second force regards the limited number of manufacturers one has to choose
from at any one time in the relevant market. Manufacturer brand presence, reputation, and
history influence this choice. Brands in this instance, as in so many consumer markets (BanetWeiser, 2012), become an important affective linkage across models and systems. While certain
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models of loudspeaker, amplifier, and mixing console become adopted, technical riders and
concert audio engineers also often specify brands or multiple models of a brand.38
Of the three modes of isomorphism, normative isomorphism in the area concert business
diverges most dramatically from cinema exhibition. This is because arguably unlike
projectionists, concert audio engineers have entered the realm of cultural intermediaries. The
working definition of cultural intermediaries as offered by Matthews and Maguire (Maguire &
Matthews, 2012; 2014) defines their labor according to two main criteria. The first is adding
value to cultural product through technologies of mediation.39 The second hinges on particular
assignments of expertise in specific cultural matters. Concert audio engineers are positioned as
adding value to and actively mediating the stage performance through a technological system of
loudspeakers, sound transduction, and signal processing that requires expertise. While the
projectionist facilitates mediation through technical expertise, they cannot claim to add value
through active and creative mediation dependent on an aesthetic expertise.
Cultural intermediaries such as concert engineers are often hired on a contingent fixed
term basis; therefore, the labor pool moves fluidly through tours and teams as they are assembled
and then dissolved. Professional communities and networks are especially important in
precarious labor markets. Audio engineers will meet each other through such functions as trade

38

This memetic phenomenon around brand has been noticeable in the Triangle area of North Carolina in the time I
have been a graduate student. Three mid-size venues, Motorco, Cat’s Cradle, and Haw River Ballroom, all have
adopted Soundcraft digital consoles in their individual switch to digital. According to audio engineers at each venue,
making a comparable technical platform for artists and engineers that work at all three venues is a primary reason
for this joint-adoption of the same brand of console.
39

We can all technically claim to add kinds of value to cultural products as an everyday activity. The key definitional
distinction made by the authors here involves expertise and its recognition. Particularly with concert audio engineers
and audio engineering in general, this expertise is a perceived struggle and hot topic among engineers, who are often
frustrated by audience commentary on what sounds good or bad, and how to go about fixing perceived problems
with sound such as clarity or mix balance.
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shows40 and on touring engineer teams of front-of-house, monitor, and system tech audio
engineers. This organization of labor tends to rotate engineers through various tours and
companies over the course of a career, whereby occupational norms are both enacted in and
enforced by this rotation of labor. Concert audio engineers balance subjective aesthetic
sensibility with competence on standardized equipment. Often the engineers inherit technical
riders and protocols from a previous engineer or production designer, and will update but not
completely redesign the total audio system for the show according to personal preference.
Conversely, normative isomorphism between movie projectionists requires adherence to
technical procedures as absolute priority. That is their occupational imperative and identity,
unlike the more fluid and particularized taste-making labor of concert engineers. Concert sound
requires adherence to technical procedures, but it also calls for expertise in managing the
equipment song-to-song, venue-to-venue, artist-to-artist, and performance-to-performance.
Concert audio engineers grow up in the same sonic culture that everyone else does. The 1960’s
would see this new kind of cultural intermediary create a new media distribution system, a new
kind of musical experience, by adapting the old media system of cinema loudspeakers to larger
spaces of spectacle and modern aesthetics of listening. The industrialization of cinema sound
would soon be carried over to concert audio by a few pioneering entrepreneurs.
Who Brings the Noise: Production Companies
Sound companies often start as a person with a small PA system that can be rented or
borrowed. If sound companies expand to supply and service lighting, video and staging, then

40

Acoustical Society of America, Audio Engineering Society, National Association of Broadcasters, National
Association of Music Merchandisers are all organizations who count audio engineers as members, and most of these
have conventions with exhibitor floors meant for the demonstration and selling of products as well as educational
sessions given by panels of recognized achievers in the industry.
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they can also be called production companies. While in some cases artists may own their PA
equipment, most PA equipment either belongs to the venue itself or is rented from a production
company such as Clair Brothers by a promoter, venue or artist. This makes sense for several
reasons. First, ownership of a sound system, whether through credit or purchased outright,
subtracts money that can be consumed either in wages to the artists or in instrumental equipment
purchased. Second, the technical labor required for maintenance of a sound system looms as a
cost most promoters and artists do not desire to take on directly. As a result, this expense is
usually factored into a sound system’s rental price.
The management of spare capacity contributes most directly to the dominant
arrangement, whereby sound companies own the inventory of sound systems rather than artists
or venues. Simply put, artists cannot tour constantly and arena size venues cannot typically
sustain a concert every night. Additionally, production gear needs storage and maintenance when
not used. Companies such as Clair Global can monitor demand, and better than anyone else are
positioned to ensure that a profitable percentage of their inventory is in use at any one time. This
economic model requires sound companies to search for clients, both artists and venues, with
whom they negotiate contract duration, compensation, and terms of service. While a front of
house and monitor engineer may or may not be directly employed by the production company or
by a venue, often what is known as a system technician will travel with a package of gear in
order to negotiate problems with setup, teardown or malfunction that the front of house or
monitor engineer may not be prepared for or inclined to perform.
While maintaining an identity as small chummy businesses owned and largely staffed by
seasoned engineers, sound technology firms industrialized the concert business. These firms
allowed artists and venues to outsource multiple risks. For the most part, venues and artists do
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not want to maintain or store equipment, nor do they desire to keep up on the cutting edge of
industry technology. Historically, responsibility for the technology has been assigned to firms
specializing in the machinery itself. As expertise and technical inventory consolidated in
specialized concert audio firms, individualized and idiosyncratic concert audio systems and
technical teams became increasingly rare. Engineers attached to artists began to dictate
specifications for their employers’ loudspeaker system rental packages, rather than design whole
systems from scratch for artists. Other system technicians were hired through a sound company
and thoroughly trained on the company’s proprietary systems. Ultimately, audio companies such
as Hanley Sound, Heil Sound, Clair Brothers, Showco, Delicate, McCune and others not only
systematized loudspeaker technology, but they also established the customary practices and
protocols of operation, which have come to define what loudspeaker systems should sound like
and how they should be assembled.
Brothers in Arms: Clair’s Beginnings
The early days of arena level sound reinforcement had no dominant provider of
technology. The likes of Clair Global, Sound Image, Showco, Yamaha, Soundcraft, and other
industry leaders simply did not exist at the time. Providing speaker systems that could cover
large spaces grew out of a cottage industry of pioneers and experimenters, who created new
interfaces (and intrafaces) as they went. This required, as any technological system design does,
people imagining material articulations of component to component, and ultimately person to
person.
As I have stressed, the link between cinema sound equipment and live concert sound
cannot be overemphasized. I have already imparted how pioneers Bill Hanley and Bob Heil
adapted cinema speaker systems for arena spaces. The appropriation of cinema equipment to the
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concert industry can also be seen in the origin story of the largest touring sound company group
in the world. Clair Brothers, founded by Roy and Gene Clair, provided speakers to Frankie Valli
and the Four Seasons for a tour in 1966 (“Clair Brothers History,” n.d.) (MacKay, 2013). This
model, the Altec Lansing Voice of the Theater A7 500, had been named as the industry standard
cinema speaker by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences in the mid 1950's (“Living
Legend: Altec Lansing's “Voice of the Theater”,” 2016) (“A2/A4 VOTT,” 2000). The Clair
brothers increased their inventory of speakers intended for the cinema, repurposing some models
for touring popular musicians. Power modifications to the stock Altec Lansing designs included
adding an additional woofer to the stock A7 825 cabinet and attaching increasingly powerful
amplifiers to the speakers.41

41

This story of repurposing cinema loudspeaker systems is paralleled by the stories of both Bill Hanley (McKinnon,
2018) and Bob Heil (Mitchell, 2016). In interviews with me, both (B. Hanley, personal communication, February
21, 2018; B. Heil, personal communication, February 22, 2018) describe acquiring these systems at significant
discount due to the TV-induced financial downturn in movie theaters local to them at the time of their initial forays
into concert sound.
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FIGURE 26: ADVERTISEMENT FOR ALTEC LANSING’S A7 VOICE OF THE THEATER LOUDSPEAKER
SYSTEM. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTP://WWW.VOICEOFTHETHEATRE.COM/IMAGES/A7EARLY.1.JPG

A7 Voice of the Theater speakers consisted of two voices, bass and treble. The unit
included a woofer in a large single flared bass horn for low end, and a compression driver with
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multicell horn mounted on top to handle high end. One of the more significant improvements
over predecessors involved physically aligning both drivers in the same plane on-axis to listener,
therefore time-aligning the sound waves coming from the cabinet as heard in the listener
position. A successful interface consists of skillfully connecting component parts under its
immediately apparent surface. If sound waves for the same signal – a human voice for example –
are split among components and arrive at different times, a phenomenon known as phase
distortion occurs. The design of the modern loudspeaker looks to accurately reconstruct the
overall system input signals through both electrical delays of signal and physical alignment of
components so that all sound waves reproducing a representation of the original source are in
proper phase with each other. All of this sustains the illusion of a direct path between artist and
listener. There is, however, more than one way to skin a cat. The Grateful Dead and their sound
company, Alembic, would demonstrate an alternative concert sound system configuration that
demonstrates the contingency of both the Grateful Dead’s specific system and the general system
configuration now taken for granted by the concert sound industry and audiences alike.
The Grateful Dead and their Wall of Sound
The Grateful Dead, (in)famous for their long and indulgent concerts, are one of the great
institutions of arena sound both aesthetically and economically. While the aesthetics and
philosophy behind this enterprise were innovative, the labor and logistics required ultimately
made it untenable in the broader economy of arena touring. In the interim, what the Grateful
Dead and their staff attempted is as remarkable as it is idiosyncratic.
Before Clair Brothers' organizational and material model became one of the standardbearers for arena sound, engineers still were experimenting with sound systems in different ways
and with different components. Several early sound companies developed proprietary systems
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through partnerships with individual artists. For instance, the company Alembic worked closely
with the Grateful Dead (Perry, 1973). The technicians in Alembic built not only custom
instruments made to the specifications of the band (mostly bassist Phil Lesh), but also they also
managed the sound system used by the band. The Grateful Dead through Alembic also rented out
components of their sound system for use by other venues and artists. These arrangements were
consistent with the dominant trend of organization in the concert sound business, which
separated ownership and administration of sound systems from artists, concert promoters, and
venues.
Dan Healy discovered that he and Dead bandleader Jerry Garcia shared a similar vision
for rock concert sound. Rather than a system where all sources were mixed to radiate from one or
two speaker clusters simulating a hi-fi system or radio, as had been the norm since the Beatles’
tours, both Healy and Garcia wanted to unite the music coming from the stage with the sound
reinforcement electronics in a coherent way. At first, Healy and the other crew involved built
systems out of commercially available equipment. But by the end of the '60s, Healy notes, "We
knew that much of the old design theory, done in the '20s for talking pictures, no longer worked
for us. Simply increasing the size of the package wasn't physically practical. We needed the same
size box, but 10 times louder and cleaner (Droney, 2004)." What became known as the Dead’s
famed “Wall of Sound” was, in reality, an ever-changing conceptual vehicle, more a theory than
actual pieces of equipment. "All of us involved - myself, Ron Wickersham, Owsley Stanley,
John Curl and the others," comments Healy, "had opinions and knowledge. The concept was that
the sound designed the music and the music designed the sound, from the fingertips of the player
to the ears of the audience (Droney, 2004)." As Caldwell (2008) emphasizes, production staff
theorize as they produce and produce as they theorize. What is often considered the final version
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of the Wall of Sound that the Grateful Dead utilized did not see completion until, as popularly
remembered, 1974 (Anderson, 2015). Yet its theory was as simple as it was revolutionary:
Speakers behind the musicians instead of behind or above them; Speakers materially and visibly
amplifying the musicians on stage, as opposed to transparently bridging the musicians on stage
to the audience; Speakers as an individualized as opposed to collective voicing of individual
musical parts emanating from stage.
The Grateful Dead and their staff swam in the wake of the Beatles arena concerts, as did
so many other popular music acts of the late '60's. The approach they chose, however, flew in the
face of most established public address practice and theory. The Grateful Dead in practice
demonstrated what much of cultural studies tries to demonstrate: that there is no necessary
correspondence between cultural elements. Concert sound systems need not be invisible, do not
need continuous control and monitoring by engineers, do not need to resemble private stereo
setups. The status quo the Grateful Dead rejected, and the way they rejected it, posed a
philosophical challenge to an industrially dominant mediation theory. One of the traditional
fundamentals of system design and implementation is minimizing the amount of signal from the
loudspeakers audible to microphones onstage, mainly to avoid feedback. Positioning directional
loudspeakers to radiate beyond the pickup pattern of directional microphones is typically
considered ideal. This solidifies the role of microphones, mixers, amplifiers, and loudspeakers as
an embodiment relation (Ihde, 1990; Verbeek, 2005), basically an unperceived technology
transmitting sensory output to sensory input.
If the typical sound system as we experience it today can be modeled in Ihde and
Verbeek’s terms as the following embodiment relation:
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(Audience-Loudspeakers-Processing-Mixer/Engineer-Microphone)>Musicians42
Then the Wall of Sound changes the terms of this relational equation. That technological
apparatus was instead shifted on a postphenomenological continuum towards an alterity relation,
modeled thusly.
Audience>Loudspeakers-Microphones – (-Musicians)
In the Wall of Sound, feedback was minimized using two microphones per source: one directly
on axis to a source and one immediately proximate but not on-axis to source. By wiring these
two microphones in opposite phase, the ambient noise and speaker system signal were roughly
cancelled out in relation to the desired source.43 However, in Ihde’s and Verbeek’s schema
because the Wall of Sound was still a technology being heard through to the musicians on stage,
this particular loudspeaker system is still providing an overall embodiment relation between
audience and world on stage.
The Grateful Dead decided to use speaker technology not as a transparent medium, but as
an apparent extension of themselves. Most speaker systems at the time were visible based on
groundstacking and/or lack of grillecloth, but the loudspeakers were given uniform signal. This
was not the case with the Wall of Sound. While a large amount of the total speakers in place
were there to amplify vocals, large parts of the Wall were there to amplify specific instruments.
The Wall of Sound was a "PA of PAs - six independent PAs, one for each instrument (Anderson,
2015)."

42

Ihde’s and Verbeek’s embodiment relation is schematized thusly: (Human/Technology)>World. A hermeneutic
relation is schematized thusly: Human>(Technology/World). Their relation is schematized thusly:
Human>Technlogy – ( - World).
43

This principle of using two ambient noise signals to cancel each other out is largely the operative principle in
today’s noise canceling headphones.
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FIGURE 27: PHOTO AND SCHEMATIC OF THE WALL OF SOUND (ANDERSON, 2015).
The Wall of Sound also exhibited a choice in design that went against another trend
gaining traction in all areas of commercial audio: stereo sound. Stereo actually works as a
psychoacoustic trick. In placing yourself between two loudspeakers, whether as headphones or
boxed speakers,44 a signal fed in equal amplitude to both speakers results in perceiving the
source of the sound as coming directly from in between those speakers. Panning signal between
them will give a perception of moving from side to side across a continuous set of positions, but
actual source is not really where one perceives it is in the stereo image. Stereo divorces the eye

44

A proper stereo setup involves a listening position whereby the listener and two speakers are all the points of an
equilateral triangle. While imaging does not depend on perfect execution of this, increasing distance between
listener and speakers while distance between speakers remains constant ultimately renders a perceived monaural
signal to the listener.
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from the ear: where you think the sound should be coming from in your visual field, there is
nothing there.
The Wall of Sound actually produced sound where one visually thought it should be
produced. Ultimately the Wall of Sound returned in organization to an older model of popular
music production: Musicians playing with each other, dynamically exchanging with each other,
altering their own volume in relation to the other musicians on stage. Each member had volume
controls on the microphone signals contributing to their own portion of the wall. Ultimately the
purpose of the audio engineer was to get the system up and running without much actual
continual discretion over the balance. Dan Healy, longtime concert audio engineer and system
technician for the Grateful Dead, remarks that his role was largely a quality check, listening in
the audience for how it sounded without direct control from any central position in the audience
(Droney, 2004). This lack of overall control by the CAE stands in stark contrast to the concert
system and audio engineer practice of today. While economic and logistic concerns as larger
spaces were booked for the Grateful Dead spelled the end of the Wall of Sound, the very design
of the system also did not ensure the consistent management of the system to the ears of a single
technician responsible for shows and tours.
The Wall of Sound was set up with speakers behind the musicians, which also obviated
the need for a separate audio monitor system for the musicians on stage. What the musicians
heard of themselves on stage was that which would eventually reach the ears of the audience. In
contrast to the Wall of Sound, today's monitor systems require monitor engineers, where each
musician is given their own individual mix of total stage sources through a speaker directly next
to the musician or through a set of earphones fed through radio signal beltpack or extension
cable. The Wall of Sound presented a sound system that extended the capacities of musicians,
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granting musicians much more agency in the system’s overall structure. The artists needed sound
technicians in design and setup of the system, but during performances a sound engineer did not
exert control over the sound, at least not at the level of moment-to-moment balance of sources
from a control position embedded in the audience or the side of the stage.
Taking up Galloway's (2012) call for reading interfaces as ethical texts, the Wall of
Sound as a specific sonic interface can be analyzed in two ways. First, consistent dispersion. The
Wall of Sound exhibited relatively consistent audience coverage through vertical stacking of
identical loudspeaker elements. This stacking technique, given the vertical control it engenders,
would be continually played with in designs up to the present day.45 Second, an ethic may be
read through the intrafaces that comprised the Wall of Sound. Rather than the integration of
microphones into channels connected along a series of console mix busses, to be run by an
authoritative listener, the Wall of Sound was conceived as an amplification of sonically
autonomous musicians. Musicians hearing each other and working off of what they hear made up
the intrafaces of the overall loudspeaker interface. The intrafacing of multiple musicians
happens, as in older times, through sonic attention and integration among multiple humans, as
opposed to electromechanical and centralized sonic authority in one person, namely the CAE.
One Box to Rule Them All
The Wall of Sound deviated from existing systems in ways that demonstrate the
contingency within the history of arena concert sound technology. Not long after, the next main
marker on the path toward industrially standardized loudspeaker systems would come from a
small town in eastern Pennsylvania where this chapter began. Clair Brothers enjoyed early
45

Line array systems will be expanded upon later, but the principle on which they operate, the vertical stacking of
identically voiced loudspeaker components, was used not only in the wall of sound but also in the small PA column
speakers used in the 1965 Beatles concert at Shea Stadium.
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success with their adapted two-way Voice of the Theater system, and soon they moved on to
their own four-way system design. By 1970, Clair Brothers had completely switched to JBL
component loudspeakers. By 1974, the loudspeaker that would cement Clair Brothers as the
premier company for arena concert sound would be revealed (“Clair Brothers history,” n.d.;
MacKay, 2013).
The S4 speaker enclosure became the first standardized four-way system for live concert
audio. The S4 nearly covered the entire audible frequency spectrum from 20-20,000 Hz, which
meant front of house audio engineers and system technicians designing a custom integration of
loudspeaker elements on-site was not required. Clair Brothers designed the S4 not only for audio
fidelity, but also for logistics. The S4 could be quickly stacked or flown.46 Its simple square
shape (4' x 4' x 2') allowed dense packing in standard trucks. It contained a total of ten speaker
elements covering the audible spectrum in one box:47 two low-end 18" inch48 woofers, four lowmid 10" drivers, two 2" high-mid drivers mounted on a flared horn, and two high-end slot
tweeters. The orientation of these components also allowed vertical stacking of each speaker
way. The S449 provided a scalable loudspeaker system, able to accommodate smaller tours and
markets as well as the largest ones. Numbers could be ordered from Clair Brothers depending on
the amount of coverage and power required on the tour.
The S4 set the standard for the arena concert business. Its first use was in preview for
Rod Stewart's 1974 tour, then for the Rolling Stones' 1975 tour (“Extended Family,” 2012;
46

The accommodation for rigging hardware was very quickly integrated into the S4, but not part of the initial
prototypes.
47

These components as the S4 was refined would eventually all become JBL components.

48

This refers to paper cone diameter as looked at from the front of the speaker.

49

This system also motivated later competitor systems that were in their own way integrated, such as the Showco
Prism and the Eastern Acoustic Works KF 850.
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MacKay, 2013). This design was a mainstay in the concert world for over thirty years, used in
arenas worldwide and on more tours than one could reasonably list. Its dominance over decades
remains remarkable given the general acceleration of technological progress of consumer audio
loudspeakers in the home and the ear. With the S4, just as with earlier furniture and bookshelf
speakers, (Suisman, 2009b) media contain other media. The S4 and other modern enclosures no
longer simply articulated high-frequency driver and acoustical horn to low-frequency box
enclosure, as did Altec Lansing's Voice of the Theater and JBL theatrical systems. The S4 was
literally a "black box (Latour, 1999)" with grillecloth masking the multiple drivers present. The
S4, like domestic consumer systems of its time, actively enclosed horns and tweeters within a
box, an interface, that obscured its articulations and its intrafaces in the interest of modularity,
transport, scalability, and added rental value.
Technological isomorphism can be seen between the S4 and its predecessors in the home
speaker and professional recording studio monitor markets from the 1950's onwards. JBL used
advertising and catalog representation to reveal the enclosed components, explaining the
inventory in accompanying print ad copy. This representational reveal of prepackaged
components was an evolution from earlier JBL catalog structure, in which enclosure cabinet and
driver component packages were marketed as items to be assembled by avid hobbyists. Indeed,
the concert sound business followed this enthusiast assembly model up until the S4. Not only
Clair Brothers, but Hanley Sound (McKinnon, 2018) and others, including the engineers
(Anderson, 2015; Perry, 1973) responsible for the Grateful Dead's Wall of Sound, also followed
the model of hobbyist do-it-yourself assembly, for the most part adapting cinema components
and practices for sound reproduction to new manifestations of popular concert space.
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FIGURE 28: ALTEC LANSING A4 SPECIFICATION SHEET. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTP://WWW.LANSINGHERITAGE.ORG/IMAGES/ALTEC/CATALOGS/1980VOTT/PAGE5.JPG
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FIGURE 29: JBL 1957 CATALOG. IN THE FIRST PAGE ARE LISTED LOW-FREQUENCY DRIVERS AND
CROSSOVER UNITS. IN THE SECOND PAGE ARE LISTED HIGH-FREQUENCY DRIVERS. IN
THE THIRD ARE DISPLAYED INTEGRATED HOME UNITS THAT WERE MADE TO
COSMETICALLY TO LOOK LIKE DOMESTIC FURNITURE.
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FIGURE 30: JBL 1966 CATALOG, DISPLAYING BOTH INTEGRATED ENCLOSURE BOX AND INCLUDED
COMPONENTS.
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The industrial movement towards integrated speakers like the S4 fulfills several
imperatives. It allows a higher total profit on each box sold or rented, because of the value added
in labor intrafacing and assembling components as single units. It also allowed logistical
refinement through conforming to standardized dimensions for truck trailers and shipping
containers. Furthermore, prior to the S4, the method of retailers allowing enthusiasts and
entrepreneurs the flexibility of combining various drivers and crossovers, that is to say giving
users the authority over voices and voicing, makes good or bad sound largely the province of
user agency, not brand trust. Prefabricated multi-way loudspeaker enclosures augment
relationships with particular sound companies where these companies took on many features of
brands. The more that could be enclosed in a single patented branded box,50 the more secure the
baseline of sound from a brand. Clair Brothers serve as the most diligent example in this case.
While they started their careers as supremely competent innovators articulating and assembling
equipment, ultimately their success stemmed from establishing trust in a standardized
commodity form and a baseline "Clair Way of doing things."
The full enclosure of all components worked to visually and sonically obscure the
mediation between listener and performer. The opacity of the speaker grill in addition to the total
enclosure cabinet, increasingly flown above the stage and out of direct sight lines of audience to
the performers also serves to place the loudspeaker in a singular transparent embodiment relation
(Ihde, 1990; Verbeek, 2005), as opposed to a conscious sensory and cognitive cohering of
multiple speaker voices at once in addition to the original musical sources on stage. Each live
sound production company such as Clair Brothers, from the mid 1970’s on, forwarded an
aesthetic identity stemming from the loudspeaker systems they produced in-house. What had

50

Although knock-off cloning has been a problem throughout the industry history.
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been traditionally small companies appropriating products from other sectors now were
industrially producing singular speaker designs of their own. Sound companies now provided
industrial predictability that allowed further occupational trust and confidence. Newly
industrialized loudspeaker coverage that could be roughly quantified and calculated for venues
and tours began to overtake more playful experimentation with concert audio sound coverage.
Everybody Get In Line: The Rise of Line Array
The Wall of Sound pointed towards the ethic that loudspeaker systems move towards
throughout their history: consistent dispersion. While the Wall of Sound cannot be claimed as the
single origin for current line array speaker systems, it certainly loomed as one of the most visible
early examples of this principle at work in a large venue context. In any event, the stacking of
identical speaker components on top of each other would later become the norm of arena sound
systems. The industrialization of loudspeakers for the arena/stadium market follows goals of
efficiency and directionality. While the Wall of Sound challenged the adoption of stereo in
concert, stereo systems became the de facto standard of arena sound packages for several
reasons. These reasons included built-in system redundancy, the saving of space on stage due to
flown systems, and simplified logistical transport and setup with less gear to prepare per show.
The part of the design puzzle that remained an issue was the management of consistently,
repeatedly directing high frequencies across the majority of arena seating. This would be solved
by, in a way, getting back to acoustical basics.
The science behind the Wall of Sound, the S4 and its ilk, and today's line array speakers
(Mellor, 2006) rests on a relatively simple set of theoretical principles. Theoretical ideals of
sound wave generators can be envisioned as two polar extremes: point sources and plane
sources. Point sources, which can be thought as infinitely small bodies that radiate sound, would
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do so in a spherical omnidirectional fashion, losing energy/pressure as the total area they spread
over increases.51 The plane source theoretically consists of a speaker mounted on a surface of
infinite size with infinite space behind it. In practice, these are approximated by loudspeaker
enclosures.52 The enclosure stops radiation from the rear of a loudspeaker driver from coming
into phase cancellation with the sound waves generated off of the front. As adapted in shape, the
plane source can simply be a path whereby sound energy cannot spread in a spherical fashion,
such as a highly reflective tube of material or a shaped horn. In this way, the enclosure not only
creates a physical package in which a driver is moved, but a clarifying physical obstacle to
unmitigated driver radiation helping the production of intelligible sound. Point sources
theoretically exhibit no directionality, plane sources infinite directionality. There is a third
conceptual sonic radiator that is now the standard: the line source. In this case, the point source
is theoretically infinitely extended in one dimension. Live sound, particularly in arenas, tends to
require relatively wide horizontal dispersion but relatively narrow vertical dispersion. By
extending a point source into a line source, phase cancelation and baffling work in the
longitudinal axis (perpendicular to the width and depth of the stage) to direct sound vertically in
a quite consistent vertical pattern, while sound radiates in a semicircular horizontal fashion
around said line axis. With further design consideration, the cylindrical pattern can be further
constricted.

51

This in pure theory is referred to as the inverse square law, whereby any energy quantity that radiates spherically
from a point-source loses half of its pressure measure as distance from the point doubles (inverse-proportional in the
case of sound in a gas). In terms of decibels, a logarithmic intensity measure, a sound will be 6 dB lower for every
doubling of distance from the point source. 6 dB in power is slightly over the noticeable threshold of volume
difference perception in human hearing.
52

The enclosure also helps with certain factors of acoustical impedance and heat dispersion through the air present in
the enclosure, whether sealed or ported.
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The Clair Brothers S4 and its competitive relatives remained the dominant paradigm in
loudspeaker design from the mid 1970’s until the mid 1990’s. In 1992, L’Acoustics (“A New Era
for L'Acoustics,” 2015) (L’Acoustics “About Us / Innovation,” n.d.) successfully developed
Wavefront Sculpture Technology. This specific and new way to propagate the output of high
frequency drivers (Mellor, 2006) cemented the ability to fully implement line array. Line array
allowed much more consistent frequency dispersion across the entire audible frequency
spectrum. In addition, when properly physically guided in ways that lean towards line and plane
source as opposed to point source, sound overcomes the perceived energy loss dictated by the
inverse square law. Therefore, line array design alongside a tactic at the lowest hung enclosures
in the line array known as diversity shading overcomes a classic design issue. The problem of the
front row audience getting sonically pounded while the rear of the house cannot hear adequately
comes within shouting distance of being solved.
Beginning with the L’Acoustics V-DOSC and JBL VerTec systems, line array systems
over the last 20 years became the norm of arena concert sound.53 The systematic precision of
assembly when these systems go up is still striking to me as an engineer. I still remember
working with L'Acoustic and particularly JBL VerTec rigs in the early 21st century. In addition
to the sonic consistency of the boxes, the assembly was easy to both perform and manage other
people performing. In the case of VerTec, individual boxes would come off of the truck stacked
three to four units high, then typically be unstacked and laid face down. A metal exo-frame
53

With the V-DOSC line array in 1994, L'Acoustics had taken the next major step in arena loudspeaker system
design. Continuing the trend of the Clair S4 and its contemporaries, V-DOSC presented a fully integrated system.
L'Acoustics developed speaker rigging, cabling, and eventually complimentary amplification and speaker
management software. Not to be outdone, Sound Image, a major touring company, proceeded to develop similar
technology in waveguide and enclosure design that, starting in the late 1990's, would come to inform two other
major line array systems (“Sound Image / About us,” n.d.) (Mitchell, 2012). The first development saw Sound
Image staff assembling new composite fiber enclosures, which would be filled at JBL by JBL components to
become marketed and distributed as the JBL VerTec 4889. The second development traded on Sound Image's long
relationship of technical research and development with QSC, resulting in the QSC WideLine system.
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around the speaker enclosure contains sliding bars that secure each higher to each lower box in
the array. Each bar was marked for various positions corresponding to various angles at which
the enclosures can be vertically spaced from each other. Chain motors clip to a ceiling or
scaffolding point. The motors then crawl up an integrated chain, flying the linked loudspeaker
boxes to a pre-ordained height. Effectively each line array box is another sonic chain link being
hooked onto the current bottom of the array, unless the line array is groundstacked (this is
increasingly rare). Angle spacing, determining the ultimate curvature of the array and thusly its
coverage in the vertical sphere, is determined by a computer program which could output the
proper angling scheme based on input of accurate Computer Aided Design (CAD) or blueprint
schematics of the venue.
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FIGURE 31: V-DOSC MANUAL SELECTIONS (GAEL, 2005). THESE DISPLAY BOTH VARIABLE
VERTICAL DISPERSION, AND VARIABLE HORIZONTAL DISPERSION BASED ON DIFFERING
VERTICAL ANGLE SPACING BETWEEN ENCLOSURES.
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FIGURE 32: VERTEC LINE ARRAY BEING ASSEMBLED AND FLOWN. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTPS://SOUTHERNSOUNDANDLIGHTING.FILES.WORDPRESS.COM/2014/01/SOUTHERNSOUND-AND-LIGHTING-JBL-VERTEC-4889.JPG?W=300&H=225

FIGURE 33: FLOWN VERTEC RIG. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTPS://CDN.SHOPIFY.COM/S/FILES/1/0157/5358/PRODUCTS/RENTVERTEC_5_1024X1024.JPG?V=1376613328
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FIGURE 34: FLOWN VERTEC RIG. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTP://WWW.SOUNDBROKER.COM/DYNIMAGE/?LISTINGPICID=66769

Where the Loudspeaker is Now
Continuing the trend that Clair started with the S4, loudspeaker manufacturers continue
to offer sound companies more and more fully integrated loudspeaker system solutions taking up
less and less physical space and needing less total power for equal amounts of output amplitude
(“A New Era for L'Acoustics,” 2015). In taking less physical space, the systems are also less
visibly obvious, furthering the transparency of postphenomenological embodiment relation Ihde
(1990) and Verbeek (2005) describe. For arena-size venues, 2 or 3-way enclosures with some
kind of line source element of design, supplemented by subwoofers and perhaps front fill
speakers55 have become the norm. This design characteristic has now started to make its way into
55

Speakers meant to cover the first few rows of audience seating.
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permanent venue installations, at the midsize theater and even large club level. The main
limitation in line array implementation is typically ceiling height, as line array systems are now
typically designed to be flown. Specific systems vary: they can contain delayed towers to
supplement deep audience areas, or they can have outfill speaker line arrays to the right and the
left of the main stereo array to ensure consistent coverage of audience in extreme edges of the
horizontal plane.56
The advent of line array developed another specialized industrial sector. Loudspeakers
were no longer just the proprietary creations of major touring sound companies such as Clair
Brothers.57 Line arrays are now a standardized product made by companies that are much more
manufacturers than service providers.58 Touring and local sound companies now became
consumers of prepackaged and black-boxed designs, as opposed to being simultaneous users of
them and tinkerers with them. Almost all arena level loudspeaker systems now contain these
features:
•

Well documented instructions and practices for rigging and assembly.

•

Speaker management presets based on loudspeaker model and number, meant to be
loaded as a file into a digital signal processing device. These files, written by loudspeaker
company engineers, are meant to impose a flatter frequency response to the system
through equalization. These files also achieve a phase coherent response between

56

V-DOSC had an approximate horizontal coverage of 90 degrees per line array. This can vary by manufacturer and
design. For instance, QSC WideLine horizontal coverage was at roughly 110 degrees, and this was an active selling
point as it potentially eliminated need for more hardware if outfills could be avoided.
57

Clair Global, as an exception with the business size to do so, still manufacturers its own Line Array systems, the i
series and the Cohesion series.
58

Diversification of the companies that manufacture line arrays is variable. L’Acoustics for example only
manufactures and/or distributes products directly related to their loudspeaker systems. At the other extreme, JBL Pro
manufactures line array loudspeaker systems but their parent company, Harman, is an extremely diversified
company across all sectors of the consumer and professional audio market.
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different voice components within an enclosure through relative gain levels and digital
delay settings. Put another way, settings are written by the manufacturer and distributed
(now over the internet as software/firmware updates) to the end-users. These settings
balance between high/low components and make sure the signals of each component in
the enclosure arrive at your ear at the same instant, just as the microphone heard them at
the same instant from the source.
•

Complementary and/or integrated amplification. The amplifiers to be used for powering
loudspeakers are much more strongly and narrowly recommended by manufacturers.
L’Acoustics manufactures speakers and amplifiers under the same brand name. JBL
VerTec operating manuals recommend Crown amplifiers. Both speakers and amplifiers
are manufactured by different divisions of the same holding company. Often now signal
processing presets for specific speaker enclosure models are integrated into the control
panels of amplifiers themselves.

•

Shrinking size profiles on stage and in transportation packing. This is particularly
relevant as video takes up more and more space in the total spectacle of live concerts.
Early practitioners largely shaped the tools that currently define the occupation, and in

many cases they graduated to ownership of the firms that provide these tools. As arena tours
became common in the 1970's, normative designs such as the S4 became a more attractive option
than reinventing the wheel with every engineer and every tour. Much like cinema, recording
studio and private home speakers, arena speaker systems isomorphically converged in design
principles and specifics. Line array systems now demonstrate a baseline deployment of acoustic
theory across the industry. While each manufacturer has their supporters and detractors, the
amount of variation box to box is smaller and smaller in degree at comparative price points than
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it was through the late twentieth century. Line array sets a much more common baseline on
which engineers perform their labor than that of the enthusiastic experimentation which existed
early in the arena concert's emergence.
MIXING CONSOLES
Dialing It In: The First Mixers
Loudspeakers are the common interface that concert audio engineers share with audience.
Mixing consoles are what make particular audience members concert audio engineers. CAE’s
use mixing consoles to gather and process microphone signals for output through the
loudspeakers. Mixing consoles allow the concert audio engineer to pull forward and push away
sources and the component frequencies of sources. The whole of this system, regardless of its
size, is not so different from so many modern listening systems. From the stethoscope to the
iPhone, the modern listening apparatus is always twofold in interface: A tympanic reproduction
distributed to the ears, and a mechanism through which that reproduction is directed.
Loudspeaker technology, while refined over time, is not in mechanism so different from its
original tympanic ancestors. It is the control interface of the console that has significant variation
over history. Particular audile technique performed through particular interfaces of control
constitutes many occupational listeners, CAE’s among them. Physicians direct listening through
moving the bell of the stethoscope, listening through the barrier of the skin. Concert audio
engineers direct listening through microphone, input channel parameters, and soloing function.
Besides working together to constitute kinds of listeners, interfaces also become industrialized
and standardized: Stethoscope earpieces and bells, concert loudspeakers and concert mixing
consoles.
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Road-ready consoles (and multicore snakes) allowed the audio engineer and their
instruments of control to be positioned in the audience. As a result, the time cycle between
listening and adjustment became much less conspicuously divided. A distinct separation from the
talent on stage comes about with front of house positioning, even if the engineer connects to that
stage through air and copper. The Wall of Sound, the Grateful Dead's contribution to arena
concert audio, was the largest expression of a sound system as a transparent amplification of the
musicians. The ethic of sound systems as individualized supports of each musician on stage fell
away as the multi-channel analog mixing console and flown loudspeaker system come to
dominate the industry. Earlier in the occupation's history, once a loudspeaker system was set up,
engineers had less to do while the show was actually occurring. An engineer’s time was more
often than not spent on stage with musicians. Slowly, the idea of reinforcement of the musicians
on stage, with engineers as a stage part of the performance, gave way to the idea of playing these
artists as sources over a stereo system in the sky.
Before concert loudspeakers were appropriated from cinema, musical performances were
often amplified by PA systems. Public address systems and the amplifiers that powered them
were controlled the same way as the dominant audio media devices at the time. Both radios and
home audio systems used rotary potentiometers, commonly referred to as knobs, to control
volume, treble and bass, and radio tuning frequency (“Altec Public Address in the Seventies,”
2012). Rotary knobs provide multiple advantages as an interface. By rotating in one location they
require little surface space. Knobs facilitate micro adjustment (tweaking) due to inertia and
rotational as opposed to linear movement. Switches, by contrast, prescribe selection from among
fixed operational positions. In certain instances these fixed positions give the advantage of quick
selection of desired parameters without need for tweaking. In the case of both switches and
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knobs, with proper labeling of the surface and indicators on the controls that move against that
surface, a quick visual survey of what the machine is doing at any one time is possible.
Companies such as Webster started separating control panels, the first version of preamplifier mixers, from the power amplifiers and power amplifier casings. Early tinkerers could
then mix microphones on a preamp unit while selecting their own combination of power
amplifiers and loudspeakers. A single person could carry each separate component from truck to
stage. This was a major issue especially with small sound companies who could not necessarily
depend on venue labor. Often, as in the 1960's custom systems of Bill Hanley (McKinnon,
2018), several multi-input mixers such as the Shure M67 or Altec 1567a were wired into a kind
of signal pyramid by the concert engineer. Each small mixer took a few microphone signals and
then submixed these microphone signals into an output signal. Multiple output signals from
multiple mixers were then sent to a diminishing number of total mixers further down the signal
chain until a mono or stereo signal was ready to feed power amplifiers. This master signal was
fed sometimes through a master graphic equalizer to balance overall system frequency response,
and/or limiters to keep loud transient peaks from destroying the speaker voice coils through overexcursion (blown speakers).59

59

Loudspeaker voice coils are conductive coils wrapped around a form sat between two magnetically charged
components. The form is attached to some kind of diaphragm mobilizing sound waves.
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{
FIGURE 35: WEBSTER 1939 CATALOG EXHIBITING SMALL PA SYSTEM ( P. 10). IN UNITS SUCH AS
THIS USER CONTROL AND AMPLIFICATION WERE INTEGRATED IN THE SAME UNIT
CHASSIS. WEBSTER OPERATED UNDER LISCENCE FROM EPRI, A MAJOR PLAYER IN
LOUDSPEAKERS MENTIONED IN THE FIRST HALF OF THIS CHAPTER.

FIGURE 36: SHURE M67 MIXER, USED BY BILL HANLEY FROM NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVAL.
DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTP://PICTURES1.KYOZOU.COM/PICTURES/_20/19422/19421395.JPG
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FIGURE 37: ALTEC 1567A MIXER/AMPLIFIER, ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THE EARLY 1960’S. SELFTAKEN

FIGURE 38: BILL HANLEY MIXING AT WOODSTOCK WITH SEVERAL SMALLER MIXERS SUMMING
TOGETHER, INCLUDING ABOVE ALTEC AND SHURE MODELS. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTP://WWW.WOODSTOCKPRESERVATION.ORG/GALLERY/BILLHANLEY/BILLHANLEY

.HTM
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FIGURE 39: BRIGHTON SOUND "BUCK ROGERS" MIXER/AMPLIFIER. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTPS://WWW.PROSOUNDWEB.COM/WPCONTENT/UPLOADS/2017/07/20170705CONSOLE3-600X400.JPG

Early mixing systems had to be pieced together could be setup and broken down like
loudspeaker and amplification systems. Higher channel count and single-chassis mixing consoles
would eventually save setup and teardown of the entire mixing system. Music recording
engineers innovated their own console refinements in the 1960's (Coules, 2017a; SchmidtHorning, 2013, pp. 120, 147) with regard to control surface. Rotary dials were turned on their
sides and given attached levers to allow single-handed control of multiple levels in models such
as the REDD 17 (see figure 41). Soon after, linear-throw resistors known in the business as
faders began to be incorporated into recording consoles by such engineers as Atlantic Records’
Tom Dowd. Dowd himself redesigned Atlantic's studio console to more closely resemble a
musical instrument (Schmidt-Horning, 2013, p. 120). In terms of tactile control, particularly of
overall source volume, faders provide a quite sensitive manner of engagement. One learns to
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lightly bump or smoothly move through the travel of the fader for gradual increases or decreases
in level. Multiple faders can be driven by multiple single fingers, as opposed to knobs that
require a pinching action between thumb and finger. Faders are also intuitively structured. Rather
than attenuating level in a mathematically linear fashion, the rate of attenuation per unit of travel
increases in orders of magnitude the closer the fader gets to full attenuation.60 Put another way,
the more an engineer moves to fully turn off a signal, the faster the fader works per unit of
distance in its travel to accomplish full silence.

60

Full attenuation is where no signal is allowed to pass.
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FIGURE 40: REDD 17 RECORDING CONSOLE. THE PREDECESSOR TO FADERS HERE ARE ACTUALLY
ROTARY POTENTIOMETERS ON THEIR SIDES WITH HANDLES ATACHED AND
PROTRUDING FROM THE CHASSIS. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTPS://WWW.PROSOUNDWEB.COM/WPCONTENT/UPLOADS/2017/07/20170705CONSOLE2-542X400.JPG

Stripped Down: Modular Input Channel Analog Mixing Consoles
The 1970's solidified the vertical input channel analog design that can still be seen in
many currently used analog consoles.61 Advertisements of smaller consoles for purposes
including recording, basic broadcast, and live sound (“Consoles of the 70's, Part 2,” 2013)
(“Mixing in the 70's,” 2010; Coules, 2017a) largely exhibit this design, demonstrating mimetic
isomorphism across audio engineering as a whole. One of the first portable stand-alone mixers
61

Analog consoles still tend to see use in smaller venues or venues without a paid and technically expert staff.
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used in live public address work was the 1968 WEM Audiomaster five-channel mixer. The
Audiomaster had treble and bass controls per input channel. Each input channel can also send to
a spring reverb internal to the console (see figure 42).62 The Sunn Colisseum Audio Controller
followed closely after this, an eight-channel unit with treble and bass equalization and linear
faders on each of the 8 input channels. Graphic EQ across both left and right master outputs also
featured in this model.
Soundcraft in 1973 (“Soundcraft Electronics, Ltd.,” n.d.) (“About Soundcraft,” n.d.),
followed by others such as Clair Brothers in 1977 with the CBA 32 (“Clair Brothers History”),
and Yamaha in 1974 with the PM1000 (“Yamaha product history,” n.d.) and later the PM2000
(“Consoles of the 70's, Part 2,” 2013) managed to create road-ready mixing consoles that could
easily be packed and transported without being disassembled. On almost every input channel
these consoles included (Coules, 2017b; Keyes, n.d.):
•

Parametric equalization over multiple frequency bands.

•

Submixing matrixes for grouping input channels on a single fader before they are
sent to the master output.

•

Multiple auxiliary sends to feed stage monitors, effects devices, and recording
mixes.

•

Overall level faders on every input channel.

The input channel strip came to define this phase of console model. While certain
features, refinements, and additional output sends per channel were added throughout the late
1970's, 80's and 90's the basic design and interface remained stable.

62

Reverb is a signal processing effect giving the impression of being in a lively echoing room.
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FIGURE 41: WEM AUDIOMASTER FIVE CHANNEL MIXING CONSOLE. ONE OF THE EARLIEST
PORTABLE STAND-ALONE LIVE MIXING CONSOLES. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTP://WWW.ZENTRI-FUGE.DE/SCHEMATICS/WEM_AUDIOMASTER_WEB.JPG
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FIGURE 42: SUNN COLISEUM AUDIO CONTROLLER, ONE OF THE VERY FIRST PORTABLE MODULAR
INPUT CHANNEL MIXING CONSOLES. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTPS://REVERB.COM/ITEM/654842-VINTAGE-SUNN-COLISEUM-AUDIO-CONTROLLERMIXING-CONSOLE-70-S
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FIGURE 43: WHO CONCERT IN 71'-'72 USING 2 LINKED SUNN COLISEUM AUDIO CONTROLLERS.
DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTP://WWW.THEWHO.NET/WHOTABS/IMAGES/EQUIPMENT/PA/PRIDDEN_FOH_TH.JPG
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FIGURE 44: ASHLY 24 CHANNEL BY 4 BUS SE SERIES CONSOLE USED BY SILVERFISH AUDIO (NOW
SOUND-IMAGE). WHILE MADE IN THE 1970’S, THIS MODEL STILL USES ALL KNOBS
AND NO FADERS. DOWNLOADED FROM HTTP://WWW.SOUND-IMAGE.COM/WPCONTENT/UPLOADS/SILVERFISH-C-ASHLEY.JPG
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FIGURE 45: MAVIS (MUSICAL AUGMENTATION VOICING INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM) MIXER USED
ON THE WHO'S QUADRAPHENIA TOUR, EMPLOYED BY HEIL SOUND. THIS PHOTO IS
FROM A DISPLAY ON HEIL SOUND FOR THE ROCK AND ROLL HALL OF FAME. THE
PHOTO ABOVE THE BLUE SECTION OF THE CONSOLE, FROM APPROXIMATELY 1976, IS

BOB PRIDDEN RUNNING THIS MAVIS DESK FOR THE WHO. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTP://WWW.THEWHO.NET/WHOTABS/GEAR/PA/PA_QUAD.HTML
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FIGURE 46: CLAIR BROTHERS CBA 32 MIXING CONSOLE. SECTIONS FROM TOP OF INPUT CHANNEL
1-32 TO BOTTOM: INPUT GAIN; HIGH (RED), MID (GREEN), AND LOW (BLUE) BAND PARAMETRIC
EQ; FOUR AUXILIARY MIXES; SUBMIX ASSIGNMENTS; SUBMIX AND STEREO PAN KNOB; MASTER
FADER. SELF-TAKEN.
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FIGURE 47: CLAIR BROTHERS CBA 32 MIXING CONSOLE. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTPS://WWW.SOUNDGIRLS.ORG/WP-CONTENT/UPLOADS/2014/05/CLAIR-BOARD.JPG
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FIGURE 48: YAMAHA PM 4000 ANALOG MIXING CONSOLE. THIS CONSOLE IN ADDITION TO THE
MIDAS XL-4 AND MIDAS HERITAGE 3000 WERE THE MOST IN-DEMAND CONCERT
ANALOG MIXING CONSOLES BEFORE DIGITAL BECAME THE DOMINANT MARKET
FORMAT. SELF-TAKEN.
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FIGURE 49: YAMAHA PM 4000 USERS’ MANUAL CHANNEL STRIP DIAGRAMS.
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The early phases of audio engineering focused on the transparent capture and subsequent
amplification of music. The first engineers mixed sources by physically positioning musicians
and their instruments around acoustical horns (Schmidt-Horning, 2013). Once microphones
rendered sound electric, potentiometers adapted as volume knobs allowed a mixing that did not
require moving people in front of recording apparatus. Before the development of EQ in channel
strips and the ability to add outboard compression/gating to channel strip insert points,
equalization and peak limiting had been applied for the most part globally across the entire of the
specific audio text being mediated in order to accommodate the needs of the medium itself: to
accommodate frequency biases of phonograph discs and complimentary small single-voice
loudspeakers, for example.
The development of the channel strip as its own modular expandable interface, intrafaced
with other channel strips and master sections into a larger matrix of control over input and
output, communicates in its very design a growing ethical acceptance of engineer (and producer)
authority over the timbre and dynamics of individual sources. Consoles emphasize this
conception even down to what is now known as the solo function. Analog consoles present a
button on each input channel allowing the audio engineer to switch off a holistic mix and listen
to an individual selected source over headphones (or monitor loudspeakers in controlled studios).
While listening to the soloed source, engineers could tailor equalization and/or inserted dynamic
processing during this audition, able to focus on individual aesthetic choices per source. The
engineer may switch back and forth from solo to holistic listening, particularly early on in the
labor process of the concert or recording.63
63

The use of the solo function is a matter of some controversy between audio engineers. Some just use it to isolate
potential problems with a source, some use it to fine tune sound from a source. The most frequent objection to
soloed fine-tuning is that as music is listened to holistically, sources should be altered in the context of the whole set
of sources that will ultimately be listened to.
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The transduction of sound to electricity, and the expansion of that process to include
more and more individuated sources, even began to divide the output of individual musicians as
multiple acoustic/electric sources (for example, miking of individual drums on drum kits manned
by a single drummer). Multiple microphones or direct input boxes captured single
instrument/amp combinations, such as electric guitar or electric bass or Hammond B3/Leslie
speaker cabinet combinations. Expandability of the total surface and inputs possible grew due to
the modular design of the channel strip. As each modular strip is added, all that is required for
interconnection is integration onto ribbon connectors stretching horizontally across the bottom of
the chassis. These ribbon cables carry output "busses" to the master output section. The number
of total inputs possible is limited by the practical size of the chassis when packed in a transport
case. Transportation packing was not the only limit to this size. Console bulk requires labor to
carry it from truck to mix position and set it up once there. Depth of control within the consoles
grew by the consolidation of signal processing (equalization first) with input channel gain and
fader output in the channel strip. Control was centralized in the body of an authoritative listener
positioned in front of an authoritative instrument.
The channel strip renders every source as a signal, subject to the same logics of
processing. Manufacturers of common live mixing consoles do not make custom channel strips
for certain kinds of instruments. While microphones and direct boxes are certainly chosen to
compliment source characteristics, the input channel reconciles all sources to a common
denominator. Identical parameters of processing are made available to the engineer for almost
every source. As analog channel strip designs progressed, aesthetic control available to audio
engineers became less about an overall system design by an individual or team. Concert audio
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engineering became more about tonal alteration of each component signal by the concert audio
engineer, fed into increasingly standardized loudspeaker systems.
Looking to the performers on stage, in the analog large-format channel strip console
concert audio engineers received not only direct visual perception of the performers but also new
visual representations of them: visual representation on the console channel strips. Typical
procedure for engineers involves the labeling of each channel strip with one long strip of
masking or, later, console tape.64 This tape is then scribbled on in shorthand that corresponds
with each source. It is difficult to parse what source is attached to which input channel without
this label or without memorization of a standardized input scheme. Once these markers are in
place each strip can be hermeneutically read as a certain technical representation of the source
(Ihde, 1990; Verbeek, 2005). Signal processing can be read from rotary knobs and labeled
chassis surfaces. Relative levels between sources can be read off of the channel output faders.
Input level and fluctuation of level for each channel can be read from voltage unit meters if
present.
As the large-format input channel strip designs for analog consoles design became
common across sectors of audio engineers, manufacturers, and models, a common equipment
literacy between audio engineers emerged. Engineers found it easier and easier to move between
console models and read what consoles were doing. The representation of the music made on
stage, presented by the interface, became part of an industry-wide language of processing
control. Particular engineers often maintained preferences for particular consoles, but much like
modern car drivers can drive most modern automobiles the mode of physical engagement and
reading of instrument displays proved transferrable across consoles and signal processing units.
64

This is an industrially specific tape manufactured by theatrical tape manufacturers such as Rose Brand and
ShurTape.
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The overall template of the large-format analog live mixing console design proved
remarkably stable for over three decades. From the mid-1970's to the present, to be a live audio
engineer meant knowing how to work this interface. To sell new consoles to audio engineers
meant selling a slight alteration of this interface. To run a live music venue in most cases meant
owning a version of this interface combined with loudspeakers. The large-format channel strip
interface worked to unify the audio engineering profession across time and space. Conceptually,
learning how to operate a sixteen channel Mackie (a budget yet ubiquitous brand in clubs) could
set one on the path to be mastering a 48 channel Midas XL-4 (one of the premier large-format
desks for arena tours). Once one understood the channel strip, one understood how to control
signal, no matter how many sources coming off of the stage were available on the desk. Nuanced
mixing and processing, accurate microphone placement and selection, judicious use of
equalization and dynamic control are skills learned in hours of practice. Manufacturers
established and normalized the interface. The channel strip was the key to the world's greatest
stereo systems.
So what was missing? First, while some level of equalization had been integrated to most
channel strip designs, global equalization across a total mix with graphic EQ, dynamic
processing such as compression and noise gating, and ambient effects such as echo and reverb
were for the most part not onboard the consoles. If they were, they were quite rudimentary. This
extra processing required large outboard gear racks for insertion into mixing console signal
paths, although as mentioned earlier it was often outboard processors that provided the most
obvious technological link between studio and stage. These racks took time to wire to the
console, and also took additional space, the most valuable resource in a truck or a front-of-house
position. Large-format analog consoles themselves consume space. For every additional channel,
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every additional function, additional copper, silicon, and plastic is needed. Function and space,
not to mention cost, are tradeoffs in this design.
Unless a console travelled with a tour, settings constantly had to be reset at soundcheck.
Not only does this take time, but it also can never exactly recall the settings from a previous
performance. The presence of multiple artists on a single stage compounds this issue, for
example on an opening act, a festival stage, or an awards show. With analog consoles, the only
way to maintain settings between soundcheck and show with multiple acts is to have multiple
consoles. A more primitive attempt to recall settings involved Polaroid cameras, or accurate
console drawings with settings marked on knob and fader representations. The ability to recall
exact settings was desired for multiple purposes. An engineer may have preferred channel strip
settings for vocals, guitars, and snare drum for example. These input channel settings can be
broken down further into preferred reverb settings, compression settings, EQ settings. Digital
effect units evolving from the 1980's into the 1990's such as the Yamaha Rev 5 and SPX 90
could through computer memory recall settings at the push of a button on the unit itself or from a
MIDI65 triggering system. Parameter recall on analog recording consoles such as the Solid State
Logic 4000 series had become available in the recording sector. Digitally controlled analog
consoles such as Euphonix and Harrison models had introduced the instantaneous recall of
parameters to recording studios. If the concept of mimetic isomorphism carries through, it was
only a matter of time until live engineers demanded the same features and companies supplied
them in a singular package.

65

Musical Instrument Digital Interface, a protocol developed for data transfer and operation between electronic
instruments, synthesizers, samplers, drum machines, and effects units among other things.
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Do Engineers Dream of Digital Consoles?
While there were several grand attempts at large format digital consoles for live sound, it
was from the smaller end of the market that digital made its way to front-of-house.
Manufacturers targeting the large-format market started with hybrid design concepts. These left
the processed audio signal in electrical analog form but used computerized control surfaces to
digitally manipulate analog control parameters over signal voltage. Computerized surfaces in this
generation of live console did not significantly reduce total console size or production cost.
Showco's Showconsole, largely developed by Howard Page and manufactured by digitallycontrolled analog recording console manufacturer Harrison, is perhaps the first major venture of
digitally controlled analog for live concerts (Coules, 2017a; Mitchie, 1999). The business
arrangement between the two companies allowed Showco exclusive use in touring. Harrison was
initially only able to sell the console to fixed installations, not touring sound companies or
contractors. While the Showconsole did rise in popularity among Showco clients, the economics
of their manufacture did not lead to widespread deployment or popularity.
Fully digital consoles in live sound started small. Yamaha developed small utilitarian
digital mixers for such markets as keyboard players (DMP7, in 1987) (Yamaha product history,
n.d.) (Coules, 2017a) project recording studios and small corporate shows (01V, in 1998)
(Fletcher, 2014). While Showco's Showconsole was limited to the largest tours and well
appointed venues, Yamaha started humbly and unencumbered by restrictive distribution
arrangements. Yamaha also reportedly welcomed engineers from across the live sector into
research and development surveys to design, release, and distribute their first major push for
arena-level digital live consoles, the Yamaha PM1D, (Yamaha product history, n.d.) released in
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December 2000.66 The Yamaha PM1D broke the previous mode of large-format live digital
consoles such as the Showconsole by being marketed and distributed as a Fordist product
available to any audio contractor company or venue able to pay. Yamaha also implemented full
digital signal processing in the PM1D. Upon reaching the console’s source input stages all signal
is converted into digital data. The console only reconverts the data to analog when it leaves the
console. By the time the 2003 Grammy production crew chose the PM1D for its show that year,
Yamaha's triumph in early full digital live consoles rang clear.

FIGURE 50: YAMAHA DMP7 FULLY DIGITAL CONSOLE. THIS WAS DESIGNED WITH KEYBOARD
PLAYERS USING MULTIPLE KEYBOARDS AND SYNTH MODULES. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTP://WWW.DIGITALIMAGEPRO.COM/DMP7.HTML

66

Conveniently, the PM1D release was right before the actual start of the millennium.
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FIGURE 51: YAMAHA 01V FULLY DIGITAL CONSOLE. THIS FOUND USE IN PROJECT
STUDIOS AND ON CORPORATE LIVE EVENTS. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTP://WWW.EBAY.COM/BHP/YAMAHA-O1V
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FIGURE 52: SHOWCO SHOWCONSOLE, A DIGITALLY CONTROLLED ANALOG CONSOLE. NOTE THE
HIGH SIMILARITY IN SURFACE ARCHITECTURE TO PREVIOUS ANALOG CONSOLES. SELFTAKEN.
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FIGURE 53: YAMAHA PM5D DIGITAL MIXING CONSOLE. THIS WAS A SCALED DOWN, CHEAPER, AND
ULTIMATELY MORE POPULAR VERSION OF THE ORIGINAL PM1D. NOTE THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THIS AND THE SHOWCONSOLE. WHILE THERE ARE STILL MANY
FADERS, A LARGE SELECTED CHANNEL SECTION IN THE UPPER LEFT SECTION OF THE
CONSOLE OCCUPIES SPACE THAT WOULD NORMALLY BE THE VERTICAL INPUT
CHANNEL STRIPS CONTAINING GAIN, EQ, AND AUXILIARY SEND CONTROLS.

DOWNLOADED FROM HTTP://WWW.OKANELEKTRONIK.COM/S/YAMAHA/PM5D.HTML
Digital consoles, like most successful new media technologies, incorporated what came
before (Bolter & Grusin, 1999; Galloway, 2012; McLuhan, 1995). The digital console is a
computer with input and output converters and amplifiers.67 Upon conversion of input signal to
67

Each input converter translates sampled audio input signal at regularly clocked intervals. These held voltages are
coded as digital values stepped into however many discrete numbers can exist as a bitword between the maximum
positive and negative voltages possible in the analog dynamic range of the device. Coded values are the data to be
manipulated before being reconverted from data to analog voltages. Now, as before, the output analog voltage goes
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data in fully digital consoles what is manipulated, as in any other computer, are data bitwords.
There is not an essential reason why the manipulation of this data needs to be performed on
faders and knobs when simple keypad input of alphanumeric parameters will do (and this is, in
fact, an available interface practice). In addition to price point, the success of the Yamaha
consoles came from the articulation of the new with the familiar. Recall and central LCD/LED
displays now worked alongside the familiar surface of faders, knobs, and meters. Selected
channels took their conceptual design and data/signal flow from analog channel strips. New
literacy was built from an old one, but these literacies eventually became much more specific to
individual brands. Starting from the basic conceptual unit of recall in effects units, the "preset,"
Yamaha incorporated three concepts68 into their digital consoles, which were no less influential
than the channel strip had been in analog designs. First, the snapshot, or scene. Second, the
selected channel. Using these concepts, Yamaha and later other console manufacturers would
consolidate all of the standardized physical bulk of interconnected devices and repeated modular
parameter controls per channel into a significantly smaller and more cost-efficient product. The
control interface of the concert audio engineer could now be ready with the touch of a power
switch and the loading of a show file.

on to feed analog power amplifiers that drive the material element of loudspeakers through electromagnetic work.
The closest media analogy here to illustrate the encoding/decoding process involves cinema. Fixed states are
recorded at intervals (frames) to be processed into bitwords. The samples then are turned back into analog signal
voltage, played back at regular intervals, and through electronic filtering reconstructed. Just as playback of film at
24 frames per second or beyond fools the eye into an illusion of continuous motion, playback of values translated
into voltages and smoothed by electronic filtering creates an illusion of a continuous sonic wave representing the
original input signal.
68

Yamaha did not originate the idea of recallable console settings. In addition to the Showconsole, it had existed in
SSL consoles as "Total Recall," and Harrison and Euphonix digitally controlled analog recording consoles had
brought this feature into premium recording studios as well.
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Recalling the Scene
Trying to get back to where you were at your best, the show’s best, and improving on that
is the eternal quest concert audio engineers are on. Storage and recall of parameter setting in
digital mixing consoles put this goal much more within reach. Scene or snapshot recall arose
from the practice of Polaroid snapshots or paper notation of channel strip positions. With
Yamaha's PM1D and earlier smaller digital consoles entire desk states could be stored and
recalled.69 At the micro level, equalization and/or compression settings for a bass instrument
could be recalled in a bass channel, or any other channel if desired. Recall allowed engineers to
perform an archive for (and of) themselves. Archives do not exist as part of culture without being
performed (Derrida & Prenowitz, 1998; Schneider, 2011). Archives must be called up and
recalled, reperformed, to exert a meaningful impact in culture. The archive that concert audio
engineers enacted prior to digital consoles included the general sonic shape of popular
recordings, recordings of the particular artist being worked with, and the engineers' own mental
maps of both concerts attended and concerts worked. Scene and processor recall provide a
dataset to support what was already a mental archive enacted through custom, training, practice,
and memory.
Recall has been a feature in high-end analog recording consoles since the 1980's, before
recording studios themselves began to slowly switch to fully digital consoles in the 21st
century.70 In live performance, console recall not only saved time in setup with a touring console,
but it also allowed freedom from a particular touring console itself. Now initial settings could be
69

With the PM1D Yamaha also allowed scene recall to be filtered. What was stored as a recallable scene across the
console could be selectively recalled: channel fader levels could be recalled, for example, while equalization settings
were filtered out and thus left the equalization settings of a console unchanged when an engineer executed the recall.
70

For recording consoles recall came in the form of both console snapshots and stored automation passes reperforming fader and other parameter moves over the course of a recorded track. An example would be the G series
automation of SSL 4000 series consoles, alongside SSL's Total Recall.
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stored on transportable media such as memory cards or (later) USB flash drives. This data could
be uploaded onto a same-model or potentially same-manufacturer console in such circumstances
as a broken touring console, shows without transport space for a console, or a multi-artist tour or
award show. Settings could now also be loaded onto a console rented from a local sound
company for artist performances referred to as "fly dates" where artists and crew do not rent a
standard set of tour busses and trucks, instead flying directly to a show. Recall instantly returns
the engineer to where their console parameters were at the last show. Recall then provides the
baseline on which the engineer can realign global settings for the particulars of the specific
venue they find themselves in that day. CAE’s could now archive the parameter settings that are
the manifestation of custom and training, the labor of multiple sound checks and shows, as
digital files with comparatively minimal physical or data size.71
The digital console consolidated equipment in a similar manner to how the analog
console had consolidated microphone preamplifiers and equalization in the channel strips. In
previous analog systems, additional desired processing meant additional equipment racks and
additional interconnection cabling. System designers had little choice here. Outboard processing
devices were still electrical circuits requiring components and copper wire. Adding them to the
analog mixing console itself would have made the devices simply too large for an average crew
to case, move to and from a truck, and set in position. Once the processed signal became digital
data, needing only powerful microprocessors to aesthetically alter it, the overall material weight
and component requirements became drastically minimized. Finally an entire audio solution
71

Significant questions of labor come up here. Braverman (1974) posited that management often sought to record
human labor as an instruction set playable by machines, owned by management. To date, tours and artists have
rarely if ever looked to forcibly alienate the scenes recorded by engineers from the engineers themselves. The stored
scenes entered the larger craft of the audio engineer, a tool as mysterious as any other in the repertoire. As yet, the
legal status of stored scenes remains nebulous. If they are in fact a kind of creative technical intellectual property,
scene data sets have yet to be contested as such on a wide or standardized scale in courts of law (Caffrey, 2005).
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drawing on the devices that served as traditional equipment could be integrated into one spacesaving and archive-storing device chassis as a digital mixing console.

FIGURE 54: OUTBOARD ANALOG SIGNAL PROCESSING RACK. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTPS://I.REDDITMEDIA.COM/EOQ63YEN7KEUI22VUWXGEWU-

HQCSMROCY89QLLDUXIG.JPG?FIT=CROP&CROP=FACES%2CENTROPY&ARH=2&W
=960&S=3122C53960B392420A5FC8AF643A4719
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FIGURE 55: YAMAHA CL5 VIRTUAL RACK. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTP://WWW.YAMAHAPROAUDIO.COM/GLOBAL/EN/PRODUCTS/MIXERS/CL/FEATURES.J
SP

The requesting and assembling of specific pieces of outboard equipment allowed
engineers a continuing way to define their craft in terms of sonic, aesthetic, and material
interface. The selection of equipment potentially expressed an engineer's aesthetics as
constrained by budget realities. Concert audio engineers could work aesthetic judgment and
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sonic alteration on this equipment once in place. Prior to tours going out, engineers assembled
interface surfaces and intrafaced the devices beneath them, shaping the work that could be done
as well as doing the work that needed doing. Outboard equipment racks do still find some use,
particularly in larger tours and on lead vocals or instruments, but most front-of-house engineers
are trending away from them.
The consolidation of outboard gear processes into digital consoles shifts engineers further
away from tinkering and assembly of various physical gear that defined the early days of the
craft. This tinkering and assembly is now done in the virtual realm. Depending on the console
manufacturer, a concert audio engineer can now assemble a custom toolkit of specific72 digital
“plug-ins” that serve as the system equivalent of outboard processing devices, or consoles such
as Yamaha’s may lock users into preselected and designed plug-in processing blocks. Significant
overlap exists between recording and live concert software and practice, but the purchase of
recording plug-ins for live use is a continuance of a trend starting in the mid 1980’s when tour
budgets allowed recording studio processors to be packed up in touring racks for the use of
concert audio engineers.
Following large-format analog recording studio consoles such as the SSL 4000 series,
digital live consoles integrated dynamics processing on every channel. They also integrated
global graphic equalization and auxiliary effects/reverb processing. Simply put, digital consoles
now internally provided virtual racks of the processing once provided by outboard devices in
equipment racks. In trying to recall prior device interfaces, some of this processing even adopted

72

Avid consoles in particular allow engineers to use the same individually selectable “plug-in” algorithm processing
units that are used in its own ProTools digital audio workstation systems, the de facto professional software platform
for music production.
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graphic "skins" which resemble older physical processors (represented in figures 57-60). All of
these virtual processor parameters now could be recalled as part of stored overall console states.

FIGURE 56: SSL 4000 DYNAMIC RANGE PROCESSING SECTION OF ANALOG INPUT CHANNEL.
DOWNLOADED FROM HTTPS://WWW.THEAUDIOHUNT.COM/C/CHANNEL-STRIP/SOLIDSTATE-LOGIC-SSL-4000-CHANNEL-STRIP
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FIGURE 57: SSL INPUT CHANNEL “SKIN” OR VISUAL REPRESENTATION IN DIGITAL AUDIO
WORKSTATION OR LIVE DIGITAL CONSOLE SOFTWARE. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTPS://STATIC.GEARSLUTZ.COM/BOARD/ATTACHMENT.PHP?ATTACHMENTID=418892
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FIGURE 58: RACKMOUNT KLARK TEKNIK DN360 ANALOG GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS. DOWNLOADED
FROM HTTPS://WWW.SOUNDBROKER.COM/DYNIMAGE/?LISTINGPICID=15737
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FIGURE 59: YAMAHA CL SERIES VIRTUAL RACK CONTAINING GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS. DOWNLOADED
FROM
HTTP://DATA.YAMAHA.JP/SDB/SERIES/IMAGE/OTHERS/MEDIUM/C/CL_17772/8D57C60

0D081497C95F2C106C121FE5A_12080.JPG
Experienced engineers can operate any signal processor so long as the processor gives
access to core operational parameters (eg. threshold and ratio for compressors, frequency and
gain cut/boost for EQ). Yet fealty to past devices both in sonics and interface remains a major
design imperative for the coders of digital consoles. Pains are taken to model the imperfections
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of analog circuitry in the digital algorithms meant to simulate it. Skins representing old control
interfaces are still more common than not in digital mixing console graphic displays, just as
faders and knobs are more common than not on digital console surfaces. To obtain and maintain
market share, companies such as Yamaha, DiGiCo, Soundcraft, Avid and Midas designed their
consoles to continue positioning concert audio engineers as what they had become: The
centralized authoritative audience member working familiar knobs and faders to mediate the
audience concert experience.
Channel Surfing
Design of the digital console surface harkened to the past in terms of skins and the
graphical representation of analog consoles. Digital console design also looks to the future in
their increasing utilization of touchscreen technology. Yamaha again provides an example case.
The Yamaha PM5D, the scaled down budget-friendly and single-chassis version of the PM1D,
was highly popular but the software of the PM series took some getting used to. The PM5D
required keyboard tabbing or mouse pointing and clicking to get to features on the display
screen. Easier to navigate on the PM series was the selected channel concept. This concept was
then combined with touchscreen technology on such makes as the DiGiCo D series. Yamaha, not
to be outdone in keeping its digital consoles user-friendly and functional, in 2005 on the M7CL
(close ancestor of the current CL series) supplemented the selected channel concept with
individual faders, mute buttons, and select button for every available input channel. Yamaha also
implemented a touchscreen architecture that provided access both to selected channel parameters
and global parameters under the trademark Centralogic.
Analog consoles and outboard analog processors must have each and every alterable
parameter control available on the surface at all times. Digital consoles as a rule do not do this.
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With digital consoles, representational controls can be assigned functions as a conceptual block
such as an input channel or output section. There need not be extensive, repetitive
representations of the input channels and output sections. Rather than a series of identical input
channel strips laid out horizontally in front of the engineer, the selected channel concept required
the engineer to use a selecting button to access input channel parameters. Fader banks allow
groups of input and output channels to be swapped to and from central control faders and rotary
encoders (knobs) in order to save space and circuitry on the control surface. As implemented in
late 20th century Yamaha project studio consoles (the 01V and 02R) and later Yamaha’s very
successful early 21st century live concert digital consoles (PM1D, PM5D, M7CL) the selected
channel section usually exists near a central video display on a digital console. The analog largeformat console design allowed a parallel method of looking across and handling across multiple
channels if desired, limited only by scope of vision and number of hands available. The selected
channel design concept in digital consoles favors serial work on one input channel after another.
Each source must be listened to, selected, worked on, listened to in context of the mix or on solo
headphones, and then another source is selected. This serial mode of listening and working did
not originate with digital. Analog input channel design, signal processing, and solo headphone
listening allowed CAE’s to isolate sources and move one one source to the next for critical
listening. Digital consoles merely amplified certain existing trends of operation, both serial and
parallel. Digital console recall can be thought of as, in Robert Scovill’s (personal
communication, March 7, 2018) terms, additional hands. While parallel two-handed operation
cannot happen easily on digital consoles, recall creates the ability for a much larger theoretical
number of parallel operations to be simultaneously performed by the “hands” of the console
computer. To build the scenes to be recalled however, multiple parameter inscriptions in multiple
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passes through individual selected channels must be performed over rehearsal and/or
performance time.
The move to selected channel digital console surface design changed the representation
of processing that could be visually assessed by the concert audio engineer. No longer could all
parameter settings on a console be quickly visually scanned. The depth of information available
digitally did increase, even as its surface availability decreased. Equalization curves on each
channel could now be visually represented as they were modified (figure 62). The shaped
response of compression and gating could now be represented both as a processing model and as
gain reduction metered in real time (figure 63). Available knowledge through the selected
channel could be indicated by illuminated rotary encoder positions. Signal routing could be
displayed as flow charts in the main screen. To get to any of this information, however, takes
much more digging through computer menus than it did with analog console control surfaces. In
more theoretical terms, a deeper but slower visual hermeneutic relation in digital consoles has
supplanted a surface but speedier visual hermeneutic in analog.
This shift meant not only a new kind of literacy but a shifting ratio of the senses in
mixing. Listening with the eyes became a real occupational skill. The new displays helped
engineers attach new symbolic representation to what they were doing, but they also diverted
attention from the activity on stage. Sound from the stage was seen on the console itself, and as
CAE’s started paying more attention to visual display and less total attention to sound coming
out of the loudspeaker, their shared experience with the audience became a more distant relation
not as dependent on the perception of sound by the ear.
Analog consoles were also, in their specific way, always visual. However, they were
machines that did not emphasize their visuals in the same commanding way. Furthermore,
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analog consoles featured a stable visual display that digital consoles do not. The presentation of
information in analog consoles took the same visual form all the time. In digital consoles screen
displays and surface labels change with the current task and depend on the current brand and
model (figures 60-69). Digital console designs depend on an ingrained awareness of graphical
interface software, of operating systems and page structure. One of my interview subjects prefers
Yamaha consoles because he feels he knows “how their brain works.” Like most current
software, multiple operations and applications are running under one operating system. The
operator must be aware of what is running where in order to navigate the console's operation.
Analog consoles and outboard processing also divided signal processing into discrete functional
sections, but these were rarely visually hidden.
Newer console designs often have more than one display, most often vertically positioned
over each bank of faders (figures 68-69). This multiple-screen over multiple-fader bank design
also allows in certain cases one channel to be selected per bank/screen of faders on the surface.
While this may allow a slight shift back towards the analog mode of control, where all parameter
controls are always instantly available, this is actually still where an important operational
distinction lies. Years ago a seasoned front-of-house engineer related to me how a digital console
company was taking him through the features of a new design. The engineer told the salesperson
"I have this vision of the digital console I want. It would have every control in the desk available
to both of my hands and my eyes right away. Could you guys design that?" Without recognizing
the snarky nostalgia in the engineer’s question, the salesperson tried to explain how the
company's digital console could be set up to most closely approximate this principle of analog
console designs.
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There is no design likely forthcoming forth where every function of a console will be
visually and haptically available for concert audio engineers at all times. In fact, further
abstraction from the analog console is becoming a normal practice. A standard feature across
digital console makes and models is the ability to control the consoles over Wi-Fi networks with
laptops, iPads and other tablets, and even smartphones. This comes in handy when wanting to
sample the output of the loudspeakers from several different house locations while mixing, or
when stage monitors are being mixed from auxiliary sends of the front-of-house console. In this
case, an increasingly common technological artifact mediates the function and surface of the
console itself. While this provides convenient access to console functions, the functions are even
further nested within a software interface and even more steps away from immediate embodied
access. Indeed, designers now market console models for smaller applications where the primary
control interface surface is an iPad.73 The interface here becomes entirely screen-based. There
are no physical faders to access, and there may only be a single rotary encoder, soft keys and
small screen to control mixing function if the iPad malfunctions. Theoretically a mixing console
could consist of input and output connections in a black box with microprocessors and only a
third-party tablet or smartphone for control (figures 64-65).

73

This would include Beringher's X32 Rack (figures 64-65).
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FIGURE 60: YAMAHA M7CL DIGITAL MIXING CONSOLE. THIS CONSOLE PROVIDES FADERS, SOLO
BUTTONS, AND MUTE BUTTONS FOR EVERY INPUT CHANNEL. IN ADDITION, A
SELECTED CHANNEL SECTION, CENTRALOGIC SECTION INCLUDING FADERS, MUTES,
AND TOUCHSCREEN, USER DEFINABLE KEYS, AND MASTER OUTPUT SECTION ARE
PRESENT. DOWNLOADED FROM HTTPS://WWW.RSPEAUDIO.COM/YAMAHA-M7CL-32P/YMH-M7CL-32.HTM
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FIGURE 61: YAMAHA M7CL SELECTED CHANNEL AND CENTRALOGIC SECTION. THE ROTARY
ENCODERS TO THE LEFT CONTROL AUXILIARY MIX, INPUT GAIN, STEREO PAN,
PARAMETRIC EQUALIZATION, AND GAIN REDUCTION THRESHOLD FOR WHICHEVER
CHANNEL OF FORTY-EIGHT IS CURRENTLY SELECTED. THE FADERS AND
CORRESPONDING VERTICAL COLUMNS IN THE LED DISPLAY REPRESENTED A BANK OF
EIGHT INPUT CHANNELS OR OUTPUT CHANNELS (AMONG OTHER POSSIBILITIES) BANKSELECTED WITH THE BUTTONS AT THE LOWER RIGHT OF THE IMAGE (1-8, 9-16, AND SO
ON). TOUCHING DIFFERENT ZONES OF THE DISPLAY CHANNEL COLUMNS EXPAND ON
CERTAIN INPUT CHANNEL FUNCTIONS IN THE DISPLAY SUCH AS EQ OR COMPRESSION.

THESE ARE SEEN IN FIGURES BELOW. SCENE RECALL BUTTONS ARE IN THE UPPER
RIGHT. USER DEFINED KEYS ALLOW INSTANT ACCESS TO CERTAIN CHOSEN
PARAMETERS DEPENDING ON THE CURRENTLY LOADED USER PROFILE. DOWNLOADED
FROM
HTTPS://WWW.SOLARISNETWORK.COM/PRODUCT_LISTINGS/36462/_MAIN_58727736_
XLARGE.JPG
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FIGURE 62: YAMAHA INPUT CHANNEL EQ SCREEN.

FIGURE 63: YAMAHA INPUT CHANNEL DE-ESSER GAIN REDUCTION “DEVICE” SCREEN.
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FIGURE 64: BERINGHER X32 RACK 8 CHANNEL FADER BANK CONTROL SCREEN AS RENDERED ON
AN IPAD.
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FIGURE 65: BERINGHER X32 RACK IPAD SINGLE SELECTED CHANNEL SCREEN AS RENDERED ON AN
IPAD.

Digital Consoles Today
Companies largely trended towards industrializing console production. In the end of the
large format analog era, consoles in terms of features were largely the same. They could
differentiate themselves on features for low price, as did Yamaha with the PM series, or
aesthetically more pleasing sound, such as the Midas XL-4 and Heritage series. The surfaces,
however, did not differ in their basic paradigm. Concert audio engineers occupationally united
around a standardized interface with analog. While retaining some visual and operational fealty
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to large-format analog consoles, newer digital console models largely emphasize the ability to
customize the work surface and workflow to the preferences of the individual engineer. Input
and output channels can be in the same fader bank; single channels such as a lead vocal can show
up in multiple recallable fader banks or be designated as a permanent surface feature; userdefined buttons and knobs can access almost any parameter in the system, such as echo rate or
presence EQ, and present that parameter as constantly ready or available with a certain recalled
scene. For example, if I would like to see a brass subgroup, rhythm guitar and lead guitar input
channel, and two input channels for vocals fed from the same microphone but with different EQ
and compression to account for different needs in a verse and a chorus, these can all now be in a
fader bank that can be assigned to any of the fader banks available on the surface.
At trade shows, sales staff boasts about how a particular board has superior sound. Yet
you cannot sample that sound in an exhibition hall. Instead, sales staff almost always
demonstrates control features right away. Even if they could demonstrate consoles in an
exhibition hall through a full volume speaker system, good sound is now merely a baseline given
the high quality of hardware and software design at this level. The major way manufacturers of
consoles now differentiate themselves is with software and control surface features and specific
modes of working flexibility. To a point user configuration echoes the tinkering done in
compiling the first mixer systems. However, those engineers were combining equipment from
multiple manufacturers. Digital consoles are procured from individual manufacturers. Therefore,
flexibility is still dictated by the software and hardware of competing firms. Manufacturers
present features that are recognizable to the occupation while trying to add or refine features in a
profitably differentiating fashion, hopefully cultivating siloed brand loyalty.
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The costs and complexities of device interconnection were major impetuses to the
eventual ubiquity of digital consoles. No matter how efficiently modular pieces of a console such
as input channels could be manufactured and assembled together, electrical components for these
functions, repeated for every input channel, will cost more in materials and take more in labor to
assemble than the performance of these processes in microprocessors. Digital consoles provided
comparable (and in many cases expanded) functionality for less production cost in assembly and
procurement. Once the software is handed over to a company like Yamaha, DiGiCo or
Soundcraft, the manufacture of consoles requires only the copying of operating software onto
microprocessor hardware housed in a control surface. The main audio-specific costs in
components for digital consoles remain input and output connections, which must each have an
analog-to-digital or digital-to-analog converter attached. Faders, encoders, and console surfaces
still incur significant production cost. However, the vast bulk of electrical components assembled
in the specialized fashion that analog consoles previously required are no longer needed. Once
the original development cost is amortized due to lessened input materials profitability per
console sale is higher than in analog consoles. However, the existence of competition in the
market provides downward pressure on digital console prices over time to the present. What
counters this downward price pressure is the ongoing refinement of digital consoles with more
features, higher fidelity, and greater functional surface efficiency.
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FIGURE 66: SSL LIVE SERIES L500 DIGITAL MIXING CONSOLE. FADERS CAN BE ARRANGED IN
WHATEVER ORDER ONE LIKES. MOST BUTTONS AND ENCODER KNOBS CAN BE
ASSIGNED WHATEVER FUNCTION PER SCENE THE ENGINEER DESIRES. DOWNLOADED
FROM HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=OWWCR22LKJC
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FIGURE 67: CADAC CDC 6 DIGITAL CONSOLE. THIS CONSOLE HAS LIMITED TRADITIONAL
INTERFACE POINTS IN FADERS AND KNOBS, BUT A QUITE LARGE TOUCHSCREEN TO
COVER 16 INPUT CHANNELS WITH CORRESPONDING CONTROLS BELOW. IN ADDITION,

12 ENCODER KNOBS TO THE RIGHT OF THE TOUCH SCREEN TO PROVIDE FURTHER
PARAMETER CONTROL POSSBILITIES ON A SELECTED CHANNEL OR GLOBALLY
DEPENDING ON WHERE ONE IS IN THE SCREEN SOFTWARE. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTPS://DT7V1I9VYP3MF.CLOUDFRONT.NET/STYLES/NEWS_LARGE/S3/IMAGELIBRARY

/C/CADAC_CDC_SIX_-CI7IZ.KST5CCYVP5PPW11AZ8H1P46E_X.JPG
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FIGURE 68: DIGICO SD7 DIGITAL MIXING CONSOLE. THIS CONSOLE MODEL HAS MULTIPLE BANKS
UNDER MULTIPLE TOUCH SCREENS. THIS OFTEN CAN MEAN THAT ONE CHANNEL PER
BANK CAN BE SELECTED AND ITS PROCESSING REPRESENTATION DISPLAYED ON THE
CORRESPONDING SCREEN.
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FIGURE 69: DIGICO SD7 DIGITAL LIVE MIXING CONSOLE CLOSE UP OF ONE OF THREE TOUCH
SCREENS AND SURROUNDING CONTROLS. DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTP://WWW.DIGICO.BIZ/PUBLIC/IMAGES/HIGHSIDE_GALLERY/SD7_4.JPG

Engineers still maintain pride in assembling and working an overall system, even if many
of its components are highly standardized. Console firms currently and continually appeal to this
pride. One salesperson at a major trade show called the brand they were representing "the French
word for yes," implying an ability of that console brand to allow engineers unlimited
customization. Another went on a long and exhaustive demonstration of exactly how customized
each fader bank and corresponding screen could be made for a stored profile created by an
engineer. Avid Venue designs have significantly increased the total number of rotary encoders
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on the surface along with custom function assignments for these knobs based on what features
the engineer calls up to control. In all the new designs, touchscreens dominate more and more.
Screens that can be touched grow, literally and figuratively, larger and larger in the interface.
Hard buttons and switches that performed single defined functions have slowly disappeared from
most consoles. Having discussed the changing functional aspects of loudspeakers and mixing
consoles, in two brief discussion sections I will utilize to theoretical frameworks, more
thoroughly explained in chapter 4, to analyze the empirical data I have presented.
ANALYSIS I: INTERFACE EFFECTS
Galloway (2012) posits interfaces as texts to be read for an ethic of practice. Concert
audio engineers practice a further and further attention to individual sources, and now further
attention to individual processes. This chapter posed two main components to the interface,
loudspeaker systems and mixing consoles. As both have become more industrialized, attention to
the speakers themselves through assembly, amplification, and rigging occupy less attention. The
hanging and alignment of weighty physical items became relatively automatic. The process of
managing data through more responsive and informative screens becomes a bigger draw on the
attention of concert audio engineers. Listening through the eyes now heartily competes with
listening around the ears.
Microphone choice allows some tailoring towards the characteristics of individual
sources. Analog consoles by their design created an ethic of flattening sources into signal subject
to a master regime of processing. The console itself, outboard processing, and equalization both
on the sources and on the mix became an industrially standard practice for the occupation.
Digital consoles allowed a further depth in managing signal once it was converted to data.
Concert audio engineer practice in digital consoles involved a deeper hermeneutical reading of
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signal management in real time while simultaneously listening for the sound through an
embodiment relation to the loudspeakers. As manufacturers provided an overall medium of
delivery in the loudspeaker that became more industrially transparent and less individually
idiosyncratic, digital consoles provided for a larger degree of tweaking in deeper input channels,
global processing and scene recall. The baseline for this tweaking is now no longer simply
soundcheck and the sensory memory of engineer craft, but also a stored archive of data and
interface customization that allows the engineers to represent themselves to themselves more
thoroughly in the act of labor.
The early interfaces and intrafaces of mixers and loudspeaker systems and the intrafaces
that create them were put together from what resources were available in a conscious process of
technical bricolage (Hebdige, 1979).74 For Galloway, the interface is a medium that does not
mediate, an unworkable problem where two materials meet but cannot be made one substance.
What the early arena concert engineers started in their custom interface are ways to process
electricity and now data in the reconstructed simulation of sound waves, not sound waves in
themselves. The interface hints at itself as it works to disappear itself. The interface according to
Galloway does not simply exist as screen or control panel. It is on one side the combination of
devices or code sequences that are intrafaced and yet not directly revealed to each other. Each
component does not need to be fully transparent to the other. No thing in itself in these systems
needs to know about any other thing in itself. Signal simply needs to pass through necessary
stages.
Early engineers did not need to completely know the things in themselves either. They
needed to find what things could be articulated in order to reconcile performers on stage to

74

As Hebdige interpreted the work of Claude Levi-Strauss.
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historically unprecedented audience numbers used to listening in specific ways over
loudspeakers. Early concert audio engineers serve as an interface point between sound as it
moves in air and the manipulation of sound as it mobilizes analogous representations. Early
concert engineers were craftsmen tinkerers and audience members simultaneously, seeing which
intrafaces and interfaces worked and which did not. These audio engineers integrated what
artifacts could help them achieve the interface they intended, yet inside each component are
potentially voice coils, cardboard, magnets, rotary potentiometers, switches, resistors, capacitors,
vacuum tubes, and inductors intrafaced by circuits and solder. Prior to even reaching the
engineer and what they can or cannot accomplish, sound must be rendered as electricity to be
mediated in the way we now understand sound. Console and speaker manufacturers are in the
business of interfacing human hearing and electrification.
As engineers realized what they could do with available electrical technologies,
manufacturers crystalized these early experiments into commodities that could be purchased
ready to operate quickly. The concert engineers also serve as the interface between audio firms
and a share of audience money. As the firms evolved to offer more complete solutions to concert
audio engineers, the occupation also evolved to become isomorphically stable across
practitioners. Demands of repeatability and consistency from both audience and occupation
required repeatable and consistent products in terms of speakers and consoles. The interface
offered by the major companies now producing loudspeaker systems and mixing consoles is
thoroughly industrialized and has been, largely, since the late 1970's. Companies trend towards
intrafacing more and more pieces into more and more singular solutions. These solutions become
more easily transportable and more easily moved across by engineers with analog consoles. The
customization further offered by industrialized concerns making digital consoles now cultivates a
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brand loyalty that analog consoles, by their mimetic isomorphism, largely obviated. An ethic
largely shaped by occupational mobility across an industrially unified interface may now be
turning towards a device brand loyalty not far off from the kind of loyalty choice one makes
between iPhone and Android smartphones.
ANALYSIS II: POSTPHENOMENOLOGY
Postphenomenology, in the terms of Verbeek (2005), can be summed thusly:
Human beings are what they are thanks to the ways in which they are present in their
world, and their world is what it is thanks to how it appears to them …Things - and in our
current culture especially technological artifacts - mediate how human beings are present
in their world and how the world is present to them; they shape both subjectivity and
objectivity (Verbeek, 2005, p. 235).
Concert audio engineers exert control over two technological interfaces, one shared and one
much more private. They are present in the world of the concert both as audience member and as
craftperson. The shift since the time of early PA systems and even the Beatles' moment at Shea
Stadium consists of a rebalance between these two ways of being in the world. In the earliest
phases procurement and setup of the loudspeaker systems loomed as the paramount concern.
Microphones were not quite so numerous, and the ability to control them on mixing devices
existed primarily in terms of pure level. Equalization per source, such as it was, existed as a
function of microphone choice and placement.
Embodiment relations, hermeneutic relations, and alterity relations can be used to analyze
the interface I have explored in this chapter. These relations form a continuum of engagement
with the world through technology. In embodiment relations to the world through technology,
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the mediating technology (eyeglasses for example) is not focally perceived unless it malfunctions
or causes a malfunction. In hermeneutic relations, the middle term of this continuum, the world
is in some way translated and represented by a technology (a thermometer for example). The
technology in this relation requires a low focus on itself from the human engaging it, but also
requires a kind of literacy in the representation offered (being able to read, and also attach
meaning to temperature readings from a thermometer). In alterity relations, a technology is
focused on by a human as technology, without close attention to a world behind it. Here the
technology is taken as an quasi-other (Ihde, 1990; Verbeek, 2005).
Early analog mixers can be analyzed somewhat between a hermeneutic and alterity
relation. While they do provide a representation of the world that certainly requires a specific
literacy (as per a hermeneutic relation), these early mixers also present themselves as technology,
as a technical item to be used and engaged with interactively on its own terms (as per an alterity
relation). They do not disappear into embodiment or context as with Heidegger's famous
hammer. Early audio engineers Frankensteined toolsets together. In their nascent occupation they
engaged with their tools specifically as technological challenges.
Early engineers presented themselves to the world in terms of system management. They
tried, with varying levels of success, to make audiences present to artists. With the early concert
speaker systems, concert audio engineers forwarded audio in the same spatially disjunctive way
that cinema sound systems and popular music over smaller loudspeaker systems had done before
them. This embodiment relation entailed an amplification of direct versus ambient sound,
fostering an intimacy that broke the traditional correlation between visual and aural distance.
Engineers worked to construct loudspeaker systems that could provide an intimacy learned by
the audience in other circumstances of listening. These systems as managed by early audio
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engineers worked to construct the artists on stage as intimate familiars, no matter the physical
distance to the stage nor the number of people in the audience. The very positioning of the
earliest CAE’s near the stage and amplifiers made them present as a member of the performance
contingent, there to help get the music from stage to audience. In the case of the Grateful Dead's
engineers as an example, they were forced to alternate in space between being helpful parts of
the stage ensemble and critical members of the audience.
Sound companies such as Clair Brothers worked to industrialize loudspeaker design,
making loudspeaker systems modular units scalable to coverage requirements of the venue and
tour. At the same time, analog mixing consoles became a more complex and involving
instrument of being present in the world and having the world of the concert presented to the
engineer. The extension and centralization of control in mixing consoles combined with the
ability to locate the front-of-house mix position in the audience as opposed to side of stage. This
repositioning shifts concert audio engineer engagement with loudspeakers into more of an
embodiment relation. In an embodiment relation, such as this, a phenomenon such as a concert
performance is magnified (or diminished) in a natural sense through technological means. In
other words, the performers are drawn closer to audience members, in a more sonically intimate
way, through technological system and practice.
More and more processing available at an input level in addition to a global level, over
each and every microphoned source on stage, allowed live concert audio engineers a role as a
critical audience member, a listener delegated with authority, as opposed to a strict helper of the
artist and manager of the speaker system. The very increase of console surface area and available
controls invited engineers to exercise further control over sound as opposed to focusing on the
assembly of a total system that would accurately mediate intimacy between performer and
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audience. The tools being marketed to engineers and tours changed; therefore, so did the way the
occupation of concert audio engineer could be present to the entire community of the arena
concert.
Speaker systems continued to be industrialized with the introduction of integrated line
array speaker systems. Through new applications of acoustic physics and computerized plotting
these systems largely, if not completely, abated the issue of consistency of sound throughout an
audience. The loudspeakers of the concert became much closer to providing the kind of
consistency audiences were exposed to in movie theaters and over headphones. These systems
and the ways in which they could be calibrated to each concert venue, their consistency across
space and time, allowed for engineers' craft to be consistently present in a much more unified
manner across the whole of the audience. In effect, through continual industrialization
loudspeaker system manufacturers have now largely minimized the variation in the embodiment
relation provided for both engineers and audience.
Digital consoles, the next technological change in the concert audio business, were not
necessarily required to provide quality mixes or better sound to the audience, at least not in any
way that would be definitively noticed among most patrons. As Verbeek points out (2005, p.
227), the commodity should be distinguished from the machinery through which the commodity
is provided. In this case the commodity of sound consumed by the audience does not functionally
depend on the specifics of the machinery that produces it. The combination of engineer and
console can take multiple forms and still deliver a commodity recognizable to the audience. The
production of digital consoles then provided concert audio engineers with a way to more deeply
engage in the machinery mainly for themselves, making it more personally efficienct to engineers
and cheaper to manufacture while still providing the required output commodity.
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Digital consoles did provide a manner of focal engagement with a technology, an alterity
and sense of play and ownership, that had disappeared somewhat with standardized large format
analog designs. While quality of sound between digital and analog consoles is subjectively
debatable, digital consoles did move along the spectrum of embodiment / hermeneutic / alterity
relations definitively away from embodiment. Concert audio engineers were always aware of
their controls and consoles, but the less they could do, the less engineers could focally engage
them. Digital consoles are too easy to get lost on to feel definitively embodied. The operator is
always aware of the console as console. Digital consoles however allow a deeper engagement
with the visual senses as well as the haptic. They allow user configuration and personalization
that analog consoles could not. And, finally, they now work along the same logic of screen
interaction that is becoming the standard interface with so many other technologies in all of our
lives.
All the new looking, however, is in service to a work of listening over loudspeakers. The
next chapter will move focus from the equipment itself to traditions of technical listening and
methods of sonic reproduction that converge to position the concert audio engineer at front-ofhouse.
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CHAPTER 3: HEARING AT A DISTANCE - THE WORK OF LISTENING IN THE
AGE OF TECHNOLOGICAL REPRODUCIBILITY

A lone figure takes a position facing a phalanx of musicians and their instruments. The
crowd waits for the show to begin. The musicians raise instruments into position. Then music
energizes the space, engulfing the crowd, the musicians, and the singular listener positioned to
organize this collective experience. The lone figure at the control surface looks down at his
(historically, almost always his) control surface and up to the musicians, back and forth, all the
while moving hands to bring up one voice while easing off others. His attention is shifted among
components while never taken away from the whole. The figure's body moves predictively,
indicating where the music needs to go and turning their body to coax it there. Instrument
voicings swell and shrink, grow shrill or full, start and end notes cleanly or languidly. The body
situated at the center of the assembled equipment governs this performance as a rider does a
horse. The person holding reins and spurs drives a collection of muscles producing energy
towards collective purpose. This sonic achievement, crafted technically, produces an experience
no less than marvelous in its ability to move a mass of people to a kind of shared sublime. The
singular craftsperson I speak of is a symphony concert conductor. In Western music, directors of
musical ensembles can be traced back as far as 709 BC (Bowen, 2003, p. 94) and most likely
existed before this. In essence, all of these cultural intermediary positions have involved
someone taking control of a group of musicians through a technically agreed upon protocol. The
person who governs this assembled corpus depends on a method of mediation and reproduction
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to move the medium, whatever it is, between originator and listener. Conductors and musicians
both perform cultural intermediary labor through expertise in moving musical performance
through space, whether with baton and score or with console and loudspeaker.
A working definition of cultural intermediaries is those workers who add value to cultural
products through technologies of mediation and who are ascribed expertise in specific cultural
matters (Matthews & Maguire, 2014).75 No less than conductors, audio engineers perform as
intermediaries who enact an authoritative management that combines and refines sonorities. The
intermediary cultural work of conductors and engineers adds value to the primary work of
musicians performing live before an audience. Music can, with more and more refinement, be
conformed to an ideal, and even listeners who are not musicians have always been able to exert
some control over what they hear. Listening without playing, without singing, and yet directing
music is still a somewhat creative practice. The modern listener who applies a "pop" EQ to their
algorithmically refined Spotify stream in the car applies a certain frame to a standing reserve of
musical content. But intermediaries such as the conductor and the CAE do something different,
something more. They stand as a representative listener in concert settings. Conductors and
engineers simultaneously consume and actively contribute to the production of the musical text
consumed by everyone present. The work of these intermediaries is quite literally consumption
informing production, a technical finishing stage readying musical performance for wider
distribution. Cultural intermediaries such as conductors and engineers, as well as other
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While the definition of cultural intermediaries is the subject of wide debate, I base my use of the term on a
introductory definition by Maguire and Matthews: "First, cultural intermediaries are market actors who construct
value by mediating how goods (or services, practices, people) are perceived and engaged with by others (end
consumers, and other market actors including cultural intermediaries)…Second, cultural intermediaries must also be
defined by their expert orientation and market context. In the struggle to influence others' perceptions and
attachments, cultural intermediaries are defined by their claims to professional expertise in taste and value within
specific fields (and the foundations on which such claims rest) (Matthews & Maguire, 2014, p. 2)."
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occupational listeners, add value to cultural product by technologically shaping music towards an
aesthetic ideal.
The first two chapters documented how CAE’s and manufacturing firms created and
refined technological systems to deliver music to larger and larger numbers of people
simultaneously in larger and larger spaces. This chapter contextualizes CAE labor within the
broader history of listening. In the concert, authority over the final musical product transfers
from the artists to listeners designated with authority, situated further and further from the stage.
These intermediaries' main job is not to directly make music but to listen and direct it as
appropriate for its desired mode of production and reproduction. The concert does not need to be
what it is. There is no reason why a human needs to stand as interface between musicians and
audience: a stock system of microphone, cable, amplification and loudspeakers could be set up to
operate without a continually working human engineer. As shown in the previous chapter, the
Wall of Sound largely worked in this fashion. Nonetheless, concert audio engineering is now a
standard feature of arena and stadium level concerts. These professionalized listeners largely
control what is heard by performers as well as by audiences.
Chapter 2 narrated the industrialization of concert sound by describing the histories of
two primary technologies: the loudspeaker and the mixing console. Of the two, the mixing
console is largely restricted to use by professionals in the studio as well as at concerts.
Conversely, the loudspeaker developed into one of the most common audio technologies across
the wired world. The loudspeaker now sits as the way most people in the modern world hear any
cultural text involving sound. This chapter describes the current live concert as one particular
articulation of this historical trajectory of listening to loudspeakers. The ongoing electrification
of culture was applied to concert sound in much the same way as it was applied to sound in the
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telephone, recordings and radio. Electrification of audio created a means by which, with active
technical intervention, sonic distance could be compressed and desired timbre achieved. Material
infrastructure enabling mass listening does not, however, begin with electricity. Buildings were
specifically designed to enhance listening long before loudspeakers. Orchestral works depended
on institutionalizing organizational protocols of grouping and directing musicians. As technical
conditions improved for larger and larger spectacles of collective listening, the practices of
intermediary listening grew accordingly. In the case of concert audio engineers, the loudspeaker
systems and control interfaces described in chapter 2 created the newest means through which
intermediary listeners exerted control over final musical products.
This chapter will trace two historical and material progressions that culminated in the
concert audio engineer and sound system. The first concerns listening practices. Through recent
cultural history certain listening practices become a matter of getting closer to targeted sources
and assembling these in a conscious, intentional way to the exclusion of extraneous sounds. This
chapter will look at various instances of intermediary listening leading up to current concert
audio engineer listening practices. Sections detailing these listening practices will detail:
•

The playing of instruments

•

Orchestral conducting

•

Occupations requiring sonic expertise such as telegraph operation and physician
auscultation.

•

Recording engineering.
The second progression in this chapter concerns technologies of sonic reproduction that

work to fill large communal spaces. Buildings themselves have historically been engineered to
allow acoustic propagation. Notation and sheet music provided a way to unite the playing of
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large groups of musicians, amateur home musicians, and to distribute relatively consistent
performance across space and time. More recently the manufacture and distribution of
loudspeaker systems, regardless of specific playback media, allowed standardized sonic texts to
be reproduced in almost any kind of public and private space imaginable. The second half of this
chapter will discuss:
•

Concert space design

•

The fixing of music to transportable media

•

The increasing ubiquity of the loudspeaker

•

The transcendence of specific time and space through tympanic reproduction
systems.

The arena concert is not simply a sui generis invention of audio engineers, the
manufacturers that supply them, or of the cultural industries. Practices and technologies of
listening that are embodied in the current live concert have deeper historical roots than are
initially apparent. If I am to answer Williams' call regarding analysis of practices and the
conditions of those practices, then making reasoned claims as to where technological practices
and their contexts in the cultural industries possibly originate seems a proper analytical method
in trying to assess where particular cultural labors come from, where they are, and where they
may be going. The specific goal of this dissertation is to explore the relationship between concert
audio engineers and their technology. Answering Raymond Williams’ call (1980, p. 47),
understanding the history of practice and technology informing that relationship will serve to
broaden the contextual understanding of how concert audio engineers do what they do. The
previous chapter explained how listening through loudspeakers and active shaping of that
listening through mixing consoles was industrialized. This chapter shows how a context for the
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ideation and materialization of the concert industry was created by past practices and cultural
conditions of those practices.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK: ARTICULATION AND ASSEMBLAGE
For Slack and Wise, culture is by definition technological (2015, p. 9). To study
technology they advocate an approach combining the Deleuze/Guattari-inspired concept of
assemblage and the Hall-inspired concept of articulation. This approach assumes several things:
The first, that "technologies are not autonomous, that they are integrally connected to the context
within which they are developed and used." The second: "culture is made up of such
connections." The third: "Technologies arise within these connections as part of them and as
effective within them (2015, p. 152).” Slack and Wise's concept of assemblage also employs
Stuart Hall's concept of contingent articulation between elements with no necessary
correspondence. Articulation forms the primary method by which assemblages are formed,
deformed, and reformed. As Grossberg states, "articulation is the production of identity on top of
difference, of unities out of fragments, of structures across practices (1992, p. 54)." Starting from
these premises, Slack and Wise posit that any assemblage is comprised of elements - discursive,
material, and embodied – that when articulated together exhibit "some tenacity and effectivity
(2005 p. 129)" and stake a territory of some kind. This dissertation has largely traced the
articulation between elements new and old into a new assemblage, the arena concert audio
system.
Just as articulations are contingent in creation, they are rarely permanent in duration.
Some exhibit stronger bonds than others, and some are more vulnerable to changing contextual
conditions than others. Once made, articulations require maintained practice to keep them intact
as the context around them inevitably shifts, however quickly or slowly. All technological
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assemblages share a rough schematic of articulated features: human or humans, material
artifact(s), embodied practice(s) coordinating thought and movement, all oriented towards a
desired outcome once articulated. Different articulations of these abstract things, in different
proportions with different sizes of territory and powers to effect and affect, make up any
technological assemblage.
The large concert audio system stakes a territory and provides a literally amplified
effectivity. Over the fifty-year history of arena concert sound, the technology has been
rearticulated into a standardized assemblage. In the conceptual vocabulary of Deleuze and
Guattari, this assemblage territorializes more and more to effect and affect more and more.
Concert audio engineers and live concerts can also be thought as a central part of a technological
assemblage arising from cultural desire. The desire for a close proximity to musical objects
combined with a competitive drive for profitability through ever larger audiences creates in the
postmodern arena concert the conditions of a relation, one that draws bodies together to satisfy
these wants. As seen in the previous chapter, a listener with technical training represents the
audience, providing through a technological system sonic proximity to an artistic performance.
Various business concerns proffer an assembly of electroacoustic ears in the form of
microphones and direct boxes. These devices channel components of a musical performance to a
control surface that the engineer both shapes and is shaped by. The voice of loudspeaker systems
provide the effective means through which the intentions of the engineers, audience, artists and
the concert industry becomes realized. The engineers in this theorization are non-privileged
human elements in a larger assemblage, articulating both their bodies and practices to other
bodies and interfaces as the assemblage of the musical concert. Desires of CAE’s, craftspeople
within the industry, articulate here as well. As Sterne intimates (2003), engineers and the
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designer/manufacturers of their equipment desire for the system to work as well as possible. As
evident in my survey of engineers and my own observations and experience, continual
refinement in both equipment and practice in the industry attests to this.
A map of what is articulated to make the modern concert has been drawn in the preceding
chapters. In this chapter, I demonstrate how an evolving mode of technical listening coincides
with an evolving mode of reproduction in the loudspeaker enacted in a particular way where
concert audio engineer and equipment interface. Thinking the entry point historically as an
assemblage of evolving articulations allows for a directed approach to the historical development
of equipment by innovators and manufacturers as the obvious immediate context of the concert
audio engineer. Theorizing the concert engineer’s interface as articulation and assemblage also
allows for a more aware framing of interview responses and participant observation. However,
while this theorization can inform interviews and participant observation, it cannot substitute for
them. The ultimate point of my account of concert audio engineering is not full understanding of
the context or conjuncture; rather, it is understanding how that context is ultimately lived and
how that context as lived can be changed, hence my choice to begin this dissertation with a
phenomenologically inspired account (even if that method and its results are not strict
phenomenology). The greatest value in these two theoretical movements as methods comes in
being able to scale up lived experience to the kind of macro structures most often described in
literatures of political economy of communication and the cultural industries.
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PRICK UP YOUR EARS: PRACTICES OF LISTENING
Instrumental Logic: Listening to Instruments While Playing
Individual musicians and concert audio engineers share common steps of practice: you
listen, and change control parameters, listen, and change control parameters. The oscillation
between these states may go back and forth so fast that they seem ultimately simultaneous, but
they are there. With the advent of electrified instruments, musicians acquired a new way to
further the dialog between listening ear and physical manipulation. Electronic instruments
convert physical musical performance into a voltage waveform that is analogous to an acoustical
waveform. The voltage waveform can then be altered by varying the effects of electrical
components through which it passes. For example, guitar amplifier settings became just as
important a shaper of tone as fingers and instrument (Waksman, 1999). In addition to
amplification and its alterable parameters, guitar players in particular incorporated footpedals
into their signal path. These footpedals and the effect they have on an electric signal can be both
totally switched in and out and also continuously varied with other functional knobs and
switches. Distortion, pitch shifting, and delay/echo are just some examples of ways in which the
frequency and amplitude relationships so long controlled by physical technique now could be
manipulated electronically as well. The practice of altering signals with individual effects units
also became normal practice for audio engineers, both in recording studios and at live shows.
The parallel between musicians and engineers demonstrates electronic signal processing as a
practice articulating to multiple kinds of musical construction. Like musicians, audio engineers
perform self-actualized listening through moment-to-moment alterations in the shaping devices
one has at one's disposal.
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In the case of synthesizers, manipulation of electronic samples, wave generators, shaping
filters and oscillators gives synthesizers whether analog or digital a large aspect of their appeal.
Synthesizers do not free performers from having to physically manipulate an interface. Musical
artifacts structure physical practice in whatever form they take. The vast majority of synthesizer
control surfaces are facsimiles of piano keyboards. Similarly, drum machines and samplers that
function as directly playable instruments still require a physical strike of a surface, whether that
is a keyboard, set of pads or mock drum kit that contains triggers. Theberge (1997, p. 4; 2004)
makes a useful distinction in observing that where traditional instrumental practice generates an
ephemeral sound unique to the moment, synthesis and sampling reproduce stored electronic
representations or repeatable electronic wave generations. The listening involved in synthesizer
performance involves a level of devotion to the "original" performance and a search for it, as
much as it involves novelty and innovation. As with synthesis, concert audio engineers work a
musical technology that similarly tries to reproduce a sound as well as electronically transform it
through variable parameters.
Musical practices that employ electronic storage and reproduction as a material part of
practice may move a performance beyond its spatiotemporal origin (Seaver, 2010). The use of
equipment and practices capable of recalling earlier performance, whether it be instrument
technique or technologies of guided representation and re-performance, such as electronic
memory or sheet music, or even the control of radio or recording playback devices all entail a
continuous practice of listening for adherence to a sonic ideal and adjusting one’s instrument
accordingly. Ideal forms as fixed representations in sheet music, samples, and parameter presets
structure more and more musical performance and listening among both primary and
intermediary musical practitioners. Having electronic control over the reproduction of that ideal
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gives a broader class of musical practitioner-as-listener a new authority over how music sounds
when reproduced. While concert audio engineers obviously exercise electronic control, listener
authority over individual musical sources exhibits older roots
The Third Ear Materialized: Authority’s Journey from Stage Conducting to Front of
House Engineering.
The idea and practice of a single listener attempting to control the reproduction and
representation of a musical text and performance can be traced back to the first choral conductors
of Christian churches (Bowen, 2003). Conductor authority over musical interpretation in large
concerts prefigures the concert audio engineer of today. The conductor stands with a score in
front of them, whether their own creation or a score they studied with diligent professional
training. The conductor mobilizes their interpretive literacy against the unruly impulses of
individual musicians. Conductors use physical movement of the body and verbal direction to
hew a social organization of performance closer to an ideal compiled from the score and parts,
the conductor’s memories of this and other works performed, and perhaps recordings of this
piece and others. The conductor also internally compares (Schuller, 1997) what they are listening
to in the moment against what they are listening for: One forte string passage should sound
similar to another forte string passage, for example.
What starts to be seen in the conducted instrumental concerts of late 18th century
(Bowen, 2003; Seaman, 2013, pp. 155-199} is a triumvirate structure of musical authority in the
large scale concert: score, conductor, musicians. The score is a fixed representation of music
written and distributed by the composer (and sometimes additional arrangers) and broken out
into individual instrument parts. Parts are distributed to the musicians for coordinated
instrumental playing. The score becomes the authoritative data to be referenced, but it is the
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conductor whose hermeneutic faculties are brought to bear on translating this text into the
recursive cycle of direction, listening, direction, listening. Conducting as practice reduces the gap
between what the conductor (and by extension the composer) hear in their head reading (and
possibly writing) the score and what they hear in their ears when directing performances.
The nineteenth century into the twentieth saw many composers conducting performances
of music that they themselves had composed. Mendelssohn, Beethoven, Berlioz, Brahms, Liszt,
Wagner,

Mahler,

all

conducted

their

own

work

with

large

orchestras.

These

composer/conductors, who would conduct a local orchestra for periodic residencies in addition to
or instead of their own permanent residencies, served as the rock stars of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century. As Lebrecht (1991) writes, these conductors provided not only enjoyable
music but a tangible fantasy of power over the musical apparatus, and by extension the audience.
The score and the parts derived from it still form the authoritative text whose
interpretation is directed, not dominated, by the conductor. While a conductor who is also the
composer of the work conducted possesses a more legitimate claim on understanding what the
composer intended, this is simply a greater authoritative claim over interpretation of a fixed text,
not a throwing away of the text altogether. The notion of an authority figure mounting a podium
of some kind to deliver ritual interpretation of a master text obviously is not without precedent.
Paralleling many religious rituals, the conductor serves as a new clergy reading sacred texts
illegible for most of the lay audience (Schulze, 2013).
Musicians retain some agency in orchestral performances. In the breakout of scores to
parts and the stage configuration of the orchestra as such, interpretation of a text is delegated to
each individual orchestra member, and this is somewhat hierarchical: all instrument sections
consisting of more than one player have a first chair that supervises the interpretation of that
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section's part. Several accounts (Service, 2012; Lebrecht, 1991) exist of concertmasters often at
loggerheads with their conductors on their own behalf or on behalf of the orchestra. Soloists,
already competing directly with the conductor for the visual attention of the audience also often
disagreed on the proper interpretation of scores, often in angry outbursts in front of other
musicians (and occasionally even patrons). While authority and star power increasingly inhered
in orchestral conductors over the early modern orchestra concert to now, the role still finds the
conductor in the constant tension of being an intermediary managing other intermediaries. All
the while, conductors try to ground themselves against the rest of their profession in accepted
professional norms of interpretation, conducting, and musical aesthetics. Audio engineers sail in
a similarly leaky boat.
The conductor must also direct interpretation towards the imagined experience of the
audience even though they are separated in space from the average audience listening position.
This passage from Schuller specifies a kind of audile technique (Sterne, 2003), a "third ear" of
the conductor that almost prefigures the current role of the concert audio engineer:
I like to think of that listening ear as the 'third ear,' an ear which 'sits' well outside the
conductor's body and listens not only to the totality of what the orchestra is producing but
also to the effect the conductor's conducting is having on that orchestra and on the music.
It is therefore a highly critical, a highly discriminating ear; it is a regulatory ear. But it
must also be a self-regulatory ear. It must be as much directed at one's self (the
conductor) as at the orchestra. Thus the 'third ear' is an ear which, [sic] critically assesses
whether how and what someone is conducting corresponds in fact to what is intended by
the composer in his score… all the 'excellent ears' in the world are irrelevant if those ears
do not know what it is they should be hearing. In point of fact, one's ears are useless
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equipment if one's mind, the musical intelligence, does not inform the ears what to hear,
what to be listening for (Schuller, 1997, p. 17).

Here two things merit emphasis. First, a goal of externalizing one's listening position, bracketing
one’s own direct proximity to the orchestra in trying to hear what the audience will hear and how
one’s exercise of conducting technique is affecting that hearing. Second, the idea that there is in
fact an ideal that can be conformed to by technique. The ideal, in this case the intention of the
composer, should be apparent with proper study and sensory discipline on the part of the
conductor. For concert audio engineers, analogous study and sensory discipline provides the
expertise that allows concerts identification with specific recordings and broader genres
A conductor listens closely to the musicians, but in a single spatial position. Through
proximity and expertise conductors are able to hear subtle individual sonic burrs that collectively
deviate from the score as written. Conductors create an intermediated experience for the
audience, but it is one conductors themselves cannot hear in the same way, hence Schuller’s
imagining of the third ear. Concert audio engineers stand where that third ear would be, and
therefore create sonic data that they and the audience hear together in much more contiguous and
unified sonic space and time. At the same time, through electronics, concert audio engineers can
now press a button and isolate individual source microphones either over the loudspeakers or
more conventionally over headphones at the console. The spatial location of the engineer
matches the ideal of the conductor’s third ear, but unlike conductors that ear can also be put
within perceptual inches of a snare drum head, guitar amplifier, or lead vocalist.
Physical parallels between conducting and concert audio engineering practice are
apparent. Much in the way the concert orchestra is physically organized within the conductor’s
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field of vision and the tool of the score is within direct reach, the concert audio engineer can see
the performers and touch the console that governs the musicians’ relative volume and timbre.
Conductors and engineers physically reach for the musical sections they wish to augment or
diminish. Both invoke particular gestures and speak the language of their particular machines to
effect timbre changes. Both do this referencing an expertise in both a present text and a body of
texts setting technical aesthetic standards for what this concert and any concert should sound
like. Historical parallels can also be seen through church music choral conductors and/or
organists, and in more recent popular forms such as big band leaders (Duke Ellington, Glenn
Miller) and also Rhythm and Blues band leaders (Ike Turner). Conductors and engineers both
effect change of the performance while listening. They simultaneously imagine how the audience
is hearing that change of a live musical performance.
Whereas the score and distributed parts functioned as an organizational communication
technology before, now microphones and wires to console serve as the organizational technology
now. In both cases, conductors and engineers reconcile what they hear with what they read on
the surface in front of them. While audience and technician are both literate in the hearing of
music, only cultural technicians such as conductors and CAE’s are employed to reconcile
aesthetic listening experience continually against ideal texts and performances, visual symbolic
data, and audience expectations. What is read off the control surface in both cases must be
distinguished however. In the score, the conductor can read artistic intent of the composer
against what they hear. With analog mixing consoles and related equipment all that CAE’s could
read was the affective state of the system and dynamic level of input and output on meters. With
digital consoles and equipment, there now exists a text within consoles that also records intent.
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That intent is the engineers’, not the performers’ or composers’. With every scene or parameter
recall, that intent of the engineer is re-performed.
Along with scores and recall settings, the primary media texts that have come to
externally influence both classical and popular concerts are musical recordings. The nineteenth
century conductor could read composer intent, talk to a composer, remember prior performances
of a work. But there was no sonic record of a prior performance to play back and live up to.
Mark Katz calls any effect recording technology has on the performance of music by musicians a
phonograph effect. In both classical and popular music one of the most pervasive phonograph
effects was recordings of works giving a sonic ideal for performances. In Katz’s words “concerts
must therefore live up to recordings (2010, p. 31).” The engineers I spoke to repeatedly stressed
that a live performance cannot sound exactly like a record. I know this to be true through
experience as well. But Howard Page of Clair put it best when he described engineer adherence
to the text as working to establish an identification with records and a fulfillment of audience
expectation of that identification.
Without originating musical sounds in a traditional sense, listening and physically
performing to hear and create a musical text becomes a primary mode of musical consumption
but also a secondary stage of musical production. Makers of home playback equipment
forwarded this newly generative role of listeners in the sales of radio and gramophones
(Wurtzler, 2007, Chapter 3). External interpretation and control of this kind over musicians
became a mediation that decenters the social interaction between musicians as the generative
authority over music, and centers the primacy of audience experience as the end goal of concern.
Conductors and subsequently audio engineers came to be cultural intermediaries positioned as
frontline listeners, using a trained mode of listening in concert with a technical means of
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production. Both of the technological arrangements, classical conducted orchestras and arena
concert audio systems, served to create more uniform musical performances distributed to larger
simultaneous crowds and more numerous spaces than was previously possible.
The externalizing of transmission, musical memory and authority are not lost, but rather
remediated in the form of the large concert today. The score is the console, the conductor is the
engineer, and soloist/concertmaster is the lead vocalist. One central difference regards the
conductor’s positioning as performer visually together with musicians, explicitly performaing
control over them. Concert audio engineers, offstage and out of sight, now literally embody the
third ear that conductors needed to imagine filtering their own experience through. The
movement offstage of the engineer/conductor/interpreter role centers attention, visual and aural,
onto the stars of the show. The interpreter of the master text becomes another part of the
apparatus unseen (Benjamin, 2001), but certainly heard. The engineer is no less responsible than
the conductor for the outcome of the concert, but performs this labor of interpretation and
conformance without visual assignment of responsibility. Whereas conductors often eclipsed
performers and even soloists as stars of a concert, only the exceptionally aware audience member
takes note of the concert audio engineer.

Skull-Sized Kingdoms: Headphones and Occupational Listening
The engineer, on average one hundred feet out from the stage, is positioned as an
audience member in the space of the concert. The microphones and direct injection boxes that
populate the stage like so many little electromagnetic ears focus on particular stage sources:
guitars, keyboards, snare drum, voices. This technologically extended sense of hearing (Ihde,
1990, pp. 39-40; McLuhan, 1964; Steinert, 2015) extends onto the stage through hundreds of feet
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of collective microphone cable. Although no engineer would call it this, they practice audile
technique (Sterne, 2003). Sterne suggests this as a learned orientation towards listening, a
targeted listening to and for a specific ideal as opposed to an omnidirectional and indiscriminate
hearing. Much as the physicians and telegraph operators that Sterne describes, concert audio
engineers use sound reproduction technology to magnify and diminish sources and to selectively
listen.
Sterne's observations on close listening through headphones by such occupations as
doctors and telegraph operators can still be seen in CAEs’ practice of soloing a source to make
sure it is present and sounding the way the engineer wants it to. Consoles enable this by
providing a button per input channel whereby when hit the button cuts all sources, save that of
the channel in question, feeding console headphones and potentially the loudspeakers. This
isolation serves much as auscultation of the lungs or heart by physicians to provide a direct line
to the information of concern, be it voice or guitar or keyboard. Not only does this practice
enable CAE’s to listen for presence of signal; it also helps them seek maximum signal to noise
ratio, or maximum isolation of the source from other sources. Once accomplished, much like
Sterne's telegraph operators, through physical manipulation of gear concert audio engineers
translate the information sought as a result of technical embodied training (Barley, 1996).
Engineers translate listened-for data into coherent representation through loudspeakers, which
themselves are in principle just larger more complicated headphones.
In the case of Sterne's doctors, even to this day the presence of the stethoscope signifies
an authority to listen and diagnose (nurses, for example, do not wear stethoscopes). In the case of
audio engineers, their physical location at the console does imply a certain level of authority over
what comes out of the loudspeakers, but not ultimate authority. Ultimate authority still resides
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above the engineer, in such personnel as the tour production manager, concert promoter, and in
many but not all cases the performing artists themselves. As in Barley's work on the authority
relations around technologies central to a workplace (Barley, 1986, 1990; Barley & Kunda,
2006), each tour is its own idiosyncratic set of social relations, hierarchy, and control performed
around and through technology. As with others practicing audile technique, engineers may
largely listen towards an ideal sonic text, but that ideal may not be purely their own.
Recording Comes Alive! Shared Practices Between Recording and Live Engineers
As a senior in the University of Southern California's Music Recording program, I
anxiously awaited my first summer of professional employment. Looking to hedge my bets and
up my skills to facilitate working in the Chautauqua, NY Amphitheater for the summer (where I
still work to this day), I asked my professor if he knew about any live sound internships. He told
me that B. B. King's Blues Club in Universal CityWalk was looking for a live sound intern. The
head sound engineer was a rather volatile old rock and roller, which added to the nervousness
pervading my first internship moments. However, one comforting thing was the gear. Mic stands
worked the same, microphones were the same models, mic cable coiled the same way, and the
console, while not identical, presented itself as a cousin of the USC studio recording console I
had been learning for two years. The first time my boss showed up too late to get the show
started, terror and enthusiasm mixed in a cocktail mellowed by my comforting familiarity with
the equipment. In a concert space rather than a studio, I was still able to package sound sources
through mics, cable, and console into an amplifier with speakers attached. The show went on
fine, my boss walked in surprise and smiled at his apprentice, and another young engineer had
been started on his way.
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The tools and techniques of concert audio engineers remain isomorphic with that of
recording engineers, both in specific genres and in the corpus of popular music in general.76
Concert audio engineers, to an extent, look to recording engineers, their practices, and their
technology for legitimation in their own work. Similarly, live sound manufacturing companies
draw on designs from companies that make recording gear. In some cases live and recording gear
companies are owned by the same parent organization, such as Harman, or a single company will
make gear for both live and recording sectors, such as Yamaha. As discussed in the previous
chapter, console designs and functions, such as soloing, channel equalization, and faders
preceded the live engineer market in the recording engineer market.
During the postwar era the fixing of performance on media such as records created an
elevated sense of legitimacy for many musical artists. The profitability of pop music drove
innovation in audio production gear at such companies as EMI, prior to the technological
evolution of the live concert industry. It follows that any professional practice translating the
authority of recorded work to the live performance would derive legitimacy from the practices
originating in the recording studio, and it is no accident that consoles at concerts were eventually
laid out in similar fashion to those in recording studios. This largely shared layout prescribes
similar physical movement of labor between recording and concert audio engineers, creating a
shared practical literacy and mutually reinforcing air of occupational legitimacy between the
two.
Bennett’s concept of recording consciousness explains the specifics of this mutually
transferred legitimacy well, and is worth quoting at length:
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See chapter 2, pages 113-121.
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…neither the existence of the studio environment nor the existence of its audible product
are as important as the existence of the mutations of musical imagination it makes
possible.
I will refer to that imagining process as the recording consciousness. By this term I mean
not only to convey a connotative connection with the recording studio’s sound control
environment, but a denotative description of the workings of such a consciousness. The
recording consciousness, by virtue of exposure to recordings, allows people, as a purely
mental activity, to multi-track, alter dynamics, achieve reverberation and delay effects,
equalize according to frequency, and manipulate signal-to-noise ratios, and to sequence,
splice, and edit their musical ideas. Perhaps these abilities have been the essentials of any
musician’s consciousness at any point in time. However, the ways in which that
consciousness is now developed,…are directly and explicitly related to recently invented
magnetic and electronic devices (Bennett, 1980, pp. 128-129, original emphasis).
I build on this concept by observing that not only musicians but concert audio engineers
exhibit recording consciousness. Recording consciousness becomes a way of constantly thinking
musical wholes down to a summation of alterable parameters and back again. What an engineer
is able to do in reinforcing a concert through the systems and artifacts available to them is largely
due to the material grounding of recording consciousness in devices originating in the recording
sector and now available in the live sector. Recording consciousness is not only materialized in
devices but also practices prescribed by these devices. The consciousness of how one even
constitutes themselves as an engineer, concert or recording, requires thinking through what your
equipment can do to raw musical material, how the ensemble of devices developed for recording
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(and broadcast) can bend the music to one’s imaginative will. Audile technique, in the case of
studio and concert audio engineers, is predicated largely on this recording consciousness.
While no concert audio engineer would immediately profess to be influenced by the
audile technique of doctors and telegraph operators, in my interviews they certainly acknowledge
being influenced by the recording engineers that render guiding texts shaping the expectations of
concertgoers (Auslander, 2008; Frith, 1996; Katz, 2010). The difference here regards the
material ends of listening. For studio engineers the rejection of noise is built into the material
construction of the room (Schmidt-Horning, 2013; Thompson, 2002). In the concert arena
headphones provide material isolation from both the audience and loudspeaker array. The ability
to solo and build from the component sources owes its ability to not only recording protocol and
practice, but the solo function built into the recording console and transferred as an isomorphic
function to the world of the concert through largely similar live concert mixing consoles.
Recording and live monitor engineers also practice headphone/personal mixing of
isolated and variable elements for musicians themselves. In both recording and live sound,
monitor or cue mixing involves creating individual mixes for individual musicians or musician
sections so they may hear themselves and other musicians as captured by microphones and direct
boxes. Monitor mixing can be done from front of house console auxiliary sends, but a near-stage
monitor engineer position is preferable. Monitor engineers (who often move on to front of house
engineer positions) must internalize the listening demands of individual musicians, learning
through long hours how the vocal direction from a musician over the content and timbre of their
mix translates into the final sonic product of the mix. Directions are given and heard, controls are
adjusted, that musician's mix is carefully listened to, and the process repeats until the musicians
are adequately satisfied. This takes patience and empathy at both ends of the process. Santana, in
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what may be an occupational folktale, would direct monitor engineers through color analogies,
saying a mix for example sounded too green and needed to sound more blue. That engineer
would need to train their listening to be the bridge between color metaphors and technical
parameters.
Engineers in both recording and live sectors learn to supervise different simultaneous
mixes for different purposes. They must listen not just as a generic audience but often as specific
artists and even as devices such as reverbs, both of which are sent specific auxiliary mixes apart
from the main mix. Engineers in both sectors choose microphones and signal processing to
create a somewhat personally specific system of mediation, but recording engineers temporally
end the process with authorship of a fixed text. For recording engineers, the system largely
remains stable. For the touring concert audio engineer, the end goal is the constant reconstruction
of the system to generate consistent sonic experience.
When a final recorded studio mix comes to a mastering engineer, they do not concern
themselves with overall relation of one instrumental part to another, or other production aesthetic
choices (Nardi, 2014, p. 14). Mastering engineers are concerned with the translation of the
overall mix to final loudspeaker systems. Mastering engineers work on a given whole of relative
instrument volume, the final mix master. They divide that whole for their own labor into
frequency bands and musical sections such as verse and chorus. Here mastering engineering
largely parallels the first step of concert engineer labor, that of optimizing the overall sound
system to the venue one finds themselves in that day.
Just as with auxiliary mixes among recording and concert audio engineers, all technical
manipulation by mastering engineers stems from the occupation-wide attempt to "listen as other
people (Nardi, 2014, p. 16)." Mastering engineers often print test masters for listening on various
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media systems and environmental settings, as well as simply imagining through acquired
experience and tacit knowledge (Schmidt-Horning, 2004, 2013) how what they are hearing
through their main speakers will translate into certain listening positions. Similarly, as mentioned
in the discussion of system tuning in chapter 1, concert audio engineers will often walk around to
various seat positions during soundcheck, or station several identical microphones in various
positions to get a reading of how various seats hear differently. In sampling their given space in
these ways, concert audio engineers exhibit an isomorphism with their recording and mastering
counterparts. All three always operate not only according to established protocols, but also with
consideration of how audience members want to and will hear music. As with the earlier
conducting concept of the third ear, this of course can be thought of as a constant musical
concern in even pre-electronic musical performance, now articulated to the recording
consciousness and practices of electronic technicians: if there will be an audience, how do I want
them to hear me/you/us? In terms of isomorphic relation, both mastering and concert audio
engineers work to compensate for the overall idiosyncrasies of the media they work through.
However, concert audio engineers are responsible for original mixing and for the translation of
the whole, in effect doing the job of recording and mastering engineers with the added pressure
of live performance. Yet as the next section describes, with each parameter engineers set, these
engineer responsibilities are delegated to a device.
What Does This Knob Do? Signal Processing and Delegation
For every adjustment a concert audio engineer makes at any one time, hundreds of other
parameters remain in place, each passing signal with or without alteration. From microphones
onstage to console input channels and output processing, every single device is in Latourian
terms delegated a particular role in the overall system. Every adjustable parameter is delegated a
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task in processing audio sources into final mix outputs (Johnson, 1988). Through their interface
the concert audio engineer controls these delegates, but the intrafacing of these delegates and
their work together is how this system organizes itself for sonic effect.
Most audio system parameters effectively do one of the following things:
•

Raise or lower some aspect or all aspects of a signal gain. These parameters
include faders and knobs determining volume level to various outputs, mute
buttons/switches, equalization, and gain reduction devices such as compressors,
noise gates, and de-essers.

•

Set a time between signal repeats (delay, echo, reverberation).

•

Dictate a number of signal repeats (delay, echo, reverberation).

Of these three functions, the vast majority of audio system control parameters are of the
first type, some way or another gain controls. Don Ihde's work (1990, 2007) brings to light an
underlying modernist urge that may serve as a determinant force as to why technologies are
shaped the way they currently are. The urge is to not miss anything. All technologies shift our
involvement in the world by maximizing certain elements and minimizing others as the world
offers these elements to our experience. Musical devices allow amplification of that which lies
beneath noise to be brought forth as audible. The human urge behind this, to not miss that which
is important and leave behind that which is, can be read from the simplest acoustic horn to the
most complicated wireless microphone PA system. Technologies gained exponential power to
meet this human urge with the development of scientific instruments following the
Enlightenment: the stethoscopes of the doctors Sterne (Sterne, 2003) mentions are closely related
to the microscopes of any pathologist or the telescope of any astronomer (Crary, 1990). Audio
tools of amplification/attenuation articulate in technical purpose and attendant practice to the
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listening done by concert audio engineers, musicians, and the audience. Concert audio
technology allows a magnification of the artist, a delegated way of moving closer to the sonic
object of desire commodified and electronically distributed.
The simple presence of stage volume itself, or the sound that emanates from stage to a
specific listening position without the aid of amplification, necessitates a practice of
reinforcement as opposed to raw creation. Many a time the concert audio engineer could benefit,
in their subjective judgment, from being able to reduce the sound of a snare drum or guitar amp
relative to the rest of a band. Yet this cannot be directly done at the interface with console or
gear. While certain occupational tactics can be engaged in lowering troublingly loud sources
(taping a snare drum, isolating an amplifier in an on-stage storage space) ultimately these sources
must be competed with for privilege of place. Human musical vocals, arguably the most
important consistent source in a popular music mix for the artists, audience, and consequently the
engineers, must be amplified above and beyond other sources.
In addition to the straight amplification electrically provided between microphone and
loudspeaker, other delegate devices are inserted into vocal (and other instrument) signal paths to
even further forward what signals are desired as opposed to those of less concern. Dynamic
range compression ultimately flattens the natural dynamics of human vocals or any other signal
and allows that signal as a whole to be raised above other on-stage sources, if only to the limit of
the system and the space's potential acoustic gain.77 Equalization and frequency filtering
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Compressors and limiters will reduce gain when it crosses a set threshold, at a specified rate of attack and release,
and most often with an adjustable ratio of reduction once the threshold is crossed. Set at 8:1, for example, for every
8 dB input into the gain reduction device over the set threshold, 1 dB over that threshold will be output at default
unity gain. The overall output of the gain reduction device may then be raised, in effect raising the quietest portions
of a source signal while capping the loudest portions, electronically reducing dynamic range. Compressing dynamic
range allows the compressed signal to be raised above other ambient dins. In the case of recorded popular music,
compression allows both the loud and the relatively quiet to be raised above such ambient conditions as car noise or
human conversation.
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amplifies or attenuates certain frequencies within a total signal. Skillful use of EQ custom tailors
the match between artist and microphone, smoothing the system response into something
intimate and familiar yet powerful and grabbing. Rather than raising above the din, fitting into a
hole or similar metaphors will often be how engineers describe their placement of vocals and
other elements in the overall mix.
It is reasonable to ask why dynamic range in any source, and even in whole texts, needs
compression. While the effect of the "loudness wars"78 on overall musical dynamics may be
subjectively overstated when looked at in terms of objective data (Deruty, 2011) that does not
preclude a determinant force in why compression became a function so regular as to demand
non-human delegation. Simply put, in deference to Keizer (Keizer, 2010) and others who
identify noise as endemic to North American everyday life, compression of dynamic range
whether performed by person or machine is a way to get more of the intentionally communicated
signal over not only the noise of the everyday, but the desensitization which that noise
engenders. In my first New York City audio job, I worked in advertising post-production. I
witnessed firsthand senior engineers working to bring the quietest bits of advertisements
qualitatively if not quantitatively past the level of the average TV or music program they
surrounded (thus I played my own small part in the annoying phenomenon of having to turn your
TV down, or mute it altogether, to avoid feeling screamed at during ad breaks).
In a technical reversal of the above process of compression (still technically classified as
gain reduction), another act of technical delegation can be seen in the use of expanders. In their
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The loudness wars began in the 1990’s when the full potential of digital compression/limiting came into being.
While the objective data can be argued to support a general stability in the dynamic range of pop music, there was
an occupational argument starting in the 1990’s that aggressive compression and limiting combined with pushing
digital files towards the absolute maximum level they could produce was “ruining music (Deruty, 2011).” While this
is debatable and as much a function of genre and style than technology, the debate did show a typical generationally
cleaved argument whether a new technology of production was beneficial or detrimental to musical aesthetics.
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usual design and configuration expanders are most often termed noise gates. The noise gate
works by attenuating signal at a set ratio once it falls below a variable threshold, again with
variable setting for attack (how fast the signal below threshold is turned down) and release (how
fast the signal above threshold is turned up.) The most typical use of these devices for live
concerts involves drums, particularly rack tom-tom drums. In contrast to compressors, gates
serve to increase potential acoustical gain by effectively turning off microphones that are not in
use, minimizing the number of open microphones that can induce a feedback loop or contribute
to unwanted ambient noise in a mix. Effectively, a number of devices function much as Latour's
door-closers (Johnson, 1988). Gates replace the number of hands necessary to effect these
changes, outsourcing the mentally and physically impossible level of multitasking that managing
every drum fader between each drum hit would require. CAE’s set parameters and faders seldom
speaking to musicians on stage.79 Only rarely will live concert engineers critique the volume
levels or playing practices of the performers on stage, although that may happen if there is a
specific problem. The above-mentioned examples of isolating a guitar amplifier or taping a snare
drum come to mind.
The delegation of volume control to human and non-human agents far from stage marks a
major difference from the orchestral conductors or bandleaders of old, and provides for a more
complicated picture of authority in the concert. The interface that concert engineers work from
echoes those older modes of direction. All contain a centrally appointed listener exerting some
level of control over individual sources to create a desired whole. Yet in the case of arena
concerts, the appearance of authority over the whole largely shifts for the audience to the
musicians on stage, as if these musicians and their relations of and in production here are simply
79

Although even at 100 feet from stage this still occurs. Engineers do this in different ways, from a microphone at
their position routed into on-stage monitors to good old-fashioned yelling.
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amplified without active modification. This is not to say that the audience is completely unaware
of the level of mediation that live concert engineers and the system they oversee embodies. But it
is to say that the mediation of a pop concert, unlike an orchestral performance, is visually
decentered and obscured. For Benjamin (2008) and Wurtzler (2007) the projection rooms in
cinemas and the hiding of phonographs and radios in acoustic furniture allows the medium in
question to obscure the apparatus which produces the mediation specific to it. Benjamin claims
that it is not the actor but the camera that the movie audience identifies with. At a concert, it may
not be the artist on stage, but the apparatus of microphones and audile technique audiences
identify with. The fact that few people play instruments with any regularity, much less perform
regularly, reinforces Benjamin's notion. Yet the very fact that audible music comes from the
stage and is not supplanted so much as reinforced by the concert audio system complicates
Benjamin's notion when applied here. The authority wielded over the sound ultimately heard in
the modern arena concert is nor fully located in any one place, but is distributed in Latourian
terms among human and non-human actants. The audience may identify with the actants the
engineer controls, but while the concert sound system structures musical performance on stage as
a collective phonograph effect it does not erase agency on the part of musicians.
Ultimately, listening in the arena concert is an outgrowth of the voice itself. One cannot
watch themselves in full, but one can hear oneself always, and this self-awareness affects how
we comport ourselves in the world (Nancy, 2007). Nancy distinguishes hearing and listening.
Hearing, for Nancy, is more simply the decoding of a message where the code is known, whether
from yourself or others. Listening, by contrast, is an active probing of what is offered in
experience when the code is not completely known, when the grain of experience is shaped by a
more involved labor. This section has charted how human listening as an active labor grows out
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from a reflexive control of the voice to larger and larger technological apparatus. Instruments,
ensembles, and finally amplified systems provided new ways to listen and shape that listening.
Just as the physician uses the stethoscope to isolate what is intended as an informational source,
concert audio engineers deployed a system of delegated tympanic membranes to create a body of
music. Much as the stethoscope helped construct the medical body (Foucault, 1973), delegated
devices such as faders, compressors, equalizers, and noise gates simply worked further in this
regard to actively listen and bring forth elements while pulling back others. Concert audio
systems are comprised, in no small part, of small particular listenings, collectively summed into
what we now appreciate as the modern pop music concert.
YOU'LL HAVE TO SPEAK UP: MODES OF REPRODUCTION
The first half of this chapter described historical practices of technical listening. The
articulation of these practices can be observed as the way engineers hear the sound they both
produce and consume. The second half of this chapter will explore a selective history of how
sound is materially amplified and reproduced. Now music is most often reproduced through the
medium of loudspeakers, which pervade most conceivable modern spaces in civilization
presently. Whether fed through broadcast or recordings, loudspeakers must be present for these
methods of distribution. Prior to loudspeakers, music was distributed through notated sheet
music to ensure consistency across time and space. And prior to sheet music, building structure
itself was designed to increase the number of people able to simultaneously witness music in a
space. This chapter is meant to historicize practice and the conditions of that practice. Practices
of listening articulated to modes of reproduction come to constitute concert audio engineering.
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In the final four, short sections of this chapter (before a brief conclusion), I identify four
determinants shaping the means of mechanical reproduction available to the concert audio
engineer:
•

The material construction of large event spaces.

•

Musical notation as a technology fixing music into authoritative media texts, and the
distribution of a notation playback infrastructure through musicians both in concerts and
more intimate spaces.

•

The domestication and privatization of loudspeaker technology, resulting in private
intimate listening to music in the home, car, workplace and on the person.

•

Aesthetic effects of widely distributed loudspeaker technology on perceived intimacy and
spatiotemporal specificity.
As with the first half of the chapter, rather than being linearly historical, the remaining

sections describe converging and overlapping trajectories. Modes of musical reproduction have
progressed in the time and space they can cover and in the people they can reach. All the while,
these modes of reproduction discussed below continue the trend I have highlighted throughout
the dissertation: the industrial standardization of the production and consumption of concert
sound. Never before has it been possible for so many in one place and time to be hit by the shock
wave that comes with that first note of the concert. It is the engineer that directs where that note
goes.
Caged Heat: Concert Sound and Enclosed Space
Where you witness influences what you witness. In this section I sketch the history of
performance spaces from classical amphitheaters and arenas to the arenas and stadiums of today.
The earliest amphitheaters (Newhouse, 2012) of antiquity tend to be semicircular with concentric
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rows of seating spreading back from the stage, each row vertically higher than the next the
further the row gets from stage. By default, this seating arrangement points the body in the
direction of the performance and centers hearing on the object of vision. While the propagation
of sound is omnidirectional and radiates around and through obstacles even if attenuated, human
binaural hearing allows approximate location of a sound source. Prior to film and television what
occupied the attention of the eye and ear are directly related as a function of distance. Hence:
The form of the theaters was inspired by the simple premise that if the source of a sound
is reasonably close and can be seen, then that sound should normally also be audible. The
arrangement brought audiences in the thousands as close as possible to the action, so that
they embraced the acting (Newhouse, 2012, p. 17).
Newhouse goes on to describe how the linkage of vision and sound determined the design
of opera halls. In opera halls, being able to see dramatic acting and hear specifically trained
singing set a limit on the practical distance the furthest seat can be from the performance stage.
This linkage consequently sets a limit on the total attendance possible in a certain kind of space.
Opera halls are also purposed spaces, specifically developed for the production demands of
opera. They could not provide the material conditions for the arena concert as specified in this
work; the opera houses such as La Scala (Milan) and the Royal Opera (London) for example can
only hold a bit over 2000 people. Concerts achieved greater economies of scale when they began
utilizing sports arenas.
Five-figure capacity venues go back as far as the Roman Coliseum (Kronenburg, 2015).
For the most part, past and present structures with this seating capacity orient audience towards
some kind of physical contest where the vision of physicality on display is primarily experienced
visually. Unlike the classical amphitheater design, which is semicircular to allow a staging and
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backstaging area, sport and multipurpose arenas80 seat attendees 360 degrees around the
performance site. All seating, seat elevation, and walls still orient sight and hearing towards the
performance floor, however the circular seating design does not allow for a hidden backstage.
The very point is to be able to see everything happening in the attended physical contest. At
sporting events, hearing is a secondary concern.
As systems evolve to accommodate sporting arena seating, we see the standardization of
mass spectacle even in the form of seating arrangement. The conditions of the multipurpose
sports arena have, for the most part, been articulated to classical theatrical practices of
attendance. This can be seen in the standard practice of creating a roofed proscenium stage at one
end of the performance floor, obstructing sight lines from between one quarter to one third of the
circularly oriented seating. It is important to note however that both artistic and commercial
concerns are coming to challenge standard practice: standard proscenium theatrical presentation
is being substituted for 360-degree island staging. Hugely successful rock band U2's most recent
tour, for example, continues the band’s concert design innovation by staging the entire band on a
thrust stage curtained by a semitransparent video LED screen in the center of the
performance/sporting floor. This is a bold new artistic design and presentation, but it also opens
up most of the surrounding seats for sale, maximizing revenue for promoter and artist while also
articulating a sporting mode of attention to the witness of a musical performance.
Regardless of the care or subsequent treatment put into acoustics in any venue design,
one must know that any building performs alongside the performance, giving its own
sonic signature through resonance, reflection and absorption. Physical spaces are filters,
removing acoustic energy at some frequencies and reinforcing it at others. Some of these
80

Baseball stadiums are sometimes an exception here.
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spaces, more or less successfully, have been designed to wield the least possible impact
on what is presented in them. Most display real flaws to a careful auditor, flaws that
cause us to say that a space is great for such-and-such type of function or not. Flaws
establish the character of an environment (Gendreau, 2011, p. 33, original emphasis).
As Kronenburg (2015) also mentions, an ideal acoustic for concert audio engineers is one that is
completely neutral in its sonic coloration. A neutral acoustic opposes ideals for operatic singers
or classical musicians. Traditional musicians revere such locations as the Musikverein and the
Concertgebouw (Newhouse, 2012), which possess venue acoustics that color81 in a conscious
way for opera in particular. The very ideal of a neutral acoustic character itself is a quite recent
cultural attitude, one that shifted the priorities of architectural acoustic design in the early 20th
century (Thompson, 2002). Rather than seeing reverberation and idiosyncratic filtering as the
sonic expression of architecture, standardizing how spaces interact with electronic loudspeaker
systems through intentional minimization of reverberation became a larger architectural priority
for traditional midsize performance spaces. The larger the space the harder the space is to treat in
terms of scale and cost, but larger spatial volume stadiums also because of their volume tend to
have less idiosyncratic reverberation than the smaller spatial volume concert halls of old. In any
event, due to the focus on visual spectacle acoustic design in large arenas is a secondary concern
(Kronenburg, 2015) but the ideal of a acoustically neutral space is still widely accepted as an
ideal.
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The “color” sought here involves a certain ideal reverberation decay time weighted towards the lower end of the
frequency spectrum, and gently decreasing in decay time the higher in the frequency spectrum the original sound in
the space goes.
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FIGURE 70: U2’S MOST RECENT TOUR SETUP, CONSISTING OF THRUST STAGE, SHEER LED WALL
ABOVE STAGE, AND CLAIR GLOBAL SPEAKERS RIGGED ABOVE LED WALL.

DOWNLOADED FROM
HTTPS://I.EBAYIMG.COM/00/S/MZC5WDU3MA==/Z/SNKAAOSWT5TWH71D/$_86.

JPG
Tablets From Sinai: Fixing the Music to Media
Standardization in systems of musical reproduction can also be traced back to the
technologies of sheet music. Musical notation (Kelly, 2015) allows a composer to transmit
direction to multiple musicians at once and also allows musical direction to be transmitted over
time and space without the physical body of the composer accompanying the transmission.
Notation shifts musical memory from a time-biased form, memory in the body and mind, to a
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space-biased form in paper (H. A. Innis, 1951; H. A. Innis & Innis, 1972). Notation is another
delegation, one of direction over musicians from humans to the distributed texts.
Musical notation as practiced in the West created a communicative protocol geared at
tighter reproductive control of musical performance (Attali, 1977). Traditional ensembles of
musicians that learned, memorized and improvised melodic figures and harmonic grounds gave
way to a new kind of social organization in the orchestral concert, a prescribed interpretive
practice that centralized authority in a conductor. Ironically, this concentration of authority over
the performance also normalized fidelity to the represented and delegated wishes of the author.
Musical notation came to the West much later than the fixing of spoken language to paper
(Kelly, 2015; McLuhan, 1995; Ong, 1999), but both evidence the urge to fix ethereal
communicative events into tangible forms that can approximate an ideal, be preserved over time,
and distributed over space. The concert audio engineer rarely deals with notation directly,
however notation and charts do show another form of technological standardization being
accepted as a governing basis for practice of popular music. The distribution of musical notation
affected playing and listening in the home as well as the public performance venue. The market
for sheet music supplied (and still supplies) standardized playback information to the distributed
playback infrastructure of both professional and amateur musicians. Sheet music was open to
wide interpretation by the musicians in question, however, particularly if playing alone or in
small intimate groups. The player piano marks a remarkable merger of both traditional musical
technique and a form of mechanical reproduction in a single device (Seaver, 2010; Suisman,
2009a). Not only could traditional sheet music be read and played, but the new notational form
of piano rolls could be mechanically driven to play the player piano. This standardized musical
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content and form could also be played over or along with by the pianists of the house, and
controls to alter tempo and tone were also present on many models.
The fixing of music into tangible forms of sound recording starting with the phonograph
requires no particular literacy in their consumption, and wields major impact on the cultural
acceptance of the concert audio system and its accompanying technical practice. Katz describes a
phonograph effect as “any change in musical behavior – whether listening, performing, or
composing – that has arisen in response to sound recording technology…any observable
manifestation of recording’s influence (2010, p. 13).” With the creation of the phonograph and
its subsequent refinements, most notably the gramophone, the ability to experience a realistic
representation of musical sound itself became separable from musicians themselves (Attali,
1977; Katz, 2010; Suisman, 2009b). This can be seen as another transfer of authority over music
away from the musicians and directly to listeners such as engineers in the production process but
also to listeners in the consumption process. Indeed the rhetorical positioning of the listener as an
active musical participant (Small, 1998), a performer in some respects, was advertised and
culturally constructed in the early marketing of phonographs and radio to the domestic sphere
(Wurtzler, 2007, pp. 121-168). The development of listener control over music took larger steps
over the purely mechanical reproduction of the gramophone once electricity became wedded to
audio playback and broadcast technology.
Hearing Voices Everywhere: The Ubiquity of the Loudspeaker
Loudspeakers are now most often how we hear music. Loudspeakers downscale to
earbuds and upscale to the concert speaker system. All operate on the same principle of
electromagnetic induction to move mass with the aim of generating sound waves, however big or
small. Prior to arena concerts, recording media and cinema largely motivated the ongoing
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development of the loudspeaker. Yet, as with other media, a common technical principle82
bridges multiple modes of musical performance and listening: recording, broadcast, film and the
concert. Prodigious commentary exists on the increased modern and postmodern pervasiveness
of music in everyday life (Rojek, 2011). It is the growing ubiquity of loudspeakers, as a
standardized reproduction system, that provides the standard conditions of possibility for music's
pervasiveness.
The earliest loudspeakers were simply the articulation of acoustical horns to telephone
earpieces (Beranek, 1954, p. 618). The base device of reproduction, whether held to the ear or
attached to a horn, works on a principle mirroring the structure of a human eardrum: somehow a
membrane is made to compress and rarefact its surrounding medium. On the receiving side, with
say a microphone, a membrane sympathetically moves back and forth with those compressions
and rarefactions. Nick Seaver, taking his own cue from Jonathan Sterne, terms this "tympanic
reproduction (Seaver, 2010, pp. 11-12)." This mechanical principle forms the reproduction
mechanism by which the loudspeaker and the headphone function to permeate the air we both
breathe in and hear in. Summarizing Sterne, Seaver points out the cultural labor involved in
bracketing the tympanic device itself as a primary source of sound. Tympanic devices are
collectively conceived as a more or less transparent medium bringing an audience closer to an
original performance. The loudspeaker then, for Seaver, provides the physical stratum by which
sound became less an instrumentally specific kind of voicing and more a scientifically defined
phenomenon of particle movement, where tympanic reproduction provided means of access to
relatively perfect prior (recorded) or present (amplified and/or broadcast) performance.
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Wurtzler's electric acoustics (2007), and Sterne’s tympanic machines (2003) conceptualize these principles in
slightly different ways, but both show a operational principle deployed across multiple applications therefore giving
some experiential commonality to these applications.
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Refinements of the driver element proceeded through the late teens and twenties. The
first documented occurrence, according to Coules (2014) and Beranek (1954), of an electric
public address system being used to amplify speech and music was December 24, 1915 for
Christmas Eve at San Francisco City Hall. This was the original Magnavox system ("Great
Voice" in Greek) developed by Pridham and Jensen. An improved balanced-armature design
loudspeaker connected to an electrical power amplifier first occurred in April 1919 on Park
Avenue, New York for a Victory Bonds sales event. Not long after, on April 11, 1921, an
address in Arlington, Virginia by President Harding would be heard by over 150,000 through
transmission to loudspeakers in Madison Square Garden, its neighboring park, and the Civic
Auditorium in San Francisco simultaneously (Beranek, 1954, p. 619). The loudspeaker elements
much closer to today’s designs, with a currently reasonable degree of fidelity, were developed by
Rice and Kellogg of the General Electric Company in 1925 (Beranek, 1954, p. 620). The
normalization of the loudspeaker since these times evidences itself. Think of all the places
speakers speak to us in the course of a day or week: cellular phones, laptops, iPads, portable
game consoles, televisions, clock radios, retail store ceiling speakers, cars, restaurants, airplanes,
airports, public transit, and so on and so forth. The creeping presence of loudspeakers runs in line
with two notions of Williams: mobile privatization (2005b) and amplificatory media production
systems (2005a, p. 55).
Williams coined the concept of mobile privatization analyzing television as a technology
and cultural form. For Williams, the primary determinant behind the concept stems from an
economic condition. The growth past early industrial urbanization to sprawling suburbanization
required a kind of particular mobile autonomy that did not strictly adhere to urban and national
transport networks tending towards public space (train, ferry, sidewalk, etc.). The time and space
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in which people spent in the car and in the home lent itself towards communication media which
colonized private as opposed to public spaces and time. Television forwards that media
technology can develop without definite content in mind; the form itself and its deep and wide
distribution as a pervasive system is the primary concern of those who have researched and also
stand to be enriched by a form's propagation. Content is adopted and developed as an
afterthought to fill the space and time increasingly pervaded by media in a condition of mobile
privatization. Yet this very content is by definition culture, and recursively reforms the
conditions of television practice going forward: genre markers, conventions, visual and aural
aesthetic standards, standard program and segment lengths, and so on. These cultural
conventions then largely shape the material practice creating the landscape of television, or any
other amplificatory and mobile privatizing media form. Loudspeakers are no different. They
were developed without knowing what explicit content would go into them. All that was known
for sure was that loudspeakers could bridge aural distance between source and listener.
The loudspeaker buried in any box posing as furniture shouts alongside any picture we
see. It colonizes the living room and the bedroom in an even less deniable fashion, more
omnidirectional than light while still subject to the same recursive process between cultural
conditions and practice that encompasses television. The loudspeaker both miniaturized into
private space and expanded into public space can be thought as an evolution of the megaphone,
an amplificatory technology that transmits cognitively native oral language. Loudspeaker
technology as articulated and eventually normalized to everyday space seems to begin a selfreinforcing cycle, as Auslander talks about when discussing the modal dominance of television
over other media forms (2008). In the earliest public uses of loudspeaker technology above, a
trend begins articulating loudspeakers to public spaces such as those of ritual public gatherings
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like inaugurations, graduations, and concerts. Loudspeakers are not required in concert when
sufficient oratory technique or musical strength in both numbers and tone are present, hence the
organization of the orchestral concert or opera. Yet the use of loudspeakers in these settings83
recreated and recreate the ever-growing mode of aural reproduction most listeners are already
familiar with: direct proximity and therefore intimacy. In more and more times and spaces,
loudspeakers play to and shape demand for the kind of audile technique and attention structure
present audiences are the most familiar with.
The pervasiveness of loudspeakers in our soundscape, always intentional, can be subtle
(Sterne, 1997), or obviously dominating. Keizer’s concern with the building din of noise
throughout the 20th century and into our own sees many domestic technologies and tools as
potential unwanted aural assailants, commonly victimizing poorer and less vulnerable
Americans. The cultural conditions he observes as the loudspeaker articulated to everyday life in
more powerful and refined forms is worth quoting at length:
Though Muzak had its origins as far back as 1934, the basic Muzak doctrine that every
silence is a vacuum abhorred by nature, God, and man found the postwar mission fields
of restaurants, office buildings, and funeral parlors ripe for conversion. In 1965 the
Beatles were drowned out by their Shea Stadium fans, but what seemed to point to a new
era was merely waving good-bye to the old; nobody drowned out The Who. (2010, p.
123).
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Loudspeakers had started being articulated to theatrical spaces other than cinemas before 1965. Cinemas are
obvious here, but an early major example for live entertainment was Radio City Music Hall, as described by
Thompson (2002).
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While Keizer's biting summation of a cultural trajectory is certainly worth consideration,
he may have the determinants wrong. If we critique his passage with Williams' theory, then the
content such as Muzak and even rock and roll are not the determinants driving technological
change. Loudspeakers, from those for individual heads to stadiums full of heads, are part of the
technological development of sonic production and reproduction enabling the specific messages
that all turn into the soundscape of any one time. The term itself, loudspeaker, in its own
components implies a mechanical speaker that can overpower other speakers, presumably human
ones. Sterne shows headphones as not originally purposed towards music (Sterne, 2003), and it is
most likely that loudspeakers were not exclusively purposed towards music either. Keep in mind
that to this day concert audio systems are referred to as P.A., or public address systems. While
Muzak, Rock and Roll, Lounge, Hip-Hop, and Electronic Dance Music may fill silences on these
systems, Public Address systems originally developed to amplify and distribute spoken
announcements and directions in schools, prisons, subway systems, train platforms, and so on
(although if you have ever had a journey in the NYC subway, you may wonder if the speech
distortion is some kind of cheeky installed art experiment). Ronda Sewald (2011), in her
exploration of the rise and fall of sound trucks, shows an early experiment in trying to use this
technology to force political and commercial messages into the street. The loudspeaker was
mounted on another distributive technology, the truck, before the pervasiveness of fixed
loudspeakers made such a machine obsolete. The sound truck demonstrates an early attempt to
widely distribute the loudspeaker in space. While we no longer hear many sound trucks, the
present ubiquity of loudspeakers displays a distribution of aural authority over the everyday
soundscape. In so many instances per day, loudspeakers set the tone of our aural environment.
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Sound, thought through its mechanics of omnidirectional propagation, is felt and
experienced within its transmission medium as opposed to focused on with objective intention.
Loudspeakers take advantage of this trait. Through his case study of Jamaican dancehall culture
and the sound systems that dominate that subculture, Henriques (2011) invites us to think this
through. He works to show that sounding, a mode of being and observation quite different from
looking, works as a state of participatory immersion as opposed to observation. Sounding
provides access to different and rich kinds of knowledge. An audio engineer is on hand to
overhear the sound system for the dancehall crew, while the DJ (selector in Jamaican slang as
presented by Henriques) can be seen as roughly equivalent to typical musicians in terms of
providing content. As with the concert audio engineer the Jamaican sound system engineer has a
designated authority in dancehall culture, yet also empathy with and responsibility to the scene
they find themselves in. In tuning the systems dancehall engineers come into line with a
collective ideation of what the system should like through a continuous cycle of listening and
haptic adjustment of gear. Engineers sound with the system: just like all the particles in a sonic
medium, engineers are perturbed by loudspeakers and respond through adjustment. The sound
system engineer, the orchestral conductor, the concert audio engineer: all exhibit sounding as
practice, their movements resonating with what comes from the loudspeakers.
Loudspeaker systems are a mode of sonic dominance84 over most present day musical
experience. The concert audio system articulates loudspeakers not only to a communal musical
gathering but also to performances of authority over those gatherings. In the vast majority of
aural interaction with music now, the loudspeaker performs and re-presents the musical
performance whether it be recorded, live, or a combination of both. The ubiquitous reproduction
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Another term employed by Henriques (2011), whereby a sounding enterprise works to overwhelm those who can
hear it in a collective resonant consciousness and experience.
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of the loudspeaker and the kind of listening attuned to being dominated by it help form the
conditions and the practices that comprise the arena concert. The refinement and expanded
coverage of concert sound systems parallels the growing presence of loudspeakers in the
everyday. A large share of total authority over the sounding experiences at the concert locates
itself at the interface between engineer and console that feeds the system speakers.
Whisper in my Ear: The Divorce of Sound Reproduction from Specificity
It cannot be denied that recordings are the original impetus in driving most concert
attendance. Tours often connect to album promotion, and set lists tend to be dominated by
recorded hits, not experimental jams or songs yet to be released.85 For Auslander and Frith,
recorded works are the primary modern performance of a musical idea because that is the
iteration and utterance that strikes the ear of most people first. But neither goes so far as to say
that recordings are the dominant authoritative form in popular music. For Frith (1996) live
performance serves as the way artists prove their musical authenticity through respectable
simulation of what has been documented on record. The live performance demonstrates that the
artist can pull their own works off absent studio production magic. To invert RCA’s famous ad
campaign, the master proves that he can call the dog just as effectively as the gramophone horn
can. Auslander's theorization (2008 Kindle Location 1900) is a bit more nuanced. For him,
authenticity is held in a dialectical tension between live and recorded, where each one enforces
and constitutes the authenticity of the other. As imparted to me, concert audio engineers similarly
do not feel like they are failures if the live performance cannot sound exactly like the record.
They are, however, responsible to help produce sound that means something in relation to
records.
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With the notable exception of “jam” bands such as Phish.
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Howard Page of Clair Global (personal communication, March 1, 2018) put it best in our
interview, and this point is worth repeating in full: “The key to a successful live show is the
audience being able to identify with that artist’s music exactly the way they expected to…the
live sound engineer’s job is to give that audience as close as possible a replica of what they
expect to hear when they bought their tickets.” Every audience member has a reference of the
artist in question in their head. While that reference cannot be exactly matched, intensity, level
and balance must produce an identification with this reference. The audience must leave with
their expectation matched. Burke’s concept of identification, while most often associated with
rhetoric, is useful here (Jasinski, 2001). The very fact that the concert cannot be identical to the
recording forces identification as a techno-rhetorical performance. The overall system of concert
delivery cannot be identical to the system of recording authorship. Yet through sonic
manipulation it can identify with that reference. Page astutely echoes the rhetorical strategy of
identification even if specific substance is not uniformly shared. Engineers, like the artists on
stage, guide themselves with a fixed musical text without being pinioned to it. The system
becomes the guidance by which the live performance is aesthetically framed through such
practices as equalization, gain reduction, and ambience. Engineers mold the concert into a
recognizable identification with recordings: those of the artist in question, those of the specific
genre, and those of the larger universe of popular music in general.
In laying out the conditions that provide the ground for concert sound practices, mass
broadcast also looms large. Radio/television broadcast consumption requires placement and
availability of loudspeakers. Radio/television broadcast and their particular production practices
and aesthetic signatures largely result from their simultaneous development alongside recording
technology (Wurtzler, 2007): Both media platforms ultimately depend on microphones and
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loudspeakers. Broadcast functions as an amplificatory technology (Williams, 2005a), one that
allows native familiarity with speech to be exploited over ever larger audiences. Loudspeakers,
microphones and radio wave transmission, all children of developing electromagnetic technology
and scientific knowledge, articulate together to relocate the mass audiences of ancient
amphitheaters and coliseums into homes, stores, offices, and other remote and isolated spaces.
Most audiences now share the same endpoints of a mechanical delivery system of listening:
microphone and loudspeaker.
Tympanic reproduction served the desire to at once make the object of contemplation
closer and yet free the text from its "parasitical dependence on ritual (Benjamin, 2001, p. 53)."
Tympanic reproduction diluted the need to gather close at the site of performance for musical
experience. Loudspeakers disperse experience of musical performances into a myriad of
independent subjective contexts. The ear of the microphone and throat of the speaker brings
audience closer to the performance, and yet disembodies the traditional physical relation of
mediation between performer and audience. Tympanic reproduction systems across the board, no
matter the media system they service, made it possible to overcome what had been a set linkage
between sonic and physical distance. Concerts however straddle the line drawn by the
invasiveness of loudspeakers in the private and public sphere. While concerts now depend on the
same tympanic reproduction technology that broadcast and recording do, they also depend on the
ancient technology of mass gatherings that spectacle architecture provides for such venues as
arenas and theaters.
Due to the overlap of technology in producing live broadcasts, broadcasts of recordings,
recordings themselves, and of course concerts, tympanic reproduction technology also gives
flesh to the classic RCA Victor logo where the dog wonders if he hears his master’s voice.
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Regardless of its status as live or recorded, the way microphones hear, mixers sum, and
loudspeakers reproduce music with the aid of audio engineers and other production personnel
mask the specific origin conditions of the music itself, and its particular origin location in time
and space. As broadcast became normalized, its mode of listening no longer novel but familiar
and banal, the hearing of music in a certain intimate manner became expected. The profound
question asked in the advertising tagline "is it live or is it Memorex?" becomes largely irrelevant.
The master sounds practically identical to the listener whether played from disc through the horn,
or broadcast live through the horn. As with the horn, the loudspeaker and its position as medium
between the performer and audience inexorably shapes the conditions and expectations of
listening. Just as with the lovable dog in the RCA Victor ad, our heads are now permanently
cocked to the side because with tympanic reproduction there is little immediate certainty where
the master’s call comes from, except that it is always through a loudspeaker.
CONCLUSION
In this chapter I have described listening practices and reproductive technologies, all of
which inform the history of concert audio engineers and the concert audio system. In researching
this context, I posit two theoretical claims that I believe my evidence supports and which
contribute to how I place the ultimate subject of the work, the interface between concert audio
engineer and concert audio speaker system, into this context.
The history of listening to music includes several shifts in authority over what is heard.
From the composer to the conductor to the listener to the engineer, authority over soundings no
longer belongs strictly to the musicians whose primary labor drives musical experience. Rather,
it shifts to those who desire to hear certain things from musicians in certain ways. Sheet music
and the conducting of that form, the choosing of which recording to play when and where, the
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distribution of frequency equalization as a consumer feature across multiple listening platforms,
all of these demonstrate a way in which conception of the performance no longer exists strictly in
the minds and memories of the musicians themselves, but is shared and often dominated by a
listener who has nothing to do with the production of resonant notes from a traditional voice or
instrument. Indeed, the listener may in some cases have no instrumental or traditional musical
proficiency whatsoever as they wield their authority over sound.
The loudspeaker serves as the dominant mechanism of sonic communication delivery
past our face-to-face interaction. Its increasing historical ubiquity in our everyday lives can be
seen as a way to maintain a level of sonic intimacy at infinite distance. As a delivery medium, it
is on a polar end of the space/time bias spectrum compressing space to the point where a whisper
can potentially be heard across the entire human realm of civilizations. The increased distribution
and utilization of the loudspeaker runs parallel with the capitalistic drive Marx (Marx, 1971)
apprehended in his theoretical prediction of space as annihilated with time. No longer do you
have to lean in to hear the whisper. You are instead constantly assaulted by the whisper without
having to travel to it.
The concert need not be what it is. The concert has consisted of different articulated
elements before, whether in amphitheaters, houses of worship, opera or concert halls, and
smaller community centers. I claim that these two determinant trajectories, one where authority
is exerted more and more by distant and observant listeners and one where those listeners expect
loudspeakers as the primary mode of sounding, create a context where a control interface
between listener and speaker must mediate between the two in order to make the concert signify
in a way that means. In the concert I have shown this interface as occurring between two specific
parties: the experience and practice of the concert audio engineers themselves, and the designers
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and companies that create the material means on which the engineer's specific craft is practiced,
commodified, and spatiotemporally distributed.
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CONCLUSION

PAY NO ATTENTION TO THAT PERSON BEHIND THE CURTAIN: LITERATURE REVIEW,
JUSTIFICATION, AND CONTRIBUTIONS.
Concert audio engineers labor to translate the input of artists to the output of arena sound
systems through evolving technology. The CAE is a specific production technician who falls
under the broad category of cultural labor. It is difficult to find an exact agreed-upon definition
of cultural labor,86 but I define it as any labor that involves the direct production of texts and
symbolic forms, including live concerts. Quite a bit of labor contributes to the manufacture and
distribution of symbolic texts, such as workers in DVD factories or truck and bus drivers for
tours (Hesmondhalgh, 2013, p. 259). I submit that occupations become less classifiable as
cultural labor when the specific commodities they provide become closer to generic widgets and
services with little affective resonance, where the labor is not definable as the direct production
of texts or intended aesthetic experiences. Therefore my operative definition of cultural labor
would not include such personnel as factory workers and truck or bus drivers working in the
cultural industries. While cultural labor then signifies a certain kind of privileged labor, it also
86

The difficulty in defining cultural labor is not made any easier by frequent overlap between the use of cultural
labor and creative labor as terms. Indeed, Hesmondhalgh adds to the confusion by referring to cultural labor in
many works (2013) and titling another large work of his Creative Labor (Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011)! The use of
creative as a qualifier tends to signal a desired inclusion in bodies of work that have a broader conception of creative
industries (Hartley, 2005) and the labor that goes into them. I choose to stay with cultural labor to signal my more
focused conception of cultural industries as primarily concerned with the production of cultural texts and my desire
to speak to cultural industries literature. The conceptual definitions of creative industries and cultural industries is
also still debated, largely dependent on intended audience. For a good summary of two base positions in this debate,
see Mato (2009) and Miller (2009).
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flattens the distinction between traditional “above the line” creative personnel, such as writers
and performers, and “below the line” (Mayer, 2011) production technicians such as CAE’s.
Overall, I contribute a study of a anoverlooked but significant cultural labor, historicizing
the technological development of that labor and the artifacts (and suppliers of those artifacts) that
provide its conditions of possibility. My study of concert audio engineers contributes to the
political economy of communication, cultural industries studies, and production studies. This
conclusion presents interventions in these literatures that I have made through research on
concert audio engineers and the arena concert sound system. In a nutshell my detailed and
specifically structured description of CAEs’ daily routines provides the attention to labor
processes that political economy of communication and cultural industries literatures explicitly
call for, while my in-depth account of CAEs’ equipment and my portrait of technical listening
articulating to electronic reproduction provides a historical context for the technologies of a
particular cultural labor, which individual production studies often lack and could benefit from.
Political Economy of Communication
Political economy of communication (PEC) asks how processes of communication
become cultural commodities, and how cultural commodities shape processes of communication.
What is commodified, and how? Mosco presents three types of commodification as of concern to
political economy of communication: that of "content, of audiences, and of labor (Mosco, 2009,
p. 156).” CAEs engage in processes of commodification that pertain to all three. Raw content is
produced by the artists on stage. Positioned as an audience member with technological authority
and listening skills, and yet not completely hearing as the audience hears, concert audio
engineers labor through a technological system to render the concert as a recognizable
commodity. Concert content, disassembled and reassembled by the work of CAEs, shares sonic
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features and lineage with other popular music commodities such as recordings and broadcasts. I
add to the complication of the conceptual divisions between content, audience, and labor
(Maxwell, 1991; Ross, 2008; Scholz, 2013; Shimpach, 2005; Smythe, 1981) by demonstrating
how production technicians simultaneously occupy all three positions.
Over the last fifty years, concert audio has become standardized across space and time.
Spatialization, defined by Mosco as the overcoming of spatial and temporal constraints to
communication (2009, pp. 14-16), informs how cultural and communicative resources are
distributed, and to whom. The overcoming of spatiotemporal constraints largely determines the
profitability of cultural commodities such as music, (Garnham, 2011, p. 50; Hesmondhalgh,
2013; Mosco, 2009, p. 128) by combining expanded markets with relatively low marginal
reproductive costs. I demonstrated that the standardization of concert technology continually
intertwines with technology of the broadcast and the recording industry. In all three cases, a
technological system terminating in loudspeakers commodifies content as a common sonic
experience that can be reproduced and distributed over ever-wider swaths of the globe. The
history of the arena concert is a concrete case of spatialization where the engineer’s created sonic
experience, through labor and technological equipment, becomes more uniformly transmissible
over greater physical distance to seating and acoustically different venues. Political economy of
communication works well at describing the macro level of these distributive networks:
Industrial sectors, commodity and capital flows, legal structure, the relationships of firms and
sectors to the state, for example. More specific exploration of labor done by cultural industry
workers has been called for (Mosco, 2009; Mosco, 2011, pp. 358-360; Murdock, 2003). Through
structured descriptionand analysis, I provided this literature with a deep account of a labor
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process and technological interface at the highest level of the occupation that allows the present
commodification and spatialization of concerts in the first place.
Cultural Industries
Cultural industries scholars, overlapping quite often in focus and method with PEC,
continue to increase the specificity unduly flattened in Horkheimer and Adorno’s initial positing
of the singular culture industry as a concept. The cultural industries approach has complicated
and largely moved beyond the extreme pessimism of Horkheimer and Adorno’s original essay
(Hesmondhalgh, 2013; Miege, 1989). Yet cultural commodities help organize how society lives
in specific ways (Babe, 2010). If that is so then how the production of those commodities is
organized, and could be otherwise organized, exerts significant influence on the societies in
question. Ryan (1992) focuses on the rationalization of cultural production and distribution
processes, which tries to counter the inability of management to fully rationalize ideational
creative activity. Production technicians live and work in the tension between creation and
standardization, art and commerce. They largely see themselves as craftspeople, injecting some
level of creative input into their primary responsibility of transcription (Caldwell, 2008). The
common link between musicians and CAEs regards how the affordances and constraints of
music industry technology, as both artifacts and organization, rationalize the cultural experiences
produced, distributed, and consumed (Wasko & Sirois, 2011).
The cultural industries approach tends to remain at the structural level of abstracted
organizational units such as firms or small boutique teams (Non-network owned TV production
firms, for example), leaving largely unexamined the individual experience of producing cultural
commodities. Several cultural industries scholars take up the call forwarded by PEC scholars for
more specificity regarding labor (M. Banks, 2007: M. Banks, Gill, & Taylor, 2013; Beck, 2005;
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Hesmondhalgh & Baker, 2011; Ryan, 1992). Most of these authors explicitly or implicitly
recognize the need for their field to, in Murdock's terms, balance group and industry concerns
with personal worker experience and theorize relations between the two (Murdock, 2003).
However, analysts of cultural labor still pay far more attention to ideational content producers
like writers, actors, and musicians than to intermediary production technicians such as live audio
engineers. The bias creating this gap does not simply come from academics; it largely results
from everyday cultural presentation. Ryan (1992) argues that a large imperative of the cultural
industries involves redirecting audience attention away from the rather unglamorous, impersonal,
and standardized firm and team producing cultural texts, and towards hypervisible stars. These
stars can be quickly swapped in and out of the overall industrial apparatus to maintain the
novelty that is crucial to ongoing sales and profitability. The concert sound system serves as a
specific example of the kind of standardized system that Ryan discusses. The concert sound
system is largely built to hide its operator and their apparatus. Yet its sonic presence is crucial to
the distribution of star power in concert and across concerts.
While study of the practices of traditional creative artists, writers, and performers is
required to understand the production of cultural commodities, it does not paint the whole picture
of production. This is not to downplay the importance of prior work on “above the line” cultural
labor. Production technician work, after all, can only be performed secondary to primary creative
laborers. Yet the work of production technicians such as concert audio engineers is required to
render content into consumable media forms, marketable as cultural commodities.

This

dissertation documented both concert audio engineer work and the technology that makes that
work possible. Therefore my dissertation is also, partially, a story about the companies that
provide and continually refine concert audio equipment. My project adds to the cultural
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industries literature by exploring the links between individual engineers’ accounts of their
relations to arena concert technology over time and the evolution of arena concert audio
equipment manufacturers’ equipment over the same time. My project described how labor and
technology have been organized to enable the arena concert, and how this organization is
continually refined through equipment manufacturers’ consolidation and standardization of
devices, in addition to the siloing of engineers into the use of these devices. .
Production Studies
Rooted in cultural studies, production studies authors (Caldwell, 2008; Mayer, Banks, &
Caldwell, 2009) prioritize questions of representation, both of production workers to themselves
and others, and of production workers by scholars to a broader world. These questions of
representation are informed by frames of power and context, in line with concerns of cultural
studies. While collecting from empirical data sources also valued by scholars of cultural labor,
cultural industries, and political economy of communication mentioned earlier (worker practices,
discourses, and work sites), production studies scholars are more concerned with understanding
the systems of self-assessment, regulation, normativity, and practical theorization by which
production workers make sense of their own working experience as individuals and as an
occupational community. Production studies at their best recognize "historical and materialist
accounts of cultural industries, work practices, and organizational formations as the columns
upon which we construct well-rounded investigations of production cultures (Mayer et al., 2009,
p. 5)." Formed in the aftermath of the debates between political economy and cultural studies
(Babe, 2010; Garnham, 1995; Grossberg, 1995) production studies scholars call for a
reintegration of the two in looking at the production cultures in question.
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Caldwell's longer work Production Culture (2008) is exemplary in two ways. He takes
workers’ own accounts seriously and also considers technological artifacts as related components
of a whole working way of life. In trying to assess how Hollywood production technicians such
as editors and camera operators make sense of the texts they make and the work they perform to
produce them, Caldwell's research assembles interviews, ethnographic field observation,
examination of trade and worker artifacts, and economic/industrial analysis. Most importantly,
Caldwell goes into significant detail to explain how technology, and workers’ interface with it,
factors into the lived experience and sensemaking of the production culture he examines. This, I
contend, is where the research into cultural labor from either cultural industries scholars or
production studies scholars is usually the most lacking. Like Caldwell, my study not only takes
seriously and theorizes worker’s self-representations, but I also explain the specific workings of
their technology's role in the production and commodification of culture.87
The overall focus in both cultural industries studies and production studies tends to center
on film and television (almost exclusively in production studies). Where cultural industries
scholars engage in the production of popular music (M. Jones, 2003; M. L. Jones, 2012;
Toynbee, 2003; Wasko & Sirois, 2011) they almost exclusively engage the recorded music
industry. I contribute an examination of an understudied technological site of cultural labor and a

87

Caldwell also does a fine job in acknowledging the process of commodification in TV and film production
cultures, discussing the way this is strategized and discussed among above the line personnel. Besides Caldwell’s
work, the closest thing to a model for my approach is Cynthia Cockburn's Brothers (1983), a technological history
of British newspaper typesetters. Cockburn included both archive and oral histories as data, and she very seriously
considered the implications of each instantiation of new typesetting technology as it articulated to the occupation.
Cockburn’s argument positions typesetting technology in the labor process theory tradition by first positing “hot
metal” linotype as a way typesetters maintained power in the newspaper industry. She then posits modern
mechanized computerized typesetting as a way to deskill and disempower typesetters. I go beyond her scope in
talking about companies manufacturing audio gear, overarching artifact designs, and cultural trends leading to the
formation of the concert industry.
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largely unexplored cultural industry product, the live concert.88 My work expands the cultural
labor representations that production studies calls for, by summarizing interviews with engineers
concerning their experiences of industrial continuity and change. This was done through a
phenomenologically inspired framework (Creswell, 2007; Lindlof & Taylor, 2002), described in
the first chapter. As production technology in production studies is rarely fully understood, much
less adequately theorized, I also bring particular concepts to bear on the interrelation between
human and technology to bear on the data. Specifically, the postphenomenological concepts I
employ focus on how technology shapes our experience. Technology brings things closer or
pushes them farther away. Technology bends space and time. Technology enables specific ways
of understanding and being in the world. I show the specific ways in which the concert sound
system as operated by concert audio engineers specifically mediates experience for those
engineers and subsequently the audience. My focus provides production studies literature with an
example of how individual interface and interaction with production technology can be analyzed,
while at the same time taking seriously and cultural laborers’ own accounts of their experience
with technology.
Finally, I challenge the tendency to present production cultures as somewhat isolated
phenomena. In my historical accounting of how various elements articulate to and through the
bodies of concert audio engineers to form the arena concert sound system, the broader cultural
forces at work in constructing this commodity form are given airing. Production cultures like that

88

In addition to the already mentioned The Arena Concert, (Edgar et al., 2015) another important exception helpful
to me here with regard to live performance is Burston’s (2000) examination of megamusicals. In this, Burston gives
a political economic context of the live musical industry’s need to homogenize product prior to descriptions of new
technologies meant to facilitate homogenous performances over time and space. He supports this with theatrical
worker accounts of limited autonomous performance due to technological prescription in the audiovisual design of
the touring shows.
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of CAEs are both situated within and constituent of the larger conjunctures that cultural studies
ultimately looks towards (Grossberg, 2010; Slack & Wise, 2015).
EPILOGUE: SCREEN TIME
A cultural laborer traditionally kept invisible now may be seen stalking the concert floor,
conspicuously staring at an iPad or tablet screen, maybe even a phone, instead of staring at the
stage. The interface of the mixing console can now roam free from the terminus of microphone
input cables and amplifier output cables. The concert audio engineer, while maybe not hearing as
the lay audience does and not intending to hear quite what the audience hears, can at least now
explore the venue during soundcheck and performance to see whether the sound they are helping
to produce is sonically consistent, in terms of frequency and amplitude, from seat to seat. This is
the future, the interface of young engineers, just as the first digital consoles were the future I
eagerly embraced when I was younger.
This latest future continues a trajectory of the realignment of sensory ratios, a specific
kind of embodiment in specific times and places, which cuts across the history of the occupation
I have chronicled in this dissertation. Before arena concerts, sound was already understood as a
phenomenon that could be expertly approached and manipulated. When Bill Hanley worked to
improve the sound of the Beatles, the objective of his technical listening and loudspeaker
assembly was to align arena concert sound with intimate recorded and broadcast sound through
more efficient tympanic reproduction. At the time this meant simply integrating microphones
through a central mixing interface on to amplifiers and loudspeakers, even if the mixing interface
was by today’s standards remarkably primitive. There simply was less for the engineer to look at,
more for the engineer to listen for. It is ironic that the first major improvement to come to
concert sound came from the cinema, that form of cultural spectacle so centered on the visual.
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Ever since that improvement, while loudspeaker technology slowly improved the listening
experience of engineer and audience, refining that common embodiment relation to the sound
produced on stage, the hermeneutic relation that concert engineers experience alone in the crowd
became more and more complex, breaking sound and sources down into further and further data
to be read and manipulated (Ihde, 1990; Verbeek, 2005). While this allowed deeper control over
the sound of sources and the overall mix, it required an occupational embodiment more and more
centered on vision and touch, less and less on hearing. This is a tradeoff steeped in irony: to get a
“better” sound, you must spend less time concentrating on an embodied experience of sound and
more on a hermeneutic which represents sound to the eye and the hand. Just as the loudspeaker
became an ubiquitous interface of listening, so is the screen slowly becoming our culture’s
primary interface of control.
The overall consensus since I started working in the concert audio industry, in 1998,
states that the 21st century is the good old days of concert audio, however this statement must be
qualified. No one wants to go back to loudspeaker systems prior to the innovation of line array
inaugurated in the V-DOSC system. Digital consoles are a slightly more individual concern.
While the aesthetics of digital in live concert audio has never instantiated the kinds of fierce
debates over sound quality that digital motivated in music recording or broadcast, there was a
slight reluctance based on simple trust and reliability (Kiran, 2010). In the high pressure of live
sound, where there is only ever one chance to get a show right, the further along and higher up
an engineer was in their career the greater the chance that this engineer may hesitate to adopt a
digital console (although many, such as Howard Page and Robert Scovill, were early advocates
of digital). However, for the most part the potential advantages of digital motivated engineers to
risk trusting new tools: recall, consolidated transport size, expanded signal processing, and
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potential integration with recording/playback platforms and processing, not to mention price,
eventually has won over most engineers in the industry.
Yet all is not new. There is no greater sonic artifact that elicits trust and feelings of
reliability that the Shure SM 57 and SM 58 microphones. These microphones have shaped our
collective experience of concert sound as much as any loudspeaker of mixing console, linking
the sound of the present with the sound of the past. Shure exists as an industrial force alongside
JBL, Clair, and Yamaha, building the conditions by which concert audio engineering practice
occurs. At a concert, there is a social, industrial and subsequent technological construction of
listening and hence sound, where various components and techniques are assembled. The
introduced availability of equalization, compression, and reverb, all extending the processing
chain between microphone and loudspeaker, all controlled by the concert audio engineer, all this
is akin to Adorno’s radio. Yet unlike Adorno’s project focusing on the phenomenon of the radio
as a singular phenomenon listened to and through, I have worked to unpack the components that
go together in shaping the listening of concert audio engineers themselves. The particular people
of concern, the aesthetic values they bring into the occupation, that they practice and inscribe in
the devices they use, these largely determine what most of us experience as a singular
phenomenon of concert sound. Listen closely.
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